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WELCOME

Welcome to the new look DANLERS catalogue. We hope you find it clear and
informative. Feel free to call us if you require any further information. We shall be
pleased to help you.

MEETING YOUR ENERGY EFFICIENCY REQUIREMENTS
High energy costs have put increasing pressure on commercial and domestic building
users to reduce their energy consumption and carbon emissions. To help meet those
requirements DANLERS Limited is committed not only to the design and manufacture
of innovative energy saving products across a wide range of applications, from large
commercial end users to domestic applications, but also to providing high quality service
and support to those customers.

SIMPLY SAVING ENERGY
The DANLERS philosophy is to design high quality, reliable products that are easy to
install, keeping costs to a minimum. Control projects can be tackled room by room or
area by area, providing flexibility for budgeting or logistical requirements. Products can
start making savings as soon as they are installed, with energy savings as high as 80%
for some applications, ensuring rapid payback.

A NEW GENERATION OF INNOVATIVE CONTROLS
DANLERS’ investment in research and development has seen the release of
a number of innovative energy saving products to the range, including three
significant new product ranges.
• REMOTELY PROGRAMMABLE PIR OCCUPANCY SWITCHES
- Ceiling flush mounted versions
- Ceiling surface mounted versions
- Dimming versions for either DALI or 1-10VDC ballasts
- Standard ceiling mount and high bay options
- 100m signal range via bluetooth (Android Only)
- Versions with real time scheduling (ControlZAPP) for changes of state or
function
• HIGH BAY PIR OCCUPANCY SWITCHES
- 3 lens variants
- Narrow, spot or wide detection patterns
- Manually adjusted or remotely programmable versions
- Switching only versions
- Dimming versions for DALI, DSI or 1-10VDC ballasts
• PIR OCCUPANCY SWITCHES WITH DIMMING
- New run-on timer for timed or permanent low light level function
- Versions for DALI, DSI or 1-10VDC ballasts.

DANLERS Limited, DANLERS Business Centre, Vincients Road,
CHIPPENHAM, Wiltshire, SN14 6NQ United Kingdom.
Tel:+44 (0)1249 443377. Fax:+44 (0)1249 443388. E-mail: sales@danlers.co.uk

www.danlers.co.uk
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The products are straightforward to install and generally use the existing wiring,
making them suitable for either retrofitting or new installations. The energy saving
products include relays with special high surge contact material.
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DANLERS Limited design and manufacture a range of high quality electronic switches
for the control of lighting, heating, ventilation and air conditioning. Energy saving,
security and convenience are among the many benefits offered by DANLERS controls.

BESPOKE AND O.E.M PRODUCTS AND SERVICES

5 YEAR

Special versions of our products can be made to suit customers’ needs. DANLERS
also design and manufacture bespoke versions for Original Equipment Manufacturers.

DANLERS CONTRACT ELECTRONICS MANUFACTURING
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DANLERS offer contract electronics manufacturing services for other manufacturers
and product inventors. Our capabilities include surface mount and through hole
electronic assembly as well as 3D modelling. Our state of the art equipment enables
us to produce anything from prototypes to electronic production runs on a competitive,
efficient and flexible basis.

QUALITY ASSURANCE
•

DANLERS Limited is an ISO9001 and ISO14001 certified company.

•

Every product is tested after manufacture as standard.

•

All relevant DANLERS products carry the CE mark.

•

All DANLERS electronic switches comply with Directive 93/68/EEC (Electrical
Equipment Safety Regulations 1994) and with Standard EN 60669-2-1
(Electronic Switches).

•

DANLERS dimmer switches also meet Standard BS EN 55015: 1993.

•

DANLERS products enable compliance with the requirements of the Building
Regulations Approved Documents L2A and L2B for the Conservation of Fuel
and Power and with the recommendations of the 2nd tier document:- BRE
Digest 498 - “Selecting Lighting Controls”.

•

Many of DANLERS’ energy saving products qualify for the Enhanced Capital
Allowance Scheme run by the Carbon Trust.

•

All products are manufactured by DANLERS in the U.K. except for some of
the radio remote controls which are manufactured in Austria and the U.K.

•

Our warranty extends to five years from the date of manufacture.

ISO 9001: 2008
Registration No. 879

When installing any DANLERS products, please ensure that the most recent edition
of the appropriate local wiring regulations has been observed and that appropriate
protective measures have been applied.
DANLERS Limited has a policy of continuous development. The right is reserved to
change specifications without prior notification or public announcement.
ISO 14001: 2004
Registration No. 879

Telephone: +44(0)1249 443377

Unless by prior arrangement, DANLERS Limited will not accept responsibility for any
installation or site visit cost associated with DANLERS products.
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CUSTOMERS SERVICES

SALES SUPPORT
● We pride ourselves on giving a personal, professional service and prompt response
to our customers’ needs.
● All DANLERS office staff receive thorough product training and can guide you
through our extensive range of products, advise on the most appropriate solution.
● Point of Sale items, including a range of wall mounted display boards and catalogue
dispensers for trade counters or show rooms, are available on request - free of
charge.
Please contact us should you require full up to date details of our Point of Sale
displays or if you require further copies of this catalogue in this A4 format or in a
smaller concise DL (1/3 A4) format.

STOCK AND DISTRIBUTION
● Sophisticated stock control system ensures products are available for fast
despatch and delivery.
● Next day delivery on most of DANLERS standard products.
● Can be purchased through most leading electrical wholesalers.
● For your nearest DANLERS stockist do not hesitate to contact us.

TECHNICAL SUPPORT
● Our technical support team are available free of charge to discuss a range of
technical issues.
● Though most enquiries are dealt with by telephone or email we can also offer on
site assistance.
● Plans can be marked up to supply guidance lighting control schemes.
● Our team are regularly available to discuss your requirements at comprehensive
range of national and international lighting, electrical and energy efficiency events.

TRAINING
● Product or best practise training sessions for consultants, contractors, O.E.M
partners and electrical wholesalers can be arranged at DANLERS headquarters in
Wiltshire or at a convenient location.
● Our marketing team can also supply copies of powerpoint presentations we have
given to industry professionals on behalf of our trade association ESTA.

BIMS
DANLERS have issued BIM files for a range of their key products.
This supports the UK Government strategy of ensuring that all centrally funded work
undertaken by consulting designers and engineers falls within the BIM environment,
These BIM files are available on the DANLERS website. Should you require modelling
to be made available of other DANLERS products for your project please do not
hesitate to contact us to discuss your requirements.
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GUIDE TO DANLERS PIR OCCUPANCY SWITCHES

The DANLERS range of passive infra-red (PIR) occupancy switches is designed for the
automatic control of lighting, heating, ventilation or air conditioning loads.

PIR OCCUPANCY SWITCHES
ARE IDEAL FOR:

PIR OCCUPANCY SWITCH FUNCTIONS

OFFICES

Presence detection:
The PIR switch will switch on the connected load automatically when an area is occupied,
and then switch it off automatically when the area has been vacant for a chosen duration.
This has the benefits of reduced energy bills and automatic control. When controlling
lighting, the built-in photocell can be used to keep the lights off on bright days.
Presence detection:
DANLERS also offer Ceiling mounted passive infra-red absence switches which require a
momentary wall switch to turn on the load.

WAREHOUSES

PERSON DETECTION TECHNOLOGY

TOILETS & RESTROOMS

Each PIR occupancy switch in the DANLERS range has a passive infra-red quad person
detector. This detects the movement of a warm body moving within its detection zone.

CAR PARKS

ADJUSTABLE TIME LAG FOR PIR SWITCHES

LOCAL AUTHORITIES

There is a time lag function which is adjusted using a spindle on manually adjusted
versions and by free app on an Android phone or tablet on ControlZAPP and EasyZAPP
remotely adjusted versions. The time lag is the time that must elapse with no movement
detected before the PIR occupancy switch will switch off.

PLUS MANY OTHER USES

HOSPITALS
SCHOOLS & COLLEGES
SPORTS & LEISURE CENTRES
CORRIDORS & STAIRWELLS

SHARED ACCOMMODATION

ENERGY SAVING

Manual versions: Adjustable in 9 steps: 10 seconds, 20 seconds, 40 seconds,
1.25 minutes, 2.5 minutes, 5 minutes, 10 minutes, 20 minutes, 40 minutes.
Remote versions (ControlZAPP and EasyZAPP): Adjustable from 10 seconds to 24 hours.

ADJUSTABLE PHOTOCELL
The “Inhibit on” photocell on most models will inhibit the lights from switching on when
somebody enters an area with plenty of ambient light. However, if somebody is already
occupying an area with the lights switched on, the lights will remain on while the area
is occupied, regardless of any increase in the ambient light level. This is to avoid any
nuisance switching off when somebody is present.
The “Intelligent” photocell on some controls enables even greater energy savings because,
in its patented calibration process, it learns to ignore the artificial lighting.
NOTE: Published photocell range lux values are taken at the photocell.

LOADING
All standard PIR occupancy switches, at 230VAC supply voltage, can switch up to:
6 amps (1500W) of resistive loads. 6 amps (1500W) of fluorescent loads.
3 amps (750W) of electronic and wire wound transformer loads.
2 amps (500W) of CFL, 2D lamps, LED Drivers and LED lamps and fittings.
1 amp (250W) of fans.

WIRING IN PARALLEL
A few PIR switches can be wired in parallel to control the same load.

START-UP MODE
When the mains supply is initially connected to the PIR occupancy switch it goes through
its Start-up Mode. This means it switches on for about 1 minute, and then switches off and
enters its Operating Mode. If a manual wall switch is feeding the PIR occupancy switch
(see appropriate wiring diagrams) then it will go through the Start-up Mode each time the
wall switch is switched on. By wiring the manual wall switch in the alternative position, the
supply to the PIR occupancy switch is uninterrupted and it remains in Operating Mode. It
does not go through its Start-up Mode each time the wall switch is switched on.
6
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GUIDE TO DANLERS PIR OCCUPANCY SWITCHES

MANUALLY ADJUSTED PIR OCCUPANCY SWITCHES
Manually adjusted PIR Occupancy Switches normally have two spindles on the side of the
product, ‘TIME LAG’ and ‘LUX’. However some models including CESF PIR, WACEPIR
and WAPIR also have a third spindle for ‘SENSITIVITY’ which enables the detection area
to be backed off to avoid unnecessary switching.
DANLERS new PIR Occupancy switches with Daylight linked dimming for DALI, DSI or
1-10VDC dimmable ballasts have 4 adjustable spindles on the side of the product: ‘TIME
LAG’, ‘LUX’, ‘SENSITIVITY’ and ‘RUN-ON’ which allows the light to be returned to a
minimum background level following a period of occupancy.

REMOTELY ADJUSTED PIR OCCUPANCY SWITCHES
EasyZAPP versions:
These are set up or adjusted remotely using a free app on an Android phone or tablet.
These work as presence detector switches and can be adjusted for settings such as
photocell override and time lag. The phone or tablet can also be used as a remote control
on/off override, or used to batch configure a number of EasyZAPP controls at the same
time. The Android device communicates using Bluetooth Smart, with a signal range of up
to 100m.
ControlZAPP versions:
In addition to all the EasyZAPP functions, ControlZAPP products can be programmed to
change state or change function according to a calender schedule.
Both EasyZAPP and ControlZAPP products include optional password protection, to avoid
unwanted adjustment of the settings.

PIR OCCUPANCY SWITCH VARIANTS
The DANLERS range of products includes PIR occupancy switches for standard ceiling or
wall mounting, for high bay mounting, or for mounting on light battens.
Special variants of products are available on request such as 24V (a.c. or d.c.) versions
or 12V (a.c. or d.c.) versions, ideal for low voltage control systems. Some variants are
available from stock for next day delivery. We can also supply volt free outputs for mains,
24V or 12V supplies (including versions with gold relays).

Telephone: +44(0)1249 443377
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GUIDE TO DANLERS PIR OCCUPANCY SWITCHES

PIR OCCUPANCY SWITCHING AND PHOTOCELL FUNCTIONS
PIR occupancy switches (Presence or Absence) keep lights ON, only when needed.

Enough daylight,
Occupied – Lighting OFF

Enough daylight,
Unoccupied – Lighting OFF

Insufficient daylight,
Occupied – Lighting ON

Insufficient daylight,
Unoccupied – Lighting OFF

PRESENCE DETECTION:
Most PIR occupancy switches in the DANLERS range work by Presence Detection.
The PIR occupancy switch will automatically switch the lights (or other load) ON when a person enters the room and will automatically
switch the load OFF when no further movement is detected.

PRESENCE DETECTION - SHORT VISIT MODE:

If you are only visiting a room for a short time you can operate the wall switch. The lights will then just stay ON for just 30 seconds
before switching OFF. This can save more energy as the occupancy switch does not stay on for the rest of its set time lag. After 30
seconds, any other detected movement will bring the lights ON again, for the regular set time lag.

PRESENCE DETECTION - COURTESY EXIT MODE:

This can also save more energy by switching the lights OFF before the regular time lag has elapsed. If you press the wall switch when
you leave, the lights will remain ON for 30 seconds for you to vacate, and then switch OFF. Again, any other detected movement after the
30 seconds will bring the lights back ON for the regular set time lag. If you do not use the wall switch at all, the product will operate as a
standard PIR Occupancy (presence) switch.

8
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GUIDE TO DANLERS PIR OCCUPANCY SWITCHES

ABSENCE DETECTION:
Absence Switches require a retractive (momentary) switch to be pressed when a person enters the room. This will switch the lights (or
other load) ON and enable the PIR switch to control the load. The load will automatically be switched OFF when no further movement is
detected. The retractive (momentary) switch can also be used to switch the load OFF, by pressing it for 2 seconds.

ABSENCE DETECTION SWITCH/DIM CONTROL:
The momentary wall switch is pressed when a person enters the room. This will switch the lights ON and enable the PIR switch to control the
load. The momentary wall switch can also be used to switch or dim the load. The load will automatically be switched OFF when no further
movement is detected.

Telephone: +44(0)1249 443377
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DANLERS DIMMING PIR OCCUPANCY SWITCHES

PIR OCCUPANCY SWITCHES DAYLIGHT LINKED DIMMING
Designed for controlling DALI, DSI or 1-10V dimmable ballasts, these products will maintain a chosen lux level in the area by dimming the
lights in response to changes in the ambient daylight level.
There is also an adjustable “Run-on” timer, which allows the light to be returned to a minimum background level following a period of
occupancy. This can either be for a chosen time period, or as a permanent background light.

PIR occupancy switch with daylight linked dimming controlling a dimmable ballast

Enough daylight,
Occupied –
Lighting OFF

Reduced daylight,
Occupied –
Lighting DIMMED

Night,
Occupied –
Lighting ON

Unoccupied
Lighting ON (minimum)
(during ‘Run-on’ time)

Reduced daylight,
Unoccupied –
Lighting OFF
(after ‘Run-on’ timer elapsed)

Night,
Unoccupied –
Lighting OFF
(after ‘Run-on’ timer elapsed)

Ballast options for PIR occupancy switches daylight linked dimming
BALLAST TYPE

LOADING SPECIFICATION

‘DALIP’ range:

Suitable for switching and dimming DALI ballasts (broadcast only). These products have an integral DALI power
supply and can control up to 24mA, eg. 12 ballasts at 2mA (varies according to make and model of ballasts.

‘DALI’ range:

Suitable for switching and dimming DALI ballasts (broadcast only). These products are provided with an external
DALI power supply provided and can control up to 40mA, eg. 20 ballasts at 2mA (varies according to make and
model of ballasts. For greater numbers of ballasts (64 max.) additional external DALI Power supplies can be
purchased (DANLERS order code: DBPSU).

1-10V range:

Total load of ballast, lamps plus other load not more than 6 amps including fluorescent. Can control up to 40mA, eg. 20
ballasts at 2mA (varies according to make and model of ballasts).

‘DSIP’ range:

Suitable for switching and dimming DSI ballasts. These products have an integral DSI power supply can control
up to 24mA, eg. 12 ballasts at 2mA (varies according to make and model of ballasts.

‘DSI’ range:

Suitable for switching and dimming DSI ballasts. These products are provided with an external DSI power
supply provided and can control up to 40mA, eg. 20 ballasts at 2mA (varies according to make and model of
ballasts. For greater numbers of ballasts (64 max.) additional external DSI Power supplies can be purchased
(DANLERS order code: DBPSU).
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DANLERS DIMMING PIR OCCUPANCY SWITCHES

PIR OCCUPANCY SWITCHES WITH STEP DOWN ILLUMINANCE
Automatically switches lights on to 100% when area is occupied. Switches to a pre-set lower level when area is not occupied.

Unoccupied:
Lighting DIMMED
(Chosen level, eg 20%)

Occupied:
Lighting ON
(Full -100%)

Ballast loading for PIR occupancy switches daylight linked dimming
BALLAST TYPE

LOADING SPECIFICATION

1-10V range:

Total load of ballast, lamps plus other load not more than 6 amps including fluorescent. Can control up to 20mA, eg. 20
ballasts at 1mA (varies according to make and model of ballasts).

PHOTOCELL ONLY CONTROLS
Photocell only controls are independent of occupancy. If enough daylight is available the lighting will switch OFF. If the ambient daylight
level reduces below the pre-set level, the lights will switch ON.

RE-SET PHOTOCELL ONLY CONTROLS
Re-set photocell controls are turned ON manually by a wall switch. When the ambient light gets brighter the lighting will switch OFF.

Telephone: +44(0)1249 443377
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GUIDE TO DANLERS PIR OCCUPANCY SWITCHES
Two ceiling
flush-mounted
CEFL PIR (see
pages 16-17)
controlling the
lights in a meeting
room. In this, and
other offices, a
manual wall switch
is retained to
override the lights
to off,
e.g. for a video
presentation.

Small offices
are covered by
a single ceiling
flush-mounted
CEFL PIR or
alternatively
with an absence
switch
CEFLA PIR (see
pages 16-17).

MEETING ROOM

The wall switch
has been
replaced by a
wall mounted
WAPIR (see
pages 34-35).

OFFICE

OFFICE

OFFICE

CORRIDOR

Long range
directional
CEDR 6PLR
(see pages 32-33)
to detect people
in the 25 metre
corridor.

OPEN PLAN OFFICES

RECEPTION

Scale

0

5m

APPLICATION DIAGRAM
The diagram illustrates PIR occupancy switch siting within a
typical office/factory facility. The coloured zones emanating from
the controls show strong detection zones (darker tints with solid

10m

Ceiling flush-mounted
CEFL PIR (see pages
16-17) spaced every 5
metres to cover the open
plan office and control
the lights. The CEFL PIR
can be wired in groups
in parallel, to control the
lighting in zones.

coloured line) and secondary detection zones (lighter tint with
broken coloured line).
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GUIDE TO DANLERS PIR OCCUPANCY SWITCHES
Two ceiling
surfacemounted
CESF PIR (see
pages 24-25)
one on each
landing, wired
in parallel to
control the
lighting in the
stairwell.

In the toilets a
ceiling flushmounted
CEFL PIR (see
pages 16-17) has
been wired in
parallel with a wall
mounted
WACE PIR (see
pages 34-35)
in the lobby, to
control the lighting
in both rooms
together.

In the shower room a
CEFL PIR SEALED
(see pages 16-17)
is used, as it has
protection against
light splashes and
condensation.

OPEN
STAIRCASE

TOILET
LOBBY
TOILETS

STAIRWELL

Ceiling
directional
CEDR 6P (see
pages 32-33)
covers the open
staircase.

SHOWER
ROOM

FACTORY AREA

RESTROOM

HIGH BAY
RACKING

HIGH BAY
RACKING

Batten mounted
BMINTPIR5M
(see pages
50-51) fitted
to every other
batten lamp
fitting to give
total coverage
of the open plan
factory area.

PACKING AREA

Ceiling
flush-mounted
CEFL PIR (see
pages 16-17) spaced
every 5 metres to
cover the open plan
reception area and
control the lights.

Telephone: +44(0)1249 443377

Ceiling plug-in
CELO (see pages
32-33) mounted
on BESA box on
ceiling conduit.
Spaced at 5 metre
intervals to control
the lights in the
restroom.

HB PIR WD
(see page 42)
High bay PIR
occupancy switch
detects people
walking across a
large wide area.

High bay PIR
occupancy
switches with
narrow detection
HB PIR ND
(see page 42)
detects people
in a storage aisle
without detecting
movement in the
neighbouring
aisle.
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DANLERS REMOTELY PROGRAMMABLE CONTROLS

This range of programmable energy saving products
includes versions for on/off switching only, and
versions for controlling dimmable lighting loads.
DANLERS remotely programmable controls are programmable by
Android (4.3 or later) phone or tablet via Bluetooth. The range is
divided into three different product families as follows:

FEATURES
ControlZAPP for sophisticated functions
and real time scheduling
Compatible
with
ANDROID
4.3 or later

EasyZAPP for basic remote adjustment
and batch programming
ScheduleZAPP for timed ON /OFF
control and photocell switching only
Versions for standard detection and
high bay detection

ControlZAPP:
The products in this range have PIR Occupancy switching plus a photocell
for light level control. They also benefit from 24 hour, daily and weekly
scheduling, enabling changes of function accurately in real time. Example:
Switching lights ON during the evening for security; or setting shorter time
lag for occupancy switching outside working hours. Exceptions can also
be scheduled enabling special settings e.g. for holidays. All settings can be
configured and scheduled remotely by a free to download app.
ControlZAPP products are available for: Switching only, DALI (broadcast)
dimmable ballasts and 1-10V dimmable ballasts.

Suitable for most lighting loads
Versions for: Switching Only,
DALI dimmable ballasts and
1-10V dimmable ballasts
Programmable by mobile phone/tablet
Password protection
5 YEAR WARRANTY
MADE IN THE U.K.
ENERGY SAVING

EasyZAPP:
The products in this range also have PIR Occupancy switching with a
photocell for light level control. The time lag settings and photocell settings
can be adjusted and programmed remotely by a free to download app.
EasyZAPP devices do not have scheduling capability.
Versions of EazyZAPP products are available for controlling the following:
Switching only loads, DALI (broadcast) dimmable ballasts and 1-10V
dimmable ballasts.

ScheduleZAPP:
This product can be scheduled to switch the load ON or OFF at chosen
times. If required, ScheduleZAPP’s photocell can be used to switch the load
ON when the ambient light is below a chosen threshold, and switch it OFF
when above the threshold. ScheduleZAPP can be programmed remotely
by a free to download app. ScheduleZAPP is designed for switching only,
including for switching DALI (broadcast) or 1-10V ballasts. Dimmable versions
of ScheduleZAPP are available on request.

14
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DANLERS REMOTELY PROGRAMMABLE CONTROLS
SPECIFICATION

ControlZAPP

EasyZAPP

ScheduleZAPP

✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓

✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✗
✗
✗
✓
✗
✗
✓
✗

✗
✗
✗
✗
✗
✓
✓
✗
✗
✓
✗
✓
✓
✓
✓
✗

PIR OCCUPANCY SWITCHING
DAYLIGHT LINKED DIMMING OPTIONS
STANDARD DETECTION OPTIONS (5M MAX.)
HIGH BAY DETECTION OPTIONS (20M MAX.)
VOLT FREE VARIANTS
BATTEN MOUNT VARIANTS
ADJUSTABLE PHOTOCELL SETTINGS
ADJUSTABLE TIME LAG SETTINGS
ADJUSTABLE SHORT VISIT TIME LAG
SCHEDULING
SENSITIVITY ADJUSTMENT
LOAD ON / LOAD OFF OVERRIDE
SUNSET SUNRISE PREDICTION
SUMMER/WINTER TIME
DAYLIGHT SAVINGS ADJUSTMENT
PASSWORD PROTECTION
GROUP OVERRIDE CONTROL

EXAMPLE OF CONTROLZAPP SCHEDULING
Museum Display Area
OBJECTIVE: Optimise lighting ON times to suit usage and footfall in main display areas
with a combination of automatic occupancy based switching and permanent ON / OFF
settings. No natural light is available and the museum is closed Tuesdays and Sundays and
all Bank Holidays.
STRATEGY: Timed control changes to suit when the museum is open to the public.

Time

Day

Switching / dimming strategy

Lux levels

Time Lag (mins)

06:20

Mon. &
Wed to Sat.

Displays: Permanent OFF
Circulation areas: Occupancy switching.

Photocell disabled - no natural
daylight available.

20 min. time lag,
6 min. short visit.

08:20

Mon. &
Wed to Sat.

Displays: Permanent ON
Circulation areas: Permanent ON

Photocell disabled - no natural
daylight available.

Not applicable

19:10

Mon. &
Wed to Sat.

Displays: Permanent OFF
Circulation areas: Occupancy switching.

Photocell disabled - no natural
daylight available.

8 min. time lag,
4 min. short visit.

24hr

Tues. & Sun.
Bank Holidays

DISPLAYS: Permanent OFF
Circulation areas: Occupancy switching.

Photocell disabled - no natural
daylight available.

8 min. time lag,
4 min. short visit.

Telephone: +44(0)1249 443377
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CEILING FLUSH PIR OCCUPANCY SWITCHES

This range of energy saving products is designed
for the automatic switching of a wide variety of
load types.

SPECIFICATION

These products include a person detector and
an adjustable photocell override. Designed for
mounting through suspended or plasterboard
ceilings, they are neat and unobtrusive, and
each includes a 2 metre cable for quick and
easy installation.

Max. mounting height: 5m

Detection zone:

360°

Max. detection area:

7m diameter at 2.4m mounting height

Photocell range:

30-1000 lux and inactive

Time lag range:

10 seconds to 40 minutes in 9 steps

Dimensions:

72mm diameter x 68mm

LOADING

Product options include:
● PIR presence detector switches
● PIR absence detection switches
● PIR switch / dim detector controls
● Low voltage variants.

6 amps (1500W)

Resistive

6 amps (1500W)

Fluorescent

3 amps (750W)

Electronic or wire wound transformer

2 amps (500W)

LED Drivers and LED lamps and ﬁttings

2 amps (500W)

CFL or 2D lamps

1 amp (250W)

Fans

Minimum Load:

2W resistive.

5 YEAR WARRANTY - MADE IN THE U.K.

Dimensions in mm
side

plan

2m cable

38
8

68

57

3
61
72

72
Requires 63 or 64mm (2.5")
diameter hole in a false
or plasterboard ceiling

Detection diagrams
Plan view of detection zone

Perspective view of detection zone

Strong detection zone e.g. person
moving arm

PIR

Secondary detection zone e.g. person
walking (less sensitive when walking
straight towards PIR switch)

Strong
detection
zone

Several PIR occupancy switches
In open plan areas
For best coverage the PIRs should be spaced every 5m in either direction

Secondary
detection
zone

For optimum coverage
recommended mounting
height between 2.4 and 5m.

Up to 5m
Up to 7m

16

PIR Quad detector
gives 124 detection
areas within the zone.

Up to
5m

Up to 5m
Up to 7m

Up to 5m

www.danlers.co.uk

CEILING FLUSH PIR OCCUPANCY SWITCHES
DANLERS PRODUCT
ORDER CODE

DETECTION TYPE

WIRING
DIAGRAMS

ADDITIONAL PRODUCT DESCRIPTION

CEFL PIR

Presence

Neat and unobtrusive ceiling flush mounted
PIR occupancy switch.

17.1

CEFLP PIR

Presence

As CEFL PIR, but with plug for ceiling socket CESO.

17. 1

CEFL PIR 10A

Presence

As CEFL PIR, but with 10 amp rating
for fluorescent or resistive loads.

17. 1

CEFL PIR SEALED

Presence

As CEFL PIR, but sealed against light
splashes and condensation.

17. 1

CEFL PIRSV

Presence

As CEFL PIR, but with short visit and courtesy exit modes.

17. 2

CEFLA PIR

Absence

As CEFL PIR, but with absence detection.

17. 2

CEFLA PIRSD

Absence

Absence detection, with manual switching and dimming.
For controlling Switch/Dim ballasts.

17. 3

CEFL PIR 12VAC,
CEFL PIR 12VDC,
CEFL PIR 24VAC,
CEFL PIR 24VDC

Presence

As CEFL PIR, but for operating voltages of 12V a.c. or d.c. or
24V a.c. or d.c.

17. 1

CEFL PIR 12VVFAC,
CEFL PIR 12VVFDC,
CEFL PIR 24VVFAC,
CEFL PIR 24VVFDC

Presence

As CEFL PIR, but with volt-free contacts. For operating voltages
of 12V a.c. or d.c. or 24V a.c. or d.c.

17. 1

DANLERS can also supply many variants of standard products to special order. Please contact us to discuss your requirements.

17.1. Wiring diagrams
Presence PIR

17.2. Wiring diagrams
Absence PIR and Short Visit PIR

Single control

Single control
alternative position
for optional wall
switch (see “Start-up
Mode” page 6)

Presence PIR

L

SL

optional manual
wall switch for
overriding off

230 VAC

Single CEFLA PIRSD

L

L

L

AB

Mains rated
retractive wall switch
or rocker wall switch
(toggled)

N

L

load

N

A few
Presence PIRs

SL

SL

SL

load

N
Telephone: +44(0)1249 443377

alternative
position for
optional
wall switch
(see
“Start-up
Mode”
page 6)

Mains rated
retractive wall switch
or rocker wall switch
(toggled)

L

SL

load

Switch/Dim
ballast input

L
A few
Absence or
Short Visit
PIRs

230 VAC

N

N

230 VAC

L

Mains rated
retractive
wall switch
or rocker
wall switch
(toggled)

CEFLA PIRSD

A few CEFLA PIRSD wired in parallel

L

230 VAC

AB

N

A few controls wired in parallel

optional manual wall switch
for overriding off

L

L

SL

230 VAC

A few controls wired in parallel

Switch/Dim
ballast input

L

Absence or
Short Visit PIR

load

N

17.3. Wiring diagrams
Switch/Dim PIR

Mains rated
retractive
wall switch
or rocker
wall switch
(toggled)

A few
CEFLA
PIRSD

230 VAC
load

load

N
17

CEILING FLUSH PIR OCCUPANCY SWITCHES WITH DIMMING

This range of energy saving products is designed for
controlling DALI, DSI and 1-10V dimmable ballasts for
lighting loads.

SPECIFICATION

These products switch on when an area is occupied and maintain
a chosen lux level in the area by dimming the lights in response to
changes in the ambient daylight level. There is also an adjustable
“Run-on” timer, which allows the light to be returned to a minimum
background level following a period of occupancy. This can either
be for a chosen time period, or as a permanent background light.

Max. mounting height: 5m

Ideal for saving energy and preventing over illumination.

Detection zone:

360°

Max. detection area:

7m diameter at 2.4m mounting height

Photocell range:

30-1000 lux

Time lag range:

10 seconds to 40 minutes in 9 steps

Run-on time:

0, 1, 2, 5, 10, 15, 20, 30 mins and
infinite (always ON at minimum)

Dimensions:

72mm diameter x 68mm

LOADING (Ballasts options)

Product options include:

See page 10 for full details.
*Number of ballasts varies according to make and model.

● PIR presence detector switches for DALI dimmable ballasts
● PIR presence detector switches for DSI dimmable ballasts

‘DALIP’ range:

● PIR presence detector switches for 1-10VDC dimmable ballasts

‘DALI’ range:

INTERNAL DALI POWER SUPPLY:
Suitable for up to 12 ballasts* at 2mA
EXTERNAL DALI POWER SUPPLY:
Suitable for up to 20 ballasts* at 2mA

● PIR absence detector switches for DALI dimmable ballasts
● PIR absence detector switches for DSI dimmable ballasts
● PIR absence detector switches for 1-10VDC dimmable ballasts

1-10V range:

Suitable for up to 20 ballasts* at 1mA

‘DSIP’ range:

INTERNAL DALI POWER SUPPLY:
Suitable for up to 12 ballasts* at 2mA

‘DSI’ range:

EXTERNAL DALI POWER SUPPLY:
Suitable for up to 20 ballasts* at 2mA

5 YEAR WARRANTY - MADE IN THE U.K.

Detection diagrams
Plan view of detection zone

A - Dimensions in mm

Perspective view of detection zone

Strong detection zone e.g. person
moving arm

PIR

Secondary detection zone e.g. person
walking (less sensitive when walking
straight towards PIR switch)

Strong
detection
zone

Several PIR occupancy switches

side

Up to 7m

18

PIR Quad detector
gives 124 detection
areas within the zone.

38

8

Secondary
detection
zone

68

57

For optimum coverage
recommended mounting
height between 2.4 and 5m.

Up to 5m

plan

In open plan areas
2m 5m
cables
For best coverage the PIRs should be spaced every
in either direction

3
61

Up to 5m
Up to 7m

Up to 5m

72

72
Up to
Requires
5m63 or 64mm (2.5")
diameter hole in a false or
plasterboard ceiling

www.danlers.co.uk

CEILING FLUSH PIR OCCUPANCY SWITCHES WITH DIMMING
DANLERS PRODUCT
ORDER CODE

DETECTION
TYPE

ADDITIONAL PRODUCT DESCRIPTION

WIRING
DIAGRAMS

DIMENSION
DIAGRAMS

CEFL PIR DALIP

Presence

Daylight linked dimming control with occupancy switching. Adjustable
sensitivity control. Exit function with reduced lux level for 0-30 minutes
and infinite (adjustable).
Integral DALI power supply (12 DALI ballasts maximum).

19.1

A

CEFLA PIR DALIP

Absence

As CEFL PIR DALIP, but with absence detection.

19.2

A

CEFL PIR DALI

Presence

Daylight linked dimming control with occupancy switching. Adjustable
sensitivity control. Exit function with reduced lux level for 0-30 minutes
and infinite (adjustable). One external DALI power supply provided
(20 DALI ballasts maximum).

19.1

A

CEFLA PIR DALI

Absence

As CEFL PIR DALI, but with absence detection.

19.2

A

CEFL PIR 10VDC

Presence

Daylight linked dimming with occupancy switching.
For controlling 1-10VDC dimmable ballasts.
Controls up to 20mA, e.g. 20 ballasts at 1mA.

19.3

A

CEFLA PIR 10VDC

Absence

As CEFL PIR 10VDC, but with absence detection.

19.4

A

CEFL PIR DSIP

Presence

Daylight linked dimming control with occupancy switching. Adjustable
sensitivity control. Exit function with reduced lux level for 0-30 minutes
and infinite (adjustable).
Integral DSI power supply (12 DSI ballasts maximum).

19.1

A

CEFLA PIR DSIP

Absence

As CEFL PIR DSIP, but with absence detection.

19.2

A

CEFL PIR DSI

Presence

Daylight linked dimming control with occupancy switching. Adjustable
sensitivity control. Exit function with reduced lux level for 0-30 minutes
and infinite (adjustable). One external DALI power supply provided
(20 DALI ballasts maximum).

19.1

A

CEFLA PIR DSI

Absence

As CEFL PIR DSI, but with absence detection.

19.2

A

19.1. Wiring diagram

19.2. Wiring diagram

CEFL PIR DALI(P) controlling several DALI dimmable ballasts or
CEFL PIR DSI(P) controlling several DSI dimmable ballasts

CEFLA PIR DALI(P) controlling several DALI dimmable ballasts or
CEFLA PIR DSI(P) controlling several DSI dimmable ballasts

L

L

N

N

230 VAC

230 VAC

DALI / DSI
Ballast

DALI / DSI Power Supply
Unit if required*
DALI / DSI Control Lines
Optional
other load

L
N

CEFL PIR DALI(P) or
CEFL PIR DSI(P)

SL

* Provided with
External DALI / DSI
Power Supply
versions

DALI / DSI
Ballast

DALI / DSI Power Supply
Unit if required*

DALI / DSI
Ballast

Optional
other load

19.3. Wiring diagram

Mains
rated
retractive
wall switch
or rocker
wall switch
(toggled)

DALI / DSI
Ballast

DALI / DSI Control Lines

L
SW1

CEFLA PIR DALI(P) or
CEFLA PIR DSI(P)

N

SL

* Provided with
External DALI /
DSI Power
Supply versions

19.4. Wiring diagram

CEFL PIR 10VDC controlling several 1-10VDC dimmable ballasts

CEFLA PIR 10VDC controlling several 1-10VDC dimmable ballasts

L

L

SL

230 VAC

230 VAC

N

Optional manual
wall switch for
overriding off

L
Optional
other load

N

CEFL PIR 10VDC

N
Ballast
1 10

Mains rated retractive
wall switch or rocker
wall switch (toggled)

Ballast
1 10

Control Lines
Optional
other load

SL

Telephone: +44(0)1249 443377

SW1
L
N

CEFLA PIR 10VDC

Ballast
1 10

Ballast
1 10

Control Lines

SL
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CEILING FLUSH PIR OCCUPANCY SWITCHES
WITH STEP DOWN ILLUMINANCE

This range of energy saving products is designed for
controlling 1-10V dimmable ballasts for lighting loads.

SPECIFICATION
Detection zone:

360°

These products switch ON to 100% when an area is occupied.

Max. detection area:

7m diameter at 2.4m mounting height

They also maintain a chosen lower level of illuminance whenever
the area is not occupied.

Max. mounting height: 5m

Ideal for corridor lighting.

Time lag range:

10 seconds to 40 minutes in 9 steps

Product options include:

Dimensions:

72mm diameter x 68mm

● Ceiling flush mounted PIR occupancy ‘Step Down’ switch

LOADING - DIMMING

● Ceiling flush mounted PIR occupancy ‘Step Down’ switch with
sealed enclosure suitable for damp areas

For controlling 1-10VDC dimmable ballasts. Suitable for up to
20 ballasts at 1mA. Daylight linked dimming with occupancy
switching. Controls up to 20mA, e.g. 20 ballasts at 1mA (varies
according to make and model of ballasts).

Photocell range:

● Ceiling surface mounted PIR occupancy ‘Step Down’ switch
● Ceiling surface mounted PIR occupancy ‘Step Down’ switch with
IP66 rated enclosure

Minimum to maximum ballast capability

LOADING - SWITCHING
All products listed opposite have a relay capable of switching
the following loads: 6 amps (1500W) of fluorescent load.
2 amps (500W) of CFL, LED Drivers and LED lamps and fittings.
5 YEAR WARRANTY - MADE IN THE U.K.

A - Dimensions in mm

Detection diagrams
Plan view of detection zone

Perspective view of detection zone

Strong detection zone e.g. person
moving arm

PIR

Secondary detection zone e.g. person
walking (less sensitive when walking
straight towards PIR switch)

Strong
detection
zone

Several PIR occupancy switches

Secondary
detection
zone

66

Up to 7m

20

PIR Quad detector
gives 124 detection
areas within the zone.

38

55

For optimum coverage
recommended mounting
height between 2.4 and 5m.

Up to 5m

plan

side

In open plan areas
For best coverage the PIRs should be spaced every2m
5mcables
in either direction

3
60

Up to 5m
Up to 7m

Up to 5m

72

Up to 72
5m 63 or
Requires
64mm (2.5") diameter
hole in a false or
plasterboard ceiling

www.danlers.co.uk

CEILING FLUSH PIR OCCUPANCY SWITCHES
WITH STEP DOWN ILLUMINANCE
DANLERS PRODUCT
ORDER CODE

DETECTION
TYPE

CEFP LL 10VDC

Presence

CEFP LL 10VDC SEAL

Presence

ADDITIONAL PRODUCT DESCRIPTION

Ceiling flush mounted PIR occupancy switch with
step down illuminance.
For controlling 1-10VDC dimmable ballasts.
Controls up to 20mA, e.g. 20 ballasts at 1mA.
Ceiling flush mounted PIR occupancy switch with
step down illuminance.
Sealed against light splashes and condensation.

WIRING
DIAGRAMS

DIMENSION DIAGRAMS

21.1

A

21.1

A

For controlling 1-10VDC dimmable ballasts.
Controls up to 20mA, e.g. 20 ballasts at 1mA.
ALSO AVAILABLE: CEILING SURFACE MOUNTED VERSIONS - PLEASE SEE PAGES 24 AND 25 FOR FULL DETAILS

CESP LL 10VDC

Presence

Ceiling surface mounted PIR occupancy switch with
step down illuminance.
For controlling 1-10VDC dimmable ballasts.
Controls up to 20mA, e.g. 20 ballasts at 1mA.

21.1

See pages 24
and 25

21.1

See pages 24
and 25

Ceiling surface mounted PIR occupancy switch with
step down illuminance.
CESP LL 10VDC IP66

Presence

IP66 rated enclosure.
For controlling 1-10VDC dimmable ballasts.
Controls up to 20mA, e.g. 20 ballasts at 1mA.

21.1. Wiring diagram
CEFP LL 10VDC (SEAL) controlling several 1-10VDC dimmable ballasts
Optional
switch for
overriding off

control lines

1
ballast
10

L
230 VAC

CEFP LL 10VDC SEAL

N

Telephone: +44(0)1249 443377

1
ballast
10
1
ballast
10
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CEILING FLUSH REMOTELY
PROGRAMMABLE CONTROLS

This range of programmable energy saving products
includes versions for on/off switching only, and versions for
controlling dimmable lighting loads.

SPECIFICATION
Voltage:

Suitable for mains voltage 100 - 260Vac,
50/60Hz (switch mode).

The products are designed for ceiling flush mounting into false or
plasterboard ceilings.

Photocell range:

Enabled: 30 to 1000 lux.
Disabled: Photocell inactive.

Dimensions:

Device: 85mm diameter x 79mm.
Requires 73/75mm diameter hole in false
or plasterboard ceiling.
Ceiling void at least 78mm deep.
Power Supply: 120 x 50 x 32mm.
Telejack Connector: 180mm in length.

● Programmable by Android (4.3 or later) phone or tablet via
Bluetooth
● Bluetooth signal range up to 100m
● Password protection
● Patented ‘intelligent’ photocell for additional savings
(GB Patent No. 2 502 847).

LOADING (SWITCHING)

ControlZAPP:

10 amps (2500W)

Resistive

6 amps (1500W)

Fluorescent

3 amps (750W)

Electronic or wire wound transformer

2 amps (500W)

LED Drivers and LED lamps and ﬁttings

2 amps (500W)

CFL or 2D lamps

Minimum Load:

2W resistive.

All standard ControlZAPP, EasyZAPP and ScheduleZAPP
products can switch the following loads:

These products feature sophisticated functions
and real time scheduling. They also include a
person detector and an adjustable photocell
override.

EasyZAPP:

These products feature remote adjustment and
batch programming. They also include a person
detector and an adjustable photocell override.

ScheduleZAPP: These products feature remote adjustment and
timed ON /OFF control. They also include an
adjustable photocell override.

LOADING (DIMMING)
Please refer to the table opposite
ControlZAPP and EasyZAPP products only

For a more comprehensive explanation of functions, please see
pages 14-15.

Detection zone:

360°

Max. detection area:

7m diameter at 2.4m mounting height

Max. mounting height: 5m

Secondary detection zone i.e. person
walking (less sensitive when walking
straight towards PIR switch)

Detection diagrams

Secondary
detection
zone

Short Visit Time:

Adjusted by APP from 10 seconds
to 24 hours.

Sensitivity:

Adjustable via APP.

A. Power Supply and Device dimensions in mm

(ControlZAPP & EasyZAPP only)
PIR

Adjusted by APP from 10 seconds
to 24 hours.

5 YEAR WARRANTY - MADE IN THE U.K.

Strong detection zone i.e. person
moving arm

Strong
detection
zone

Time lag range:

plan

side

side

77

100

Up to 5m

2

Up to 7m
For optimum coverage recommended
mounting height between 2.4 and 5m.
PIR Quad detector gives 124 detection
areas within the zone.

22

plan

10

10

60
85

50

32

Also supplied with Telejack
Connector to connect ControlZAPP
device with its power supply

85

Requires 73/75mm diameter hole in a false
or plasterboard ceiling

www.danlers.co.uk
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CEILING FLUSH REMOTELY
PROGRAMMABLE CONTROLS
DANLERS PRODUCT
ORDER CODE

LOADING INFORMATION AND ADDITIONAL PRODUCT DESCRIPTION

SCHEDULING

WIRING
DIAGRAMS

DIMENSION
DIAGRAMS

CZCEFL

10 amp (2500W) Resistive. 6 amp (1500W) Fluorescent.
3 amp (750W) Transformer. 2 amp (500W) CFL,
2D, LED drivers & LED lamps.

✓

23.1

A

CZCEFL DALI

Suitable for switching and dimming DALI ballasts (broadcast only). Can
control up to 40mA, eg. 20 ballasts at 2mA (varies according to ballast type).

✓

23.2

A

CZCEFL 10VDC

Total load of ballast, lamps plus other load not more than 6 amps, including
fluorescent. Can control up to 20mA, eg. 20 ballasts at 1mA (varies according to
ballast type).

✓

23.3

A

EZCEFL

10 amp (2500W) Resistive. 6 amp (1500W) Fluorescent.
3 amp (750W) Transformer. 2 amp (500W) CFL,
2D, LED drivers & LED lamps.

✗

23.1

A

EZCEFL DALI

Suitable for switching and dimming DALI ballasts (broadcast only). Can
control up to 40mA, eg. 20 ballasts at 2mA (varies according to ballast type).

✗

23.2

A

EZCEFL 10VDC

Total load of ballast, lamps plus other load not more than 6 amps including
fluorescent. Can control up to 20mA, eg. 20 ballasts at 1mA (varies according to
ballast type).

✗

23.3

A

SZCEFL

Switching photocell - no person detection.
10 amp (2500W) Resistive. 6 amp (1500W) Fluorescent.
3 amp (750W) Transformer. 2 amp (500W) CFL, 2D, LED drivers & LED lamps.

✓

23.1

A

VOLT FREE
VARIANTS

Versions of the above ControlZAPP, EasyZAPP and ScheduleZAPP products
are available with a volt free output, for switching a secondary signal rather
than the supply voltage.

ControlZAPP
and
Not
ScheduleZAPP illustrated
variants only

A

ANCILLARY ITEMS
DBPSU

DALI / DSI power supply unit for use with DANLERS DALI / DSI controls and
third party DALI / DSI control solutions. Rated at 40mA.

Not
applicable

23.2

A
(Power
supply)

WAOSW

Wall override switch with AUTOMATIC / OFF control option and a temporary
timed override ON switch (adjustable 1-120 minutes). For 230VAC supply only.

Not
applicable

23.3

86 x 86
x 10mm

23.1. Wiring diagram - Switching Only

L

Switching only controls

L

L
100 - 260 VAC
50/60 Hz

23.2. Wiring diagram - DALI controls
100 - 260VAC 50/60Hz

N

SL

E.g. DANLERS
DALI Power Order code:
Supply Unit DBPSU

N CZ CEFL,
EZ CEFL or
SZ CEFL

DALI
Ballast

DALI
Ballast

DALI Control Lines

load

Optional
other load

L
N

N

CZ CEFL DALI or
EZ CEFL DALI device

SL
23.4. Wiring diagram

23.3. Wiring diagram - 1-10V controls
1-10V controls

_
L

CZ CEFL 10VDC
or EZ CEFL 10VDC

+
N

time lag switch

ballast

-

+

ballast

100 - 260VAC
50/60Hz

Telephone: +44(0)1249 443377

WAOSW

+

SL

N

Switching only
controls with WAOSW

control lines

-

Optional
other load

+

ballast

-

L

PIR
occupancy
switch

N

SL

rocker switch

230 VAC
load

N
23

CEILING SURFACE PIR OCCUPANCY SWITCHES

This range of energy saving products is designed
for the automatic switching of a wide variety of
load types.

SPECIFICATION

These products include a person detector and
an adjustable photocell override. Designed for
mounting on solid ceilings. They are hard wired
and can be mounted on a square pattress box.

Detection zone:

360°

Max. detection area:

7m diameter at 2.4m mounting height

Max. mounting height: 5m

Product options include:

Photocell range:

30-1000 lux and inactive

Time lag range:

10 seconds to 40 minutes in 9 steps

Dimensions:

See diagrams below

● PIR presence detector switches

LOADING

● PIR absence detector switches

6 amps (1500W)

Resistive

● PIR switches with step down illuminance

6 amps (1500W)

Fluorescent

● Low voltage variants.

3 amps (750W)

Electronic or wire wound transformer

2 amps (500W)

LED Drivers and LED lamps and ﬁttings

2 amps (500W)

CFL or 2D lamps

1 amp (250W)

Fans

Minimum Load:

2W resistive.

5 YEAR WARRANTY - MADE IN THE U.K.

A - Dimensions in mm

B - Dimensions in mm

86

plan

plan
plan

8686

plan

side
side

side

86

8686

86

C - Dimensions in mm
plan

plan

86

86

side

22

86

22
53

side

side
22

53

Detection diagrams
Plan view of detection zone

Perspective view of detection zone

Strong detection zone e.g. person
moving arm

PIR

Secondary detection zone e.g. person
walking (less sensitive when walking
straight towards PIR switch)

Strong
detection
zone

Several PIR occupancy switches
In open plan areas
For best coverage the PIRs should be spaced every 5m in either direction

Secondary
detection
zone

For optimum coverage
recommended mounting
height between 2.4 and 5m.

Up to 5m
Up to 7m

24

PIR Quad detector
gives 124 detection
areas within the zone.

Up to
5m

Up to 5m
Up to 7m

Up to 5m

www.danlers.co.uk

CEILING SURFACE PIR OCCUPANCY SWITCHES
DANLERS PRODUCT
ORDER CODE

DETECTION
TYPE

PHOTOCELL
LUX RANGE

WIRING
DIAGRAMS

DIMENSION
DIAGRAMS

CESF PIR

Presence

30-1000
& inactive

Ceiling surface mounted PIR occupancy switch.

25.1

A

CESF PIR IP66

Presence

30-1000
& inactive

As CESF PIR, but with deeper, IP66 rated enclosure.

25.1

B

CESF PIRSV

Presence

30-1000
& inactive

As CESF PIR, but with short visit and courtesy exit
modes.

25.2

C

CESFA PIR

Absence

30-1000
& inactive

As CESF PIR, but with absence detection.

25.2

C

CESP LL 10VDC

Presence

Depends on
ballast

PIR occupancy switch with step down illuminance.
Lights reduce to chosen set-back level on non-occupancy.
For controlling 1-10VDC dimmable ballasts.
Controls up to 20mA, e.g. 20 ballasts at 1mA.

25.2

A

CESP LL 10VDC IP66

Presence

Depends on
ballast

As CESP LL 10VDC but with deeper, IP66 rated
enclosure.

25.3

B

WACE PIR

Presence

30-1000
& inactive

Suitable for wall or ceiling mounting.
See pages 34/35 for details, including detection.

25.1

A

PABO

-

-

Pattress box suitable for square ceiling mounted
products. 20mm knock out.

-

87 x 87 x
28mm

VARIANTS

-

-

DANLERS can also supply many variants, including low
voltage versions of standard products, to special order.
Please contact us to discuss your requirements.

-

-

25.1. Wiring diagrams
Presence PIR
Single control

25.2. Wiring diagrams
Absence PIR and Short Visit PIR

alternative position
for optional
wall switch (see
“Start-up Mode”
page 6)

Presence PIR

L

SL

ADDITIONAL PRODUCT DESCRIPTION

optional manual
wall switch for
overriding off

230 VAC

Single control

L

Single CESP LL 10VDC (IP66)

L

L

AB
Mains rated
retractive wall switch
or rocker wall switch
(toggled)

optional manual
wall switch for
overriding off

Absence or
Short Visit PIR

N

SL

N

N

1
ballast
10
1
ballast
10

L
A few Presence PIRs

230 VAC

SL

CEFP LL 10VDC

A few controls wired in parallel

optional manual wall switch
for overriding off

SL

1
ballast
10

230 VAC

load

N

A few controls wired in parallel

control lines

L

230 VAC
load

L

25.3. Wiring diagram
Step Down Illuminance PIR

SL

N
Telephone: +44(0)1249 443377

alternative
position for
optional
wall switch
(see
“Start-up
Mode”
page 6)
load

L
Mains rated
retractive
wall switch
or rocker
wall switch
(toggled)

A few
Absence or
Short Visit
PIRs

230 VAC

N

load
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CEILING SURFACE PIR OCCUPANCY SWITCHES

This range of energy saving products is designed
for the automatic switching of a wide variety of
load types.
These products include a person detector and
an adjustable photocell override. They are hard
wired and can be mounted directly onto solid
ceilings or onto a range of different mounting
boxes.

SPECIFICATION
Detection zone:

360°

Max. detection area:

7m diameter at 2.4m mounting height

Max. mounting height: 5m

Product options include:

Photocell range:

30-1000 lux and inactive

Time lag range:

10 seconds to 40 minutes in 9 steps

Dimensions:

91mm diameter x 45mm

LOADING

● PIR presence detector switches
● PIR absence detector switches
● PIR switch / dim detector controls
● Low voltage variants.

6 amps (1500W)

Resistive

6 amps (1500W)

Fluorescent

3 amps (750W)

Electronic or wire wound transformer

2 amps (500W)

LED Drivers and LED lamps and ﬁttings

2 amps (500W)

CFL or 2D lamps

1 amp (250W)

Fans

Minimum Load:

2W resistive.

5 YEAR WARRANTY - MADE IN THE U.K.

A - Dimensions in mm

plan

side
91

45

91

80.5

Detection diagrams
Plan view of detection zone

Perspective view of detection zone

Strong detection zone e.g. person
moving arm

PIR

Secondary detection zone e.g. person
walking (less sensitive when walking
straight towards PIR switch)

Strong
detection
zone

Several PIR occupancy switches
In open plan areas
For best coverage the PIRs should be spaced every 5m in either direction

Secondary
detection
zone

For optimum coverage
recommended mounting
height between 2.4 and 5m.

Up to 5m
Up to 7m

26

PIR Quad detector
gives 124 detection
areas within the zone.

Up to
5m

Up to 5m
Up to 7m

Up to 5m

www.danlers.co.uk

CEILING SURFACE PIR OCCUPANCY SWITCHES
DANLERS PRODUCT
ORDER CODE

DETECTION
TYPE

PHOTOCELL
LUX RANGE

WIRING
DIAGRAMS

DIMENSION
DIAGRAMS

CESR PIR

Presence

30-1000
& inactive

Ceiling surface mounted PIR occupancy switch.

27.1

A

CESR PIRSV

Presence

30-1000
& inactive

As CESR PIR, but with short visit and courtesy exit modes.

27.2

A

CESRA PIR

Absence

30-1000
& inactive

As CESR PIR, but with absence detection.

27.2

A

CESR PIRSD

Absence

30-1000
& inactive

Absence detection, with manual switching and dimming.
For controlling Switch/Dim ballasts.

27.3

A

-

-

DANLERS can also supply many variants, including low
voltage versions of standard products, to special order.
Please contact us to discuss your requirements.

-

-

VARIANTS

27.1. Wiring diagrams
Presence PIR
Single control

L

27.2. Wiring diagrams
Absence PIR and Short Visit PIR

alternative position
for optional
wall switch (see
“Start-up Mode”
page 6)

Presence PIR

SL

ADDITIONAL PRODUCT DESCRIPTION

optional manual
wall switch for
overriding off

230 VAC

Single control

Single control

L

Switch/Dim
ballast input

L

L

AB

Mains rated
retractive wall switch
or rocker wall switch
(toggled)

Absence or
Short Visit PIR

N

AB

Mains rated
retractive wall switch
or rocker wall switch
(toggled)

230 VAC
load

CESRA PIRSD

N

SL

230 VAC

load

N

N
A few controls wired in parallel

L
A few Presence PIRs

230 VAC

SL

SL

A few controls wired in parallel

A few controls wired in parallel

optional manual wall switch
for overriding off

N

L

SL

load

L

27.3. Wiring diagrams
Switch/Dim PIR

SL

load

Telephone: +44(0)1249 443377

alternative
position for
optional
wall switch
(see
“Start-up
Mode”
page 6)

Switch/Dim
ballast input

L

L
Mains rated
retractive
wall switch
or rocker
wall switch
(toggled)

A few
Absence or
Short Visit
PIRs

230 VAC

N

L
Mains rated
retractive
wall switch
or rocker
wall switch
(toggled)

A few
CESRA
PIRSD

230 VAC
load

load

N
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CEILING SURFACE PIR OCCUPANCY SWITCHES WITH DIMMING

This range of energy saving products is designed for
controlling DALI, DSI and 1-10V dimmable ballasts for
lighting loads.

SPECIFICATION

These products are hard wired and can be mounted directly onto
solid ceilings or onto a range of different mounting boxes. They can
switch on when area is occupied and maintain a chosen lux level
in the area by dimming the lights in response to changes in the
ambient daylight level. There is also an adjustable “Run-on” timer,
which allows the light to be returned to a minimum background
level following a period of occupancy. This can either be for a
chosen time period, or as a permanent background light.

Max. mounting height: 5m

Product options include:

LOADING - DIMMING

● Presence or absence detection versions for DALI ballasts

‘DALIP’ range:

● Presence or absence detection versions for 1-10VDC ballasts

‘DALI’ range:

● Presence or absence detection versions for DSI ballasts.

Detection zone:

360°

Max. detection area:

7m diameter at 2.4m mounting height

Photocell range:

30-1000 lux and inactive

Time lag range:

10 seconds to 40 minutes in 9 steps

Run-on time:

0, 1, 2, 5, 10, 15, 20, 30 mins and
infinite (always ON at minimum)

Dimensions:

91mm diameter x 45mm
INTERNAL DALI POWER SUPPLY:
Suitable for up to 12 ballasts* at 2mA
EXTERNAL DALI POWER SUPPLY:
Suitable for up to 20 ballasts* at 2mA

1-10V range:

Suitable for up to 20 ballasts* at 2mA

‘DSIP’ range:

INTERNAL DALI POWER SUPPLY:
Suitable for up to 12 ballasts* at 2mA
EXTERNAL DALI POWER SUPPLY:
Suitable for up to 20 ballasts* at 2mA

‘DSI’ range:

LOADING - SWITCHING
All products listed opposite have a relay capable of switching
the following loads: 6 amps (1500W) of fluorescent load.
2 amps (500W) of CFL, LED Drivers and LED lamps and fittings.
5 YEAR WARRANTY - MADE IN THE U.K.
A - Dimensions in mm
plan

side
91

45

91

80.5

Detection diagrams
Plan view of detection zone

Perspective view of detection zone

Strong detection zone e.g. person
moving arm

PIR

Secondary detection zone e.g. person
walking (less sensitive when walking
straight towards PIR switch)

Strong
detection
zone

Several PIR occupancy switches
In open plan areas
For best coverage the PIRs should be spaced every 5m in either direction

Secondary
detection
zone

For optimum coverage
recommended mounting
height between 2.4 and 5m.

Up to 5m
Up to 7m

28

PIR Quad detector
gives 124 detection
areas within the zone.

Up to
5m

Up to 5m
Up to 7m

Up to 5m
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CEILING SURFACE PIR OCCUPANCY SWITCHES WITH DIMMING
DANLERS PRODUCT
ORDER CODE

DETECTION
TYPE

ADDITIONAL PRODUCT DESCRIPTION

WIRING
DIAGRAMS

DIMENSION
DIAGRAMS

CESR PIR DALIP

Presence

Daylight linked dimming control with occupancy switching.
Adjustable sensitivity control. Exit function with reduced lux level
for 0-30 minutes and infinite (adjustable).
Integral DALI power supply (12 DALI ballasts maximum*).

29.1

A

CESRA PIR DALIP

Absence

As CESR PIR DALI, but with absence detection.

27.2

A

CESR PIR DALI

Presence

Daylight linked dimming control with occupancy switching.
Adjustable sensitivity control. Exit function with reduced lux level
for 0-30 minutes and infinite (adjustable). One external DALI
power supply provided (20 DALI ballasts maximum*).

29.1

A

CESRA PIR DALI

Absence

As CESR PIR DALI, but with absence detection.

29.2

A

CESR PIR 10VDC

Presence

Daylight linked dimming with occupancy switching.
For controlling 1-10VDC dimmable ballasts.
Controls up to 20mA, e.g. 20 ballasts at 2mA.*

29.3

A

CESRA PIR 10VDC

Absence

As CESR PIR 10VDC, but with absence detection.

29.4

A

CESR PIR DSIP

Presence

Daylight linked dimming control with occupancy switching.
Adjustable sensitivity control. Exit function with reduced lux level
for 0-30 minutes and infinite (adjustable).
Integral DSI power supply (12 DSI ballasts maximum*).

29.1

A

CESRA PIR DSIP

Absence

As CESR PIR DSIP, but with absence detection.

29.2

A

CESR PIR DSI

Presence

Daylight linked dimming control with occupancy switching.
Adjustable sensitivity control. Exit function with reduced lux level
for 0-30 minutes and infinite (adjustable). One external DALI
power supply provided (20 DALI ballasts maximum*).

29.1

A

CESRA PIR DSI

Absence

As CESR PIR DSI, but with absence detection.

29.2

A

*May vary according to ballast make and model.

29.1. Wiring diagram

29.2. Wiring diagram

CESR PIR DALI(P) controlling several DALI dimmable ballasts or
CESR PIR DSI(P) controlling several DSI dimmable ballasts

CESRA PIR DALI(P) controlling several DALI dimmable ballasts or
CESRA PIR DSI(P) controlling several DSI dimmable ballasts

L

L

N

N

230 VAC

230 VAC

DALI / DSI
Ballast

DALI / DSI Power Supply
Unit if required*
DALI / DSI Control Lines
Optional
other load

L
N

CESR PIR DALI(P) or
CESR PIR DSI(P)

SL

* Provided with
External DALI / DSI
Power Supply
versions

DALI / DSI
Ballast

DALI / DSI Power Supply
Unit if required*

DALI / DSI
Ballast

Optional
other load

Mains
rated
retractive
wall switch
or rocker
wall switch
(toggled)

DALI / DSI
Ballast

DALI / DSI Control Lines

L
SW1

CESRA PIR DALI(P) or
CESRA PIR DSI(P)

N

SL

* Provided with
External DALI /
DSI Power
Supply versions

29.4. Wiring diagram

29.3. Wiring diagram
CESR PIR 10VDC controlling several 1-10VDC dimmable ballasts

CESRA PIR 10VDC controlling several 1-10VDC dimmable ballasts

L

L

SL

230 VAC

230 VAC

N

Optional manual
wall switch for
overriding off

L
Optional
other load

N

CESR PIR 10VDC

N
Ballast
1 10

Mains rated retractive
wall switch or rocker
wall switch (toggled)

Ballast
1 10

Control Lines
Optional
other load

SL

Telephone: +44(0)1249 443377

SW1
L
N

CESRA PIR 10VDC

Ballast
1 10

Ballast
1 10

Control Lines

SL
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CEILING SURFACE REMOTELY
PROGRAMMABLE CONTROLS

This range of programmable energy saving products
includes versions for on/off switching only, and versions for
controlling dimmable lighting loads.

SPECIFICATION
Voltage:

Suitable for mains voltage 100 - 260Vac,
50/60Hz (switch mode).

These products are hard wired and can be mounted directly onto
solid ceilings or onto a range of different mounting boxes.

Photocell range:

Enabled: 30 to 1000 lux.
Disabled: Photocell inactive.

● Programmable by Android (4.3 or later) phone or tablet via
Bluetooth

Dimensions:

● Bluetooth signal range up to 100m

Device: 91mm diameter x 45mm.
Power Supply: 120 x 50 x 32mm.
Telejack Connector: 180mm in length.

LOADING (SWITCHING)

● Password protection

All standard ControlZAPP, EasyZAPP and ScheduleZAPP
products can switch the following loads:

● Patented ‘intelligent’ photocell for additional savings
(GB Patent No. 2 502 847).
ControlZAPP:

These products feature sophisticated functions
and real time scheduling. They also include a
person detector and an adjustable photocell
override.

EasyZAPP:

These products feature remote adjustment and
batch programming. They also include a person
detector and an adjustable photocell override.

10 amps (2500W)

Resistive

6 amps (1500W)

Fluorescent

3 amps (750W)

Electronic or wire wound transformer

2 amps (500W)

LED Drivers and LED lamps and ﬁttings

2 amps (500W)

CFL or 2D lamps

Minimum Load:

2W resistive.

LOADING (DIMMING)
Please refer to the table opposite

ScheduleZAPP: These products feature remote adjustment and
timed ON /OFF control. They also include an
adjustable photocell override.

ControlZAPP and EasyZAPP products only

For a more comprehensive explanation of functions, please see
pages 14-15.

Detection zone:

360°

Max. detection area:

7m diameter at 2.4m mounting height

Max. mounting height: 5m
Time lag range:

Adjusted by APP from 10 seconds
to 24 hours.

Short Visit Time:

Adjusted by APP from 10 seconds
to 24 hours.

Sensitivity:

Adjustable via APP.

5 YEAR WARRANTY - MADE IN THE U.K.

Strong detection zone i.e. person
moving arm
Secondary detection zone i.e. person
walking (less sensitive when walking
straight towards PIR switch)

Detection diagrams

A. Power Supply and Device dimensions in mm

(ControlZAPP & EasyZAPP only)
Strong
detection
zone

PIR

Secondary
detection
zone

plan

side

plan

10

side
91

100

45

91

Up to 5m

PIR Quad detector gives 124 detection
areas within the zone.

30

80.5

10

Up to 7m
For optimum coverage recommended
mounting height between 2.4 and 5m.

50

32

Also supplied with Telejack
Connector to connect ControlZAPP
device with its power supply

www.danlers.co.uk

CEILING SURFACE REMOTELY
PROGRAMMABLE CONTROLS
DANLERS PRODUCT
ORDER CODE

LOADING INFORMATION AND ADDITIONAL PRODUCT DESCRIPTION

SCHEDULING

WIRING
DIAGRAMS

DIMENSION
DIAGRAMS

CZCESR

10 amp (2500W) Resistive. 6 amp (1500W) Fluorescent.
3 amp (750W) Transformer. 2 amp (500W) CFL,
2D, LED drivers & LED lamps.

✓

31.1

A

CZCESR DALI

Suitable for switching and dimming DALI ballasts (broadcast only). Can
control up to 40mA, eg. 20 ballasts at 2mA (varies according to ballast type).

✓

31.2

A

CZCESR 10VDC

Total load of ballast, lamps plus other load not more than 6 amps, including
fluorescent. Can control up to 20mA, eg. 20 ballasts at 1mA. (varies according to
ballast type).

✓

31.3

A

EZCESR

10 amp (2500W) Resistive. 6 amp (1500W) Fluorescent.
3 amp (750W) Transformer. 2 amp (500W) CFL,
2D, LED drivers & LED lamps.

✗

31.1

A

EZCESR DALI

Suitable for switching and dimming DALI ballasts (broadcast only). Can
control up to 40mA, eg. 20 ballasts at 2mA (varies according to ballast type).

✗

31.2

A

EZCESR 10VDC

Total load of ballast, lamps plus other load not more than 6 amps including
fluorescent. Can control up to 20mA, eg. 20 ballasts at 1mA (varies according to
ballast type).

✗

31.3

A

SZCESR

Switching photocell - no person detection.
10 amp (2500W) Resistive. 6 amp (1500W) Fluorescent.
3 amp (750W) Transformer. 2 amp (500W) CFL, 2D, LED drivers & LED lamps.

✓

31.1

A

VOLT FREE
VARIANTS

Versions of the above ControlZAPP, EasyZAPP and ScheduleZAPP products
are available with a volt free output, for switching a secondary signal rather
than the supply voltage.

ControlZAPP
and
Not
ScheduleZAPP illustrated
variants only

A

ANCILLARY ITEMS
DBPSU

DALI / DSI power supply unit for use with DANLERS DALI / DSI controls and
third party DALI / DSI control solutions. Rated at 40mA.

Not
applicable

31.2

A
(Power
supply)

WAOSW

Wall override switch with AUTOMATIC / OFF control option and a temporary
timed override ON switch (adjustable 1-120 minutes). For 230VAC supply only.

Not
applicable

31.4

86 x 86
x 10mm

31.1. Wiring diagram - Switching Only

31.2. Wiring diagram - DALI controls

L

Switching only controls

100 - 260VAC 50/60Hz

N
L

L

E.g. DANLERS
DALI Power Order code:
Supply Unit DBPSU

SL
N CZ CESR,

EZ CESR or
SZ CESR

100 - 260 VAC
50/60 Hz

DALI
Ballast

DALI
Ballast

DALI Control Lines
Optional
other load

load

L
N

N

CZ CESR DALI or
EZ CESR DALI device

SL
29.4. Wiring diagram

29.3. Wiring diagram - 1-10V controls
1-10V controls

_
L

CZ CESR 10VDC
or EZ CESR 10VDC

+
N

time lag switch

ballast

-

+

ballast

100 - 260VAC
50/60Hz

Telephone: +44(0)1249 443377

WAOSW

+

SL

N

Switching only
controls with WAOSW

control lines

-

Optional
other load

+

ballast

-

L

PIR
occupancy
switch

N

SL

rocker switch

230 VAC
load

N
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PLUG IN PIR OCCUPANCY SWITCH

This range of plug-in energy saving products is
designed for the automatic switching of a wide
variety of load types.

SPECIFICATION

These PIR switches and photocell switches plug into a ceiling
mounted socket. The socket can be mounted onto an appropriate
BESA box or pattress box.

Detection zone:

360°

Max. detection area:

7m diameter at 2.4m mounting height

Max. mounting height: 5m
Photocell range:

30-1000 lux and inactive

Product options include:

Time lag range:

10 seconds to 40 minutes in 9 steps

● Directional PIR occupancy switch - 10m range

Dimensions:

See diagrams below

● Long range directional PIR occupancy switch - 25m range

LOADING

● Look down PIR occupancy switch

6 amps (1500W)

Resistive

6 amps (1500W)

Fluorescent

● Photocell only switches

3 amps (750W)

Electronic or wire wound transformer

2 amps (500W)

LED Drivers and LED lamps and ﬁttings

2 amps (500W)

CFL or 2D lamps

1 amp (250W)

Fans

Minimum Load:

2W resistive.

5 YEAR WARRANTY - MADE IN THE U.K.

A - Dimensions in mm
CELO (illustrated)
CEPH NO / CEPH RE
have a different lens

B - Dimensions in mm
CEDR 6P

plan

C - Dimensions in mm
CEDR 6PLR

(CESO)
74

(CESO)
74

side

side

88
64

64
60

88
(CESOSQ)

60

102

115

side
47

Detection diagrams: CELO
Plan view of detection zone

Perspective view of detection zone

Strong detection zone e.g. person
moving arm

PIR

Secondary detection zone e.g. person
walking (less sensitive when walking
straight towards PIR switch)

Strong
detection
zone

Several PIR occupancy switches
In open plan areas
For best coverage the PIRs should be spaced every 5m in either direction

Secondary
detection
zone

For optimum coverage
recommended mounting
height between 2.4 and 5m.

Up to 5m
Up to 7m

32

PIR Quad detector
gives 124 detection
areas within the zone.

Up to
5m

Up to 5m
Up to 7m

Up to 5m

www.danlers.co.uk

PLUG IN PIR OCCUPANCY SWITCH
DANLERS PRODUCT
ORDER CODE

DETECTION
TYPE

PHOTOCELL
LUX RANGE

WIRING
DIAGRAMS

DIMENSION
DIAGRAMS

CELO

Presence

30-1000
& inactive

“Look-down” detection pattern.
Plugs into ceiling socket CESO SQ or CESO (see below).

33.1

A

CEDR 6P

Presence

30-1000
& inactive

Directional detection. Detection angle 120°. Can be rotated and lowered to
a 45º angle. Plugs into ceiling socket CESO (see below).

33.1

B

CEDR 6PLR

Presence

30-1000
& inactive

With a long range, narrow detection beam. Designed for corridors and
storage aisles. Can be rotated and lowered to a 45º angle.
Plugs into ceiling socket CESO (see below).

33.1

C

CEPH NO

-

100-1000

Switching photocell - no person detection. Switches on when ambient light
is below chosen threshold, and switches off when above the threshold.
Plugs into ceiling socket CESO SQ or CESO (see below).

33.1*

A

CEPH RE

-

100-1000

“Re-set” switching photocell - no person detection. Switches off when
ambient light is below a chosen threshold, but requires a wall switch to be
operated to switch on. Plugs into ceiling socket CESO SQ or CESO (see
below).

33.1*

A

CESO

-

-

Round ceiling socket. Can be mounted on a BESA box.

33.1

74 diam.
x 13mm

CEBO

-

-

Round ceiling box suitable for ceiling socket (Order code CESO).

33.1

65 diam.
x 29mm

CESO SQ

-

-

Square ceiling socket. Can be mounted on a square pattress box
(Order code PABO).

33.1

87 x 87 x
13mm

PABO

-

-

Pattress box suitable for square ceiling mounted products.

-

87 x 87 x
28mm

ADDITIONAL PRODUCT DESCRIPTION

Detection diagrams: CEDR 6P
Perspective view

Plan view

Side elevation

CEDR6P

CEDR6P
60°

120°

60°
Secondary
Detection
Zone

Strong
Detection
Zone

120°
Strong
Detection
Zone

Up to 10m

Up to 5m

Strong Detection Zone

Secondary
Detection
Zone

Up to 10m

Up to 5m

Secondary Detection Zone

i.e. person moving arm

i.e. person walking across the zone

Detection diagrams: CEDR 6PLR
Perspective view

Plan view
CEDR6PLR

6°

Up to 10m

i.e. person walking across the zone

i.e. person walking towards PIR

Side elevation

Up to 25m

15m

Secondary Detection Zone

Strong Detection Zone

CEDR6PLR

CEDR 6PLR
Ideal mounting height between 2.2 and 3m

Up to 10m

Up to 25m

15m

33.1. Wiring diagrams
Single control
Presence PIR
or Photocell

L

SL

alternative position
for optional wall
switch (PIR only)

optional manual
wall switch for
overriding off

A few PIR controls wired in parallel
* Not usually for CEPH NO or CEPH RE

Ceiling mounted socket (CESO
illustrated)

L

optional manual wall switch
for overriding off

L

A few Presence PIRs
or Photocells*
230 VAC

SL

230 VAC

SL

SL

alternative
position for
optional
wall switch

N

BESA
box

SL
L

N

A

luminaire
CESO

load

N
Telephone: +44(0)1249 443377

N

load

L

N

SL

DANLERS
plug-in control

Not to scale
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WALL MOUNTED PIR OCCUPANCY SWITCHES

This range of energy saving products is designed
for the automatic switching of a wide variety of
load types.

SPECIFICATION

These products include a person detector and an adjustable
photocell override.

WAPIR

COPD

120°

Max. detection area:

Up to 10m

Ideal mounting height: 1m - 1.8m (WACE PIR and WAPIR)
1m - 2.2m (COPD)

Product options include:
WACE PIR

Detection zone:

Photocell range:

See table on page 35

3-wire (neutral required).
Designed for mounting on walls and solid ceilings
these products are hard wired and can be
mounted onto a 16mm deep back box.

Time lag range:

10 seconds to 40 minutes in 9 steps

Dimensions:

See diagrams below

2-wire (no neutral required).
Designed for mounting on walls these products
are hard wired and can be mounted onto a 16mm
deep back box.

6 amps (1500W)

Resistive

6 amps (1500W)

Fluorescent

3 amps (750W)

Electronic or wire wound transformer

3-wire (neutral required).
Designed for outdoor wall or indoor mounting on
walls, ceilings or overhangs.
IP66 rated enclosure.
Ideal for outdoor convenience and security welcomes friends and deters intruders.
The photocell can be set so that lights do not
switch on during the day.

2 amps (500W)

LED Drivers and LED lamps and ﬁttings

2 amps (500W)

CFL or 2D lamps

1 amp (250W)

Fans

Minimum Load:

WACE PIR and COPD: 2W resistive

LOADING

WAPIR: 40W resistive or approximately
100W inductive per WAPIR in the circuit.
A load capacitor (CAPLOAD) is supplied
to augment small loads.
5 YEAR WARRANTY - MADE IN THE U.K.

A - Dimensions in mm

B - Dimensions in mm

plan

side

plan

side

86

22

86

22

86

Requires 16mm deep box

34

C - Dimensions in mm

front

side

60

37

65

86

Requires 16mm deep box

20mm
threaded
entry
spout

10
24

24

www.danlers.co.uk

WALL MOUNTED PIR OCCUPANCY SWITCHES
DANLERS
PRODUCT
ORDER CODE

WACE PIR

WAPIR

DETECTION
TYPE

PHOTOCELL
LUX RANGE

Presence

30-1000
& inactive

30-1000
& inactive

Presence

WIRING
DIAGRAMS

DIMENSION
DIAGRAMS

Suitable for wall or ceiling mounting.
Fits either into a plaster depth (16mm) wall box or onto a ceiling mounted
square pattress box.
Requires neutral wire.

35.1

A

Can replace an existing wall switch – no neutral wire is needed.
Fits into a plaster depth (16mm) wall box.
Has override off button (out position) to enable the lights to be held off.
Supplied with a load capacitor to augment small loads.
Should only be used in applications where the lights would not be ON
for more time than they are OFF. This is to allow its rechargeable battery
enough time to recharge itself from the mains supply.

35.2

B

35.1

C

ADDITIONAL PRODUCT DESCRIPTION

Suitable for interior or exterior wall or ceiling mounting.
COPD

Presence

10-1000
& inactive

IP66 rated enclosure.
Requires neutral wire.
Ideal for safety and security.
Vandal resistant. Compact polycarbonate moulding.

Detection diagrams: WACE PIR and WAPIR
Perspective view

Plan view

Side elevation

Wall
Mounted
PIR

120°
60°

Wall
Mounted
PIR

Secondary
Detection
Zone

Strong
Detection
Zone

45°

Secondary
Detection
Zone

Strong
Detection
Zone

90°

Up to 10m

Up to 5m

Wall mounted PIR occupancy switch

Strong Detection Zone

Ideal mounting height between 1 and 1.8m

Secondary Detection Zone

i.e. person moving arm

Detection diagram:
COPD
COPD: Exterior wall mounted PIR switch
Recommended mounting height between 1 and 2.2m

Up to 10m

Up to 5m

i.e. person walking across the zone

35.1. Wiring diagrams
WACE PIR and COPD

35.2. Wiring diagrams
WAPIR
Single WAPIR

Single WACE PIR or COPD
WACE PIR

L

WAPIR

L

SL

230 VAC

SL

230 VAC

load

N

N

A few WACE PIR wired in parallel

A few WAPIR wired in parallel

L

L
Strong
detection zone
(5m)

load

A few WACE PIR

WAPIR

WAPIR

WAPIR

SL

SL

SL

230 VAC

Secondary
detection zone
(10m)

SL

N
Telephone: +44(0)1249 443377

SL

SL

230 VAC

load

N

load
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GRID PIR OCCUPANCY SWITCHES

This range of energy saving products is designed
for the automatic switching of a wide variety of
load types.

SPECIFICATION

These PIR occupancy switch modules include a person detector
and an adjustable photocell override. They are suitable for
mounting onto Eurodata plates and fit into a 35mm deep wall box.
They are also suitable for building into luminaires.

Detection zone:

360°

Max. detection area:

7m diameter at 2.4m mounting height

Max. mounting height: See detection diagram below
Photocell range:

15-1000 lux and inactive

Time lag range:

10 seconds to 40 minutes in 9 steps

Dimensions:

See diagrams below

LOADING
6 amps (1500W)

Resistive

6 amps (1500W)

Fluorescent

3 amps (750W)

Electronic or wire wound transformer

2 amps (500W)

LED Drivers and LED lamps and ﬁttings

2 amps (500W)

CFL or 2D lamps

1 amp (250W)

Fans

Minimum Load:

2W resistive.

5 YEAR WARRANTY - MADE IN THE U.K.
A - Dimensions in mm

B - Dimensions in mm
front
25

front
30

side
38

50

GREUW PIR 5X

GREUW PIR 5E

GREUW PIR 10X GREUW PIR 10E

side
11

56

GREUW BEZEL

Detection diagrams
Perspective
Perspective
view (ceiling
view (ceiling
mounted)
mounted)

Plan view
Plan(wall
viewmounted)
(wall mounted)

GREUWPIR5X
GREUWPIR5X
or
or
GREUWPIR5E
GREUWPIR5E
For optimum
For optimum
coverage
coverage
Detection
Detection
recommended
recommended
zone zone
mounting
mounting
height height
betweenbetween
2.4
2.4
and 5m and 5m

50°

100° 100°
50°

GREUWPIR5X
GREUWPIR5X
or
or
GREUWPIR5E
GREUWPIR5E
Detection
Detection
Zone Zone

Up to 5m
Up to 5m
Side elevation
Side elevation
(wall mounted)
(wall mounted)

Perspective
Perspective
view (ceiling
view (ceiling
mounted)
mounted)

GREUWPIR10X(12X)
GREUWPIR10X(12X)
or
or
GREUWPIR10E(12E)
GREUWPIR10E(12E)
GREUWPIR10X
GREUWPIR10X
or
or
GREUWPIR12X
GREUWPIR12X
or
or
GREUWPIR10E
GREUWPIR10E
GREUWPIR12E
GREUWPIR12E
for
for
for optimum
for optimum
coverage
coverage
optimumoptimum
coverage
coverage
recommended
recommended
recommended
recommended
mounting
mounting
height height
mounting
mounting
height height
betweenbetween
5
5
betweenbetween
5
5
and 10mand 10m
and 12mand 12m

Up to Up to
5m
5m
Up to 7m
Up to 7m

40°

80°

40°

80°

GREUWPIR5X
GREUWPIR5X
or
or
GREUWPIR5E
GREUWPIR5E
Detection
Detection
Zone Zone

Up to Up to
12m 12m
Up to 15m
Up to 15m

Up to 5m
Up to 5m
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GRID PIR OCCUPANCY SWITCHES
DANLERS PRODUCT
ORDER CODE

DETECTION
TYPE

PHOTOCELL
LUX RANGE

WIRING
DIAGRAMS

DIMENSION
DIAGRAMS

GREUW PIR5X

Presence

15-1000
& inactive

Up to 5m mounting height. Adjustment spindles hidden behind
front surface lid for a neat finish (module must be removed from
wall plate or luminaire to adjust).

37.1

A

GREUW PIR5E

Presence

15-1000
& inactive

As GREUW PIR5X but adjustment spindles visible on front.

37.1

A

37.1

A

ADDITIONAL PRODUCT DESCRIPTION

GREUW PIR10X

Presence

15-1000
& inactive

Up to 10m mounting height. Adjustment spindles hidden
behind front surface lid for a neat finish (module must be
removed from wall plate or luminaire to adjust). Best suited for
use in circulation areas, where there is likely to be a significant
level of movement.

GREUW PIR10E

Presence

15-1000
& inactive

As GREUW PIR10X but adjustment spindles visible on front.

37.1

A

GREUW PIR12X

Presence

15-1000
& inactive

As GREUW PIR10X but up to 12m mounting height.

37.1

A

GREUW PIR12E

Presence

15-1000
& inactive

As GREUW PIR10X but up to 12m mounting height and
adjustment spindles visible on front.

37.1

A

GREUW BEZEL

-

-

-

B

Mounting bezel suitable for mounting DANLERS Eurodata grid
PIR occupancy switch modules into luminaires.

37.1. Wiring diagrams
Single control

A few controls wired in parallel
Grid PIR
module

L

SL

optional manual wall switch
for overriding off

L

optional manual wall
switch for overriding off

A few Grid
PIR modules
230 VAC

SL

230 VAC

SL

SL

load
load

N
Telephone: +44(0)1249 443377

N
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DANLERS High Bay Controls
The DANLERS range of HIGH BAY passive infra-red (PIR) occupancy switches is specifically designed for the
automatic control of lighting loads in areas with demanding mounting heights such as factories, storage aisles,
entrance halls and sports halls. The products are straightforward to install and generally can make use of existing
wiring, making them suitable for either retrofit or new installations. As with all DANLERS PIR occupancy switches,
these products include a relay with special high surge contact material, so they are suitable for use with high bay
LED lamps.

3 Detection patterns
The high bay controls detect the movement of people within the detection zone and control the lights accordingly.
The high bay controls are available in three types - each with a particular detection pattern which is optimised for
particular applications.
The Narrow Detection versions are ideal for covering storage aisles.
The Spot Detection versions are ideal for smaller areas, such as the entrances to storage aisles.
The Wide Detection versions are ideal for large open areas, such as factories, sports halls and entrance halls.

SPOT DETECTION

NARROW DETECTION
Mounting height up to 12m
Mounting height
up to 12m

WIDE DETECTION

Mounting height
Mounting height
up to 20m
up to 20m

Perspective view - ceiling mounted

Mounting height
up to 14m

Perspective view Perspective
ceiling view
mounted
ceiling mounted

Perspective view ceiling mounted

Mount

Perspec

Perspective view ceiling mounted

Up to 3m

Up to
15m
Up to 5m
Up to
5m
diameter
diameter

Up to
3m
Up to 15m

Up to 28m
diameter

Time lag function
There is a time lag function on all high bay controls. The time lag is the time that must elapse with no movement detected before the
PIR occupancy switch will switch off. On the manually configured products the time lag is adjustable from 10 seconds to 40 minutes in 9
steps. On the remotely programmable EasyZAPP and ControlZAPP products the time lag is adjustable from 10 seconds to 24 hours in 1
second increments.

Dimensions
SURFACE MOUNTED
HIGH BAY CONTROLS
Narrow
Detection

BATTEN MOUNTED
HIGH BAY CONTROLS

These PIR occupancy switches are hard wired
and can be mounted directly onto solid ceilings
or onto a range of different mounting boxes.

Narrow
Detection

These PIR occupancy switches can be mounted on
the end of a lighting batten via the 20mm knock out.
Complete with 1m tail leads.
front
90

plan

36

side
63

side
90

Spot
Detection

Spot
Detection
90

Wide
Detection

38

63

76

76
140

Wide
Detection

105

20mm
threaded
entry spout

www.danlers.co.uk

INTRODUCTION TO
HIGH BAY CONTROLS FOR SWITCHING ONLY

“SWITCHING ONLY” PIR OCCUPANCY SWITCHES
These products are designed for automatically switching the lighting load on or off. For details on the dimming versions, please see
overleaf on page 38.

ADJUSTABLE PHOTOCELL OVERRIDE
All the “switching only” versions have an adjustable photocell override which can be used to inhibit the lights from switching on if
somebody enters an area which already has sufficient ambient light.
The “switching only” versions come in 5 options, according to the required function (see below). For first three options the settings
adjustments are made manually via spindles on the product. The final two versions are remotely programmable via an app on an Android
phone or tablet.

MANUALLY ADJUSTED VERSIONS
Presence Detection
versions

These automatically switch the lights on when somebody enters the detection area, and automatically switch
the lights off when no further movement is detected.

Absence Detection
versions

To switch the lights on, these versions require a retractive (momentary) switch to be pressed when somebody
enters the area. The lights will automatically be switched off when no further movement is detected. The lights can
also be switched off manually, by pressing the retractive switch for 2 seconds.

Presence Detection
with Short Visit/
Exit Mode

These versions work as a regular Presence Detection version, but have a couple of extra energy saving
features which are activated by using a retractive (momentary) switch.
If you are exiting an area you can press the retractive switch. This will ensure that the lights are switched off in
30 seconds - which is normally quicker than the set time lag.
Similarly, if you are entering an area for a short time, you can press the retractive switch. This brings the lights
on for just 30 seconds before automatically switching off. However, any subsequent detection will keep the
lights on automatically, so no one will be left in the dark.
If the retractive switch is not operated, the PIR control will function as a regular Presence Detection version,
with its normal, set time lag.

REMOTELY PROGRAMMABLE VERSIONS
EasyZAPP
versions

These are set up or adjusted remotely using a free app on an Android phone or tablet. These work as
presence detector switches and can be adjusted for settings such as photocell override and time lag. The
phone or tablet can also be used as a remote control on/off override, or used to batch configure a number of
EasyZAPP controls at the same time. The Android device communicates using Bluetooth Smart, with a signal
range of up to 100m.

ControlZAPP
versions

In addition to all the EasyZAPP functions, ControlZAPP products can be programmed to change state or
change function according to a calender schedule.
Both EasyZAPP and ControlZAPP products include optional password protection, to avoid unwanted
adjustment of the settings.

All variants available as:
BATTEN MOUNT VERSIONS

Also available:
VOLT FREE VARIANTS

All of the High Bay controls are available
as Batten Mount versions.

Most of the high bay controls are available with volt free
output contacts, including versions for:

Please contact us or visit the DANLERS
website for a
complete list of High Bay Batten Mount
options and order codes.

Switching only (manual adjustment)

Telephone: +44(0)1249 443377

Switching only (remote adjustment)
Dimming DALI or 1-10VDC ballasts (remote adjustment).
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INTRODUCTION TO
HIGH BAY CONTROLS FOR DIMMABLE BALLASTS

“DIMMING” PIR OCCUPANCY SWITCHES
This range of products is designed for controlling DALI (broadcast), DSI or 1-10V dimmable ballasts. They switch the lights
on when the area is occupied, and dim or brighten the lights in response to changes in the ambient light level - to maintain a
chosen lux level. Each control also has a switching relay capable of switching up to 2 amps (500W) LED lamps and fittings or
6 amps (1500W) of most other types of load.
These ‘dimming’ versions come in four options, as detailed below. For the first two options the settings are adjusted manually
via spindles on the product. The final two versions are remotely programmable via an app on an Android phone or tablet.

MANUALLY ADJUSTED VERSIONS
Presence Detection
versions

These automatically switch the lights on when somebody enters the detection area, and
automatically dim or brighten the lights to maintain a chosen lux level. They automatically switch
the lights off when no further movement is detected.
Optionally the lights can also be set to return to a minimum light level when the area is not
occupied. This can either be set as a permanent background light on non-occupancy, or can be set
to between 1 and 30 minutes following a period of occupancy.

Absence Detection
versions

Operation is as the Presence Detection versions above, however they require a retractive (momentary)
switch to be operated to initially switch the lights on. The lights can also be switched off manually, by
pressing the retractive switch for 2 seconds.

REMOTELY PROGRAMMABLE VERSIONS
EasyZAPP
versions

These are set up or adjusted remotely using a free app on an Android phone or tablet. These work
as presence detector switches with daylight linked dimming (as above), and can be adjusted for
settings such as photocell and time lag. The phone or tablet can also be used as a remote control
on/off override, or used to batch configure a number of EasyZAPP controls at the same time. The
Android device communicates using Bluetooth Smart, with a signal range of up to 100m.

ControlZAPP
versions

In addition to all the EasyZAPP functions (above), ControlZAPP products can be programmed to
change state or change function according to a calender schedule.
Both EasyZAPP and ControlZAPP products include optional password protection, to avoid
unwanted adjustment of the settings.

All variants available as:
BATTEN MOUNT
VERSIONS
Please contact
us or visit the
DANLERS website
for a complete list
of High Bay Batten
Mount options and
order codes.
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Also available:
SWITCH/ DIM VARIANTS

Also available:
VOLT FREE VARIANTS

Suitable for ballasts with switch/dim
capability.

Most of the high bay controls
are available with volt free output
contacts, including versions for:

A momentary wall switch is pressed
when a person enters the room to
switch the lights ON and enable the
PIR switch to control the load.
The momentary switch can also
be used to switch or dim the load.
The load will automatically be
switched OFF when no further
movement is detected.

Switching only (manual adjustment)
Switching only (remote adjustment)
Dimming DALI or 1-10VDC ballasts
(remote adjustment).

www.danlers.co.uk

HIGH BAY CONTROLS PRODUCT SELECTOR CHART

All high bay controls are available in 3 detection pattern options (see page 36):
Narrow Detection (ND), Spot Detection (SP) and Wide Detection (WD)

Switching only,
mains output

EasyZAPP
(remote
programming)

ControlZAPP
(remote
programming and
scheduling)

HBA PIR ND

EZHB ND

CZHB ND

HB PIR SP SV

HBA PIR SP

EZHB SP

CZHB SP

HB PIR WD SV

HBA PIR WD

EZHB WD

CZHB WD

HB PIR ND 10VDC

HBA PIR ND 10VDC

EZHB ND 10VDC

CZHB ND 10VDC

HB PIR SP 10VDC

HBA PIR SP 10VDC

EZHB SP 10VDC

CZHB SP 10VDC

HB PIR WD 10VDC

HBA PIR WD 10VDC

EZHB WD 10VDC

CZHB WD 10VDC

HB PIR ND DALI

HBA PIR ND DALI

EZHB ND DALI

CZHB ND DALI

HB PIR SP DALI

HBA PIR SP DALI

EZHB SP DALI

CZHB SP DALI

HB PIR WD DALI

HBA PIR WD DALI

EZHB WD DALI

CZHB WD DALI

HB PIR ND DALIP

HBA PIR ND DALIP

HB PIR SP DALIP

HBA PIR SP DALIP

HB PIR WD DALIP

HBA PIR WD DALIP

HB PIR ND DSI

HBA PIR ND DSI

HB PIR SP DSI

HBA PIR SP DSI

HB PIR WD DSI

HBA PIR WD DSI

HB PIR ND DSIP

HBA PIR ND DSIP

HB PIR SP DSIP

HBA PIR SP DSIP

HB PIR WD DSIP

HBA PIR WD DSIP

Presence
detection

Presence
detection with
short visit mode

Absence
detection

HB PIR ND

HB PIR ND SV

HB PIR SP
HB PIR WD

10VDC dimming
(up to 20 ballasts max.)

DALI broadcast dimming.
External DALI
power supply
(up to 20 ballasts)
DALI broadcast dimming.
Integral DALI
power supply
(up to 12 ballasts max.)
DSI dimming.
External DSI
power supply
(up to 20 ballasts)
DSI dimming.
Integral DALI
power supply
(up to 12 ballasts max.)
Switch Dim
Refer to ballast
manufacturers data sheets
for maximum number of
ballasts.

Absence
detection with
Switch/Dim

HBA PIR ND SD
HBA PIR SP SD
HBA PIR WD SD

BATTEN MOUNT HIGH BAY PIR
OCCUPANCY SWITCHES

VOLT FREE VARIANTS

PLEASE NOTE: All of the above products are
also available as batten mount versions.

PLEASE NOTE: Most of the above products are also
available with Volt Free contacts.

For details please contact us or visit the
DANLERS website.

For details please contact us or visit the DANLERS website.

Telephone: +44(0)1249 443377
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HIGH BAY PIR OCCUPANCY SWITCHES

High Bay PIR Occupancy switches with manual adjustment - Switching only
The time lag and photocell override can be adjusted via spindles on the side of the products.
SPECIFICATION
Detection patterns:

DANLERS PRODUCT
ORDER CODE

See page 38 for full details

Max. mounting height: Narrow (ND)
Spot (SP)
Wide (WD)

12m
20m
14m

Photocell range:

30-1000 lux and inactive

Time lag range:

10 seconds to 40 minutes in 9 steps

Dimensions:

90mm diameter x 63mm
See page 38

LOADING
6 amps (1500W)

Resistive

6 amps (1500W)

Fluorescent

3 amps (750W)

Electronic or wire wound transformer

2 amps (500W)

LED Drivers and LED lamps and ﬁttings

2 amps (500W)

CFL or 2D lamps

1 amp (250W)

Fans

Minimum Load:

2W resistive.

Detection
type

Detection
pattern

Short Visit/
Exit Mode

Wiring
diagrams

HB PIR ND

Presence

Narrow

✗

42.1
42.2

HB PIR SP

Presence

Spot

✗

42.1
42.2

HB PIR WD

Presence

Wide

✗

42.1
42.2

HBA PIR ND

Absence

Narrow

✗

42.3
42.4

HBA PIR SP

Absence

Spot

✗

42.3
40.4

HBA PIR WD

Absence

Wide

✗

42.3
42.4

HB PIR NDSV

Presence

Narrow

✓

42.3
42.4

HB PIR SPSV

Presence

Spot

✓

42.3
42.4

HB PIR WDSV

Presence

Wide

✓

42.3
42.4

5 YEAR WARRANTY - MADE IN THE U.K.

Wiring diagrams
42.1. Single PIR occupancy switch (Presence)
Presence PIR

L

42.2. A few PIR occupancy switches wired in parallel (Presence)

optional manual wall
switch for overriding off

SL

L

A few
Presence PIRs

SL

SL

SL

optional manual
wall switch for
overriding off

230 VAC

230 VAC
load

40.3. Single PIR occupancy switch (Absence or Short Visit)

L
L

load

N

N

L

L
Mains rated retractive
wall switch or rocker
wall switch (toggled)

AB

40.4. A few PIR occupancy switches wired in parallel
(Absence or Short Visit)

N

Absence or
Short Visit PIR

L

SL

Mains rated retractive
wall switch or rocker
wall switch (toggled)

A few Absence or
Short visit PIRs

230 VAC

230 VAC
load

N
42

N

load

www.danlers.co.uk

HIGH BAY PIR OCCUPANCY SWITCHES
WITH REMOTE PROGRAMMING

High Bay controls with remote programming - Switching only
Programmable by Android (4.3 or later) phone or tablet via Bluetooth Smart.
EasyZAPP (EZ):

These PIR occupancy switches have an adjustable time lag and an adjustable photocell override. The time lag and
photocell settings can be adjusted and programmed remotely using the free to download EasyZAPP app on an
Android phone or tablet. The phone or tablet can also be used as a remote control ON/OFF override.

ControlZAPP (CZ): In addition to the EasyZAPP features, these controls also benefit from “to the second” calendar scheduling, enabling
changes of state or function in real time. One example is switching lights ON during the evening for security. Another
example is setting shorter time lag for occupancy switching outside working hours. Special exception can also be
scheduled, such as holidays. The ControlZAPP app is also free to download.
Both EasyZAPP and ControlZAPP products include optional password protection, to avoid unwanted adjustment of the settings.
Wiring diagram

SPECIFICATION
Detection patterns:

See page 38 for full details

Max. mounting height: Narrow (ND)
Spot (SP)
Wide (WD)

43.1. EasyZAPP or ControlZAPP switching only control

12m
20m
14m

Photocell range:

30-1000 lux and inactive

Time lag range:

10 seconds to 40 minutes in 9 steps

Dimensions:

90mm diameter x 63mm
See page 38

SL

L

L

EasyZAPP or
ControlZAPP
switching only
control

N

100 - 260 VAC
50/60 Hz

load

N

LOADING

Please contact us or visit the DANLERS website for wiring options should a manual
override be required.

6 amps (1500W)

Resistive

6 amps (1500W)

Fluorescent

3 amps (750W)

Electronic or wire wound transformer

2 amps (500W)

LED Drivers and LED lamps and ﬁttings

2 amps (500W)

CFL or 2D lamps

1 amp (250W)

Fans

Minimum Load:

2W resistive.

5 YEAR WARRANTY - MADE IN THE U.K.

DANLERS PRODUCT
ORDER CODE

DETECTION
PATTERN

30-1000 lux
and inactive

ADJUSTABLE
TIME LAG
SETTINGS:
From
10 seconds
to 24 hours

ADJUSTABLE
SHORT VISIT
TIME LAG:
From
10 seconds
to 24 hours

✓
✓
✓

✓
✓
✓

✓
✓
✓

✗
✗
✗

✗
✗
✗

✓
✓
✓

✓
✓
✓

✓
✓
✓

✓
✓
✓

✓
✓
✓

PIR
OCCUPANCY
SWITCHING:

ADJUSTABLE
PHOTOCELL
SETTINGS:

(PRESENCE
DETECTION)

LOAD ON /
LOAD OFF
OVERRIDE

LOCATION
BASED
SUNSET
SUNRISE
PREDICTION

SUMMER/
WINTER TIME
DAYLIGHT
SAVINGS
ADJUSTMENT

✗
✗
✗

✓
✓
✓

✗
✗
✗

✗
✗
✗

✓
✓
✓

✓
✓
✓

✓
✓
✓

✓
✓
✓

SENSITIVITY
SCHEDULING: ADJUSTMENT:
Day/
Reduces
height
Week/
of detection
Year
zone

EasyZAPP
EZHB ND

Narrow

EZHB SP

Spot

EZHB WD

Wide

ControlZAPP
CZHB ND

Narrow

CZHB SP

Spot

CZHB WD

Wide

Telephone: +44(0)1249 443377
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HIGH BAY PIR SWITCHES FOR DALI BALLASTS

High Bay PIR Occupancy switches with manual adjustment for DALI broadcast ballasts
These controls automatically switch the lights ON to a regulated (maintained) lux level when a person enters the
area. Then they automatically switch the lights off when no further movement is detected.
There is also an adjustable “Run-on” timer, which allows the light to be returned to a minimum background level following a period of
occupancy. This can either be for a chosen time period, or as a permanent background light.
SPECIFICATION
Detection patterns:

DANLERS PRODUCT
ORDER CODE

See page 38 for full details

Max. mounting height: Narrow (ND)
Spot (SP)
Wide (WD)

Detection
type

Maximum
number of
Ballasts

Detection
pattern

Wiring
diagram

12m
20m
14m

HB PIR ND DALIP

Presence

Narrow

12

44.1

Run-on time:

0, 1, 2, 5, 10, 15, 20, 30 minutes
or infinite (always ON at minimum)

HB PIR SP DALIP

Presence

Spot

12

44.1

Photocell range:

30-1000 lux and inactive

HB PIR WD DALIP

Presence

Wide

12

44.1

Time lag range:

10 seconds to 40 minutes in 9 steps

Dimensions:

90mm diameter x 63mm
See page 38

HBA PIR ND DALIP

Absence

Narrow

12

44.2

HBA PIR SP DALIP

Absence

Spot

12

44.2

HBA PIR WD DALIP

Absence

Wide

12

44.2

VERSIONS WITH INTERNAL DALI POWER SUPPLY

LOADING
‘DALIP’ range:

‘DALI’ range:

INTERNAL DALI POWER SUPPLY:
The integral DALI power supply can
control up to 24mA, eg. 12 ballasts at
2mA (varies according to make and
model of ballasts).
EXTERNAL DALI POWER SUPPLY UNIT:
The external DALI power supply
provided can control up to 40mA, eg.
20 ballasts at 2mA (varies according to
make and model of ballasts).
For greater numbers of ballasts (64
max.) additional external DALI Power
supply units can be purchased
(DANLERS order code: DBPSU).

VERSIONS WITH EXTERNAL DALI POWER SUPPLY UNIT
HB PIR ND DALI

Presence

Narrow

20

44.1

HB PIR SP DALI

Presence

Spot

20

44.1

HB PIR WD DALI

Presence

Wide

20

44.1

HBA PIR ND DALI

Absence

Narrow

20

44.2

HBA PIR SP DALI

Absence

Spot

20

44.2

HBA PIR WD DALI

Absence

Wide

20

44.2

5 YEAR WARRANTY - MADE IN THE U.K.

Wiring diagrams
44.1. Presence detection version controlling several DALI ballasts

44.2. Absence detection version controlling several DALI ballasts

L

L
230 VAC

230 VAC

N

N

DALI
Ballast

DALI Power Supply
Unit if required*
DALI Control Lines
Optional
other load

L
N

High Bay Control
(Presence)

SL

44

* Provided with
External DALI
Power Supply
versions

DALI
Ballast

DALI Power Supply
Unit if required*

DALI
Ballast

Optional
other load

Mains
rated
retractive
wall switch
or rocker
wall switch
(toggled)

DALI
Ballast

DALI Control Lines

L
SW1

High Bay Control
(Absence)

N

SL

* Provided with
External DALI
Power Supply
versions

www.danlers.co.uk

HIGH BAY PIR SWITCHES FOR DALI BALLASTS
WITH REMOTE PROGRAMMING

High Bay controls with remote programming for DALI broadcast dimmable ballasts
Programmable by Android (4.3 or later) phone or tablet via Bluetooth Smart.
EasyZAPP (EZ): These controls automatically switch the lights ON to a regulated (maintained) lux level when a person enters the area.
Then they can automatically switch the lights OFF when no further movement is detected. They include an adjustable time lag and an
adjustable photocell. The time lag and photocell settings can be adjusted and programmed remotely using the free to download EasyZAPP
app on an Android phone or tablet. The phone or tablet can also be used as a remote control ON/OFF override.
ControlZAPP (CZ): In addition to the EasyZAPP features, these controls also benefit from “to the second” calendar scheduling, enabling
changes of state or function in real time.
For example, regulating a higher maintained light level at peak work times but reducing the maintained level (or changing to occupancy
switching only) at non peak times. Special exceptions can also be scheduled such as holidays. The ControlZAPP app is also free to
download.
Both EasyZAPP and ControlZAPP include optional password protection, to avoid unwanted adjustment of the settings.
For further details of EasyZAPP and ControlZAPP functions, please see pages 14-15.
Wiring diagram

SPECIFICATION
Detection patterns:

See page 38 for full details

Max. mounting height: Narrow (ND)
Spot (SP)
Wide (WD)

45.1. EasyZAPP or ControlZAPP controlling several DALI ballasts

12m
20m
14m

L
100-260 VAC 50/60Hz

Time lag range:

10 seconds - 24 hours

Photocell range:

30-1000 lux and inactive

Dimensions:

90mm diameter x 63mm
See page 38

N

DALI
Ballast

DALI Power
Supply Unit

DALI
Ballast

DALI Control Lines
Optional
other load

LOADING

L
N

EasyZAPP DALI or
ControlZAPP DALI device

SL

Suitable for switching and dimming DALI ballasts (broadcast
only). Can control up to 40mA, eg. 20 ballasts at 2mA (varies
according to make and model of ballasts). DALI Power Supply
Unit included.
5 YEAR WARRANTY - MADE IN THE U.K.

DANLERS PRODUCT
ORDER CODE

DETECTION
PATTERN

30-1000 lux
and inactive

ADJUSTABLE
TIME LAG
SETTINGS:
From
10 seconds
to 24 hours

ADJUSTABLE
SHORT VISIT
TIME LAG:
From
10 seconds
to 24 hours

✓
✓
✓

✓
✓
✓

✓
✓
✓

✗
✗
✗

✗
✗
✗

✓
✓
✓

✓
✓
✓

✓
✓
✓

✓
✓
✓

✓
✓
✓

PIR
OCCUPANCY
SWITCHING:

ADJUSTABLE
PHOTOCELL
SETTINGS:

(PRESENCE
DETECTION)

LOAD ON /
LOAD OFF
OVERRIDE

LOCATION
BASED
SUNSET
SUNRISE
PREDICTION

SUMMER/
WINTER TIME
DAYLIGHT
SAVINGS
ADJUSTMENT:

✗
✗
✗

✓
✓
✓

✗
✗
✗

✗
✗
✗

✓
✓
✓

✓
✓
✓

✓
✓
✓

✓
✓
✓

SENSITIVITY
SCHEDULING: ADJUSTMENT:
Day/
Reduces height
Week/
of detection
Year
zone

EasyZAPP
EZHB ND DALI

Narrow

EZHB SP DALI

Spot

EZHB WD DALI

Wide

ControlZAPP
CZHB ND DALI

Narrow

CZHB SP DALI

Spot

CZHB WD DALI

Wide

Telephone: +44(0)1249 443377

45

HIGH BAY PIR SWITCHES FOR 1-10VDC BALLASTS

High Bay PIR Occupancy switches with manual adjustment - for 1-10VDC ballasts
These controls automatically switch the lights ON to a regulated (maintained) lux level when a person enters the area.
Then they automatically switch the lights off when no further movement is detected.
There is also an adjustable “Run-on” timer, which allows the light to be returned to a minimum background level following a period of
occupancy. This can either be for a chosen time period, or as a permanent background light.

SPECIFICATION
Detection patterns:

See page 38 for full details

Max. mounting height: Narrow (ND)
Spot (SP)
Wide (WD)

Detection
type

Detection
pattern

Maximum
number of
Ballasts

Wiring
diagram

HB PIR ND 10VDC

Presence

Narrow

20

46.1

DANLERS PRODUCT
ORDER CODE

12m
20m
14m

HB PIR SP 10VDC

Presence

Spot

20

46.1

Run-on time:

0, 1, 2, 5, 10, 15, 20, 30 minutes
or infinite (always ON at minimum)

HB PIR WD 10VDC

Presence

Wide

20

46.1

Photocell range:

30-1000 lux and inactive

HBA PIR ND 10VDC

Absence

Narrow

20

46.2

Time lag range:

10 seconds to 40 minutes in 9 steps

Dimensions:

90mm diameter x 63mm
See page 38

HBA PIR SP 10VDC

Absence

Spot

20

46.2

HBA PIR WD 10VDC

Absence

Wide

20

46.2

LOADING
Suitable for switching and dimming 1-10VDC ballasts.
Can control up to 40mA, eg. 20 ballasts at 2mA
(varies according to make and model of ballasts).
Minimum load 2W.
5 YEAR WARRANTY - MADE IN THE U.K.

Wiring diagrams
46.1. Presence detection version controlling several 1-10VDC ballasts

46.2. Absence detection version controlling several 1-10VDC ballasts

L

L

SL

230 VAC

230 VAC

N

Optional manual
wall switch for
overriding off

L
Optional
other load

N

High Bay Control
(Presence)

SL

46

N
Ballast
1 10

Mains rated retractive
wall switch or rocker
wall switch (toggled)

Ballast
1 10

Control Lines
Optional
other load

SW1
L
N

High Bay Control
(Absence)

Ballast
1 10

Ballast
1 10

Control Lines

SL

www.danlers.co.uk

HIGH BAY PIR SWITCHES FOR 1-10VDC
BALLASTS WITH REMOTE PROGRAMMING

High Bay controls with remote programming - for 1-10VDC dimmable ballasts
Programmable by Android (4.3 or later) phone or tablet via Bluetooth Smart.
EasyZAPP (EZ):

These controls automatically switch the lights ON to a regulated (maintained) lux level when a person enters the area.
They include an adjustable time lag and an adjustable photocell. The time lag and photocell settings can be adjusted
and programmed remotely using the free to download EasyZAPP app on an Android phone or tablet.
The phone or tablet can also be used as a remote control ON/OFF override.

ControlZAPP (CZ): In addition to the EasyZAPP features, these controls also benefit from “to the second” calendar scheduling, enabling
changes of state or function in real time.
For example, regulating a higher maintained light level at peak work times but reducing the maintained level (or
changing to occupancy switching only) at non peak times. Special exceptions can also be scheduled such as
holidays.
The ControlZAPP app is also free to download.
Both EasyZAPP and ControlZAPP include optional password protection, to avoid unwanted adjustment of the settings.
For further details of EasyZAPP and ControlZAPP functions, please see pages 14-15.
Wiring diagram

SPECIFICATION
Detection patterns:

See page 38 for full details

Max. mounting height: Narrow (ND)
Spot (SP)
Wide (WD)

47.1. ControlZAPP or EasyZAPP controlling several 1-10VDC ballasts

12m
20m
14m

L

SL

100 - 260VAC 50/60Hz

N

Time lag range:

10 seconds - 24 hours

Photocell range:
Dimensions:

30-1000 lux and inactive
90mm diameter x 63mm
See page 38

L
N

Optional
other load

LOADING

Ballast
1 10
EasyZAPP or
ControlZAPP
1-10VDC control

Ballast
1 10

Control Lines

SL

Suitable for switching and dimming 1-10VDC ballasts.
Can control up to 40mA, eg. 20 ballasts at 2mA
(varies according to make and model of ballasts).
Minimum load 2W.
5 YEAR WARRANTY - MADE IN THE U.K.

DANLERS PRODUCT
ORDER CODE

DETECTION
PATTERN

30-1000 lux
and inactive

ADJUSTABLE
TIME LAG
SETTINGS:
From
10 seconds
to 24 hours

ADJUSTABLE
SHORT VISIT
TIME LAG:
From
10 seconds
to 24 hours

✓
✓
✓

✓
✓
✓

✓
✓
✓

✗
✗
✗

✗
✗
✗

✓
✓
✓

✓
✓
✓

✓
✓
✓

✓
✓
✓

✓
✓
✓

PIR
OCCUPANCY
SWITCHING:

ADJUSTABLE
PHOTOCELL
SETTINGS:

(PRESENCE
DETECTION)

LOAD ON /
LOAD OFF
OVERRIDE

LOCATION
BASED
SUNSET
SUNRISE
PREDICTION

SUMMER/
WINTER TIME
DAYLIGHT
SAVINGS
ADJUSTMENT:

✗
✗
✗

✓
✓
✓

✗
✗
✗

✗
✗
✗

✓
✓
✓

✓
✓
✓

✓
✓
✓

✓
✓
✓

SENSITIVITY
SCHEDULING: ADJUSTMENT:
Day/
Reduces
height
Week/
of detection
Year
zone

EasyZAPP
EZHB ND 10VDC

Narrow

EZHB SP 10VDC

Spot

EZHB WD 10VDC

Wide

ControlZAPP
CZHB ND 10VDC

Narrow

CZHB SP 10VDC

Spot

CZHB WD 10VDC

Wide

Telephone: +44(0)1249 443377
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HIGH BAY PIR SWITCHES FOR DSI BALLASTS

High Bay PIR Occupancy switches with manual adjustment - for DSI ballasts
These controls automatically switch the lights ON to a regulated (maintained) lux level when a person enters the area.
Then they automatically switch the lights off when no further movement is detected. There is also an adjustable “Run-on” timer, which
allows the lights to be returned to a minimum background level following a period of occupancy. This can either be for a chosen time
period, or as a permanent background light.
SPECIFICATION
Detection patterns:

DANLERS PRODUCT
ORDER CODE

See page 38 for full details

Max. mounting height: Narrow (ND)
Spot (SP)
Wide (WD)

0, 1, 2, 5, 10, 15, 20, 30 minutes
or infinite (always ON at minimum)

Photocell range:

30-1000 lux and inactive

Time lag range:

10 seconds to 40 minutes in 9 steps

Dimensions:

90mm diameter x 63mm
See page 38

LOADING

‘DSI’ range:

Maximum
number of
Ballasts

Detection
pattern

Wiring
diagram

VERSIONS WITH INTERNAL DSI POWER SUPPLY UNIT

12m
20m
14m

Run-on time:

‘DSIP’ range:

Detection
type

HB PIR ND DSIP

Presence

Narrow

12

48.1

HB PIR SP DSIP

Presence

Spot

12

48.1

HB PIR WD DSIP

Presence

Wide

12

48.1

HBA PIR ND DSIP

Absence

Narrow

12

48.2

HBA PIR SP DSIP

Absence

Spot

12

48.2

HBA PIR WD DSIP

Absence

Wide

12

48.2

VERSIONS WITH EXTERNAL DSI POWER SUPPLY UNIT
INTERNAL DALI POWER SUPPLY:
The integral DSI power supply can
control up to 24mA, eg. 12 ballasts at
2mA (varies according to make and
model of ballasts).
EXTERNAL DALI POWER SUPPLY UNIT:
The external DSI power supply provided
can control up to 40mA, eg. 20 ballasts
at 2mA (varies according to make and
model of ballasts).
For greater numbers of ballasts (64
max.) additional external DSI Power
supply units can be purchased
(DANLERS order code: DBPSU).

HB PIR ND DSI

Presence

Narrow

20

48.1

HB PIR SP DSI

Presence

Spot

20

48.1

HB PIR WD DSI

Presence

Wide

20

48.1

HBA PIR ND DSI

Absence

Narrow

20

48.2

HBA PIR SP DSI

Absence

Spot

20

48.2

HBA PIR WD DSI

Absence

Wide

20

48.2

5 YEAR WARRANTY - MADE IN THE U.K.

Wiring diagrams
48.1. Presence detection version controlling several DSI ballasts

L

48.2. Absence detection version controlling several DSI ballasts

L
230 VAC

230 VAC

N

N

DSI
Ballast

DSI Power Supply
Unit if required*
DSI Control Lines
Optional
other load

L
N

High Bay Control
(Presence)

SL

48

* Provided with
External DSI
Power Supply
versions

DSI
Ballast

DSI Power Supply
Unit if required*

DSI
Ballast

Optional
other load

Mains
rated
retractive
wall switch
or rocker
wall switch
(toggled)

DSI
Ballast

DSI Control Lines

L
SW1

High Bay Control
(Absence)

N

SL

* Provided with
External DSI
Power Supply
versions

www.danlers.co.uk

HIGH BAY PIR BATTEN MOUNT CONTROLS

High bay batten mount controls

Dimensions in mm
front
90

All of the High Bay controls shown on pages 34-44 are also available as Batten Mount
versions. Designed to fit on the end of an existing batten or a suspended light fitting
via a 20mm knock out. 1m wire tails included for quick and convenient installation.
All high bay batten mount controls are available in 3 detection pattern options (see
page 38):
Narrow Detection (ND), Spot Detection (SP) and Wide Detection (WD).

36

side
63

76
105

140

High bay batten mount control product codes are detailed below.
20mm
threaded
entry spout

Switching only,
mains output

Presence detection

Presence
detection with short
visit mode

Absence
detection

EasyZAPP
(remote
programming)

ControlZAPP
(remote programming
and scheduling)

HBBM PIR ND

HBBM PIR ND SV

HBBMA PIR ND

EZ HBBM ND

CZ HBBM ND

HBBM PIR SP

HBBM PIR SP SV

HBBMA PIR SP

EZ HBBM SP

CZ HBBM SP

HBBM PIR WD

HBBM PIR WD SV

HBBMA PIR WD

EZ HBBM WD

CZ HBBM WD

HBBM PIR ND 10VDC

HBBMA PIR ND 10VDC

EZ HBBM ND 10VDC

CZ HBBM ND 10VDC

HBBM PIR SP 10VDC

HBBMA PIR SP 10VDC

EZ HBBM SP 10VDC

CZ HBBM SP 10VDC

HBBM PIR WD 10VDC

HBBMA PIR WD 10VDC

EZ HBBM WD 10VDC

CZ HBBM WD 10VDC

HBBM PIR ND DALI

HBBMA PIR ND DALI

EZ HBBM ND DALI

CZ HBBM ND DALI

HBBM PIR SP 10VDC

HBBMA PIR SP 10VDC

EZ HBBM SP DALI

CZ HBBM SP DALI

HBBM PIR WD DALI

HBBMA PIR WD DALI

EZ HBBM WD DALI

CZ HBBM WD DALI

HBBM PIR ND DALIP

HBBMA PIR ND DALIP

HBBM PIR SP DALIP

HBBMA PIR SP DALIP

HBBM PIR WD DALIP

HBBMA PIR WD DALIP

HBBM PIR ND DSI

HBBMA PIR ND DSI

HBBM PIR SP DSI

HBBMA PIR SP DSI

HBBM PIR WD DSI

HBBMA PIR WD DSI

HBBM PIR ND DSIP

HBBMA PIR ND DSIP

HBBM PIR SP DSIP

HBBMA PIR SP DSIP

HBBM PIR WD DSIP

HBBMA PIR WD DSIP

10VDC dimming
(up to 20 ballasts max.)

DALI broadcast dimming.
External DALI
power supply
(up to 20 ballasts)
DALI broadcast dimming.
Integral DALI
power supply
(up to 12 ballasts max.)
DSI dimming.
External DSI
power supply
(up to 20 ballasts)
DSI dimming.
Integral DALI
power supply
(up to 12 ballasts max.)

VOLT FREE VARIANTS
PLEASE NOTE: Most of the above products are also available with Volt Free contacts.
For more details please contact us.
Telephone: +44(0)1249 443377
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BATTEN MOUNTED PIR OCCUPANCY SWITCHES

This range of energy saving products
is designed for the automatic
switching of lighting loads.

SPECIFICATION
Detection zone:
Max. detection area:

360°
5m, 10m, spot and reduced height
range options
Max. mounting height: 5m

Designed to fit on the end of an existing batten
or a suspended light fitting via a 20mm knock
out. Comes with 1m wire tails included for quick
and convenient installation.
Ideal for use in factories, warehouses, offices,
schools etc.

Photocell range:

See tables on page 51

Time lag range:

10 seconds to 40 minutes in 9 steps

Dimensions:

See diagrams below

Real time photocell status indicator, glows green
when active or red when inactive (not available
on BMEXPIR or BMEXPH models).

LOADING

Product options include:

6 amps (1500W)

Resistive

6 amps (1500W)

Fluorescent

3 amps (750W)

Electronic or wire wound transformer

● 5m, 10m, spot and reduced height range options

2 amps (500W)

LED Drivers and LED lamps and ﬁttings

● IP66 rated version suitable for external applications

2 amps (500W)

CFL or 2D lamps

● Versions with adjustable passive photocell

1 amp (250W)

Fans

● Versions with adjustable intelligent active photocell for
additional savings

Minimum Load:

2W resistive.

5 YEAR WARRANTY - MADE IN THE U.K.

Detection diagrams
Perspective view of detection zone
BMINTPIR5M, BMPIR5M
or BMEXPIR
For optimum
coverage
recommended
mounting height
between
2.4 and 5m.

100°

BMINTPIR10M or
BMPIR10M
For optimum
coverage
recommended
mounting height
between
2.4 and 5m.

Detection
zone

112°

Detection
zone

BMINTPIRRH or
BMPIRRH

BMINTPIRSP or
BMPIRSP
For optimum
coverage
Detection
recommended
zone
mounting height
between
2.4 and 5m.

Detection
zone
100°

For optimum coverage
recommended mounting
height 2.4m.

20°

Up to 5m
Up to 10m

B - Dimensions in mm

A - Dimensions in mm
BMPIR5M / BMINTPIR5M illustrated

Up to 1.5m

front

side

50

36

BMEXPIR illustrated
(BMEXPH does not have a lens)

front

side

60

37

65

105

120

20mm
threaded
entry spout

10
5

Cable
gland

17
24

50

24

www.danlers.co.uk

BATTEN MOUNTED PIR OCCUPANCY SWITCHES
BATTEN MOUNT CONTROLS WITH PASSIVE PHOTOCELL
Ideal for areas with minimal or no natural daylight.
DANLERS PRODUCT
ORDER CODE

DETECTION
TYPE

PHOTOCELL
LUX RANGE

WIRING
DIAGRAMS

DIMENSION
DIAGRAMS

BMPIR 5M

Presence

30-1000
& inactive

Can be mounted onto the end of lighting battens via the 20mm
knock out. IP53 rated. 5m detection at 2.4m - 5m mounting height.

51.1

A

BMPIR 10M

Presence

30-1000
& inactive

As BMPIR5M but 10m diameter detection at 2.4m - 5m mounting
height.

51.1

A

BMPIR SP

Presence

30-1000
& inactive

As BMPIR5M but Spot detection, 1.5m diameter detection at
2.4m - 5m mounting height.

51.1

A

BMPIR RH

Presence

30-1000
& inactive

As BMPIR5M but Reduced Height version to avoid detection
spillage onto lower floors in mezzanine storage applications.
2.5m diameter detection at 2.4m mounting height.

51.1

A

BMEXPIR

Presence

10-1000
& inactive

IP66 rated. Ideal for outdoor use such as car parks underpasses,
etc. 5m detection at 2.4m - 5m mounting height.

51.1

B

BMEXPH

-

10-1000

IP66 rated switching photocell - no person detection. Switches on
when ambient light is below chosen threshold, and switches off
when above a higher threshold (including differential).

51.1

B

ADDITIONAL PRODUCT DESCRIPTION

BATTEN MOUNT CONTROLS WITH ‘INTELLIGENT’ ACTIVE’ PHOTOCELL
(GB PATENT NO. 2 502 847)
With a unique, one touch calibration process, these products learn the light contribution of the artificial light they are controlling, and take
this into account when automatically switching on or off. This eliminates the risk of the load ‘cycling’ on and off. To maximise on the
energy saving potential of the ‘Intelligent’ photocell, these products are recommended for areas with some natural daylight.
If the lighting load is ON and the ambient light rises above the preset threshold - the load is switched OFF. The load is inhibited from
switching ON if the lux is greater than the preset threshold. The active photocell operation maximises energy saving.
The Overlux timer (passing cloud timer) minimises unnecessary switching for brief, transient changes in ambient daylight.
DANLERS PRODUCT
ORDER CODE

DETECTION
TYPE

PHOTOCELL
LUX RANGE

ADDITIONAL PRODUCT DESCRIPTION

WIRING
DIAGRAMS

DIMENSION
DIAGRAMS

BMINTPIR 5M

Presence

30-1000

Can be mounted onto the end of lighting battens via the 20mm
knock out. 1 metre wire tails to connect to the lighting ballast. IP53
rated. 5m detection at 2.4m - 5m mounting height.

51.1

A

BMINTPIR 10M

Presence

30-1000

As BMINTPIR5M but 10m detection at 2.4m - 5m mounting height.

51.1

A

BMINTPIR SP

Presence

30-1000

As BMINTPIR5M but Spot detection, 1.5m diameter detection at
2.4m - 5m mounting height.

51.1

A

BMINTPIR RH

Presence

30-1000

As BMINTPIR5M but Reduced Height version to avoid detection
spillage onto lower floors, 2.5m diameter detection at 2.4m
mounting height.

51.1

A

-

30-1000

Switching photocell - no person detection. Switches on when
ambient light is below chosen threshold, and switches off when
above a higher threshold (including differential).

51.1

B

BMINTPH

51.1. Wiring diagrams
A few controls wired in parallel

Single control
Batten PIR
or Photocell

L

SL

optional manual wall switch
for overriding off

L

optional manual
wall switch for
overriding off

A few Batten PIRs
or Photocells
230 VAC

SL

230 VAC

SL

SL

load

N

Telephone: +44(0)1249 443377

N

load
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DAYLIGHT LINKED DIMMING CONTROLS

These controls are designed to automatically dim
lights according to ambient light level to maintain
a constant brightness.
For suspended or plasterboard ceilings.
Complete with 2m cables for quick and easy installation.
CEFL PHDD DSI
Has dimming and on/off switching and is suitable for DSI dimmable
ballasts.
CEFL PHDD 10VDC
Has dimming and on/off switching and is suitable for dimmable
ballasts with 1-10VDC input.
CEFL DD 10VDC
Has dimming only and is suitable for dimmable ballasts with
1-10VDC input.

SPECIFICATION
Photocell range:

100-1000 lux

Dimensions:

72mm diameter x 68mm

LOADING:

CEFL PHDD DSI

Total load of ballast, lamps plus other load not more than 6 amps
including fluorescent. Can control up to 20 DSI ballasts
LOADING:

CEFL PHDD 10VDC

Total load of ballast, lamps plus other load not more than 6 amps
including fluorescent. Can control up to 20mA, eg. 20 ballasts at
1mA (varies according to make and model of ballasts).
LOADING:

CEFL DD 10VDC

Can control up to 20mA, eg. 20 ballasts at 1mA (varies according
to make and model of ballasts).
5 YEAR WARRANTY - MADE IN THE U.K.

Dimensions in mm

Dimensions in mm

CEFL PHDD DSI

CEFL PHDD 10VDC and CEFL DDCEFLPHDD10VDC
10VDC
and CEFLDD10VDC
2m cables

65

side

plan

side

66

57

72

52

24

55

3

3
61

plan

2m cables

24

72
Requires 63 or 64mm (2.5")
diameter hole in a false
or plasterboard ceiling

60
72

72
Requires 63 or 64mm (2.5")
diameter hole in a false
or plasterboard ceiling

www.danlers.co.uk

DAYLIGHT LINKED DIMMING CONTROLS
DANLERS PRODUCT
ORDER CODE

PHOTOCELL
LUX RANGE

ADDITIONAL PRODUCT DESCRIPTION

Dimming and on/off switching.

CEFL PHDD DSI

100-1000

CEFL PHDD 10VDC

100-1000

Loading: Total load of ballast, lamps plus other load not more than
6 amps including fluorescent.

CEFL DD 10VDC

100-1000

Dimming only.

Loading: Total load of ballast, lamps plus other load not more than
6 amps including fluorescent.
Dimming and on/off switching.

Versions of the above products are also available with Ceiling
surface mounted enclosures

-

Variants

53.1. Wiring diagram

CEFL PHDD DSI
230 VAC (50Hz)

D1
ballast
D2

wall
switch

D1
ballast
D2

optional
other
load*

D1
ballast
D2

N

Up to 20 DSI
ballasts

53.1

Up to 20
1-10VDC
ballasts

53.2

Up to 20
1-10VDC
ballasts

53.3

-

-

CEFL PHDD 10VDC controlling several 1-10VDC dimmable ballasts

control lines

SL

WIRING
DIAGRAMS

53.2. Wiring diagram

CEFL PHDD DSI controlling several DSI dimmable ballasts

L

BALLAST OUTPUT

wall switch
(optional)

L

control lines

SL

CEFL PHDD 10VDC

230 VAC

optional
other
load*

N

* Total load of ballasts, lamps plus other load not more than 6 amps

1
ballast
10
1
ballast
10
1
ballast
10

* Total load of ballasts, lamps plus other load not more than 6 amps

53.3. Wiring diagram
CEFL DD 10VDC controlling several 1-10VDC dimmable ballasts

control lines
wall switch
(compulsory)

1
ballast
10

L
230 VAC

CEFL DD
10VDC

SL

N

Telephone: +44(0)1249 443377

N

1
ballast
10
1
ballast
10
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PHOTOCELL SWITCHES

These controls are designed to automatically
switch lights ON or OFF according to ambient light
level.
Built-in differential ensures the artificial lights do not affect the
photocell.
Built-in time delay of 1 minute avoids unnecessary switching.
CEFL PH, CEPH NO, BMINTPH and BMEXPH
Switches the lights on when there is not sufficient ambient light
available and off when there is sufficient ambient light available.
CEFL PHRE and CEPH RE
These ‘Re-set’ versions switch the lights off when there is sufficient
ambient light but require a wall switch to be operated in order to
switch on. In this way the lights only switch on when demanded.
SZCEFL and SZCESR
These remotely programmable controls feature both photocell
based switching and ‘permanent’ ON/OFF override.
When set in the photocell switching mode, the control will switch
lights ON when there is not sufficient ambient light available and
OFF when there is sufficient ambient light available. The products
can be programmed to be in this mode during certain times of day.
When set in the ON /OFF override mode lights can be programmed
to switch ON or OFF at fixed times of day.

SPECIFICATION
Photocell range:

See table on page 55

Dimensions:

See diagrams below

LOADING:

CEFL PH, CEPH NO,
CEFL PHRE, CEPH RE

Up to 6 amps (1500W) of resistive, fluorescent or transformer
lighting loads
LOADING:

BMINTPH

Up to 10 amps (2500W) of resistive and tungsten.
Up to 6 amps (1500W) of fluorescent (switch start) or mains
halogen lamps*.
Up to 3 amps (750W) of electronic or wire wound transformers
or compact fluorescent or LED lamps.
*Recommended with integral thermal safety fuse.
LOADING:

BMEXPH

Up to 6 amps (1500W) incandescent or mains halogen lamps.
Up to 4 amps (1000W) electronic or wire wound transformers,
fluorescent lamps (high frequency or switch start).
Up to 2 amps (500W) compact fluorescent or LED lamps.
Up to 1 amp (250W) most fans and metal halide discharge
lamps.
5 YEAR WARRANTY - MADE IN THE U.K.

Dimensions in mm

side

CEFL PH,
CEFL PHRE

plan

2m cable

CEPH NO,
CEPH RE

24

plan

side
(CESO SQ)

88
66

55
88

3

72

BMINTPH

Requires 63 or 64mm (2.5")
diameter hole in a false
or plasterboard ceiling

front

side

50

36

BMEXPH

front

side

60

37

65

105

120

20mm
threaded
entry spout

10
5

Cable
gland

17
24

54

47

72

60

24
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PHOTOCELL SWITCHES
DANLERS PRODUCT
ORDER CODE

PHOTOCELL
LUX RANGE

WIRING
DIAGRAMS

PRODUCT DESCRIPTION

CEFL PH

100-1000

Switching photocell. Ceiling flush mounted for suspended or plasterboard ceilings. Complete
with 2m cables for quick and easy installation.

55.1

CEPH NO

100-1000

As CEFL PH except ceiling surface plug-in version for solid ceilings.
Plug into CESO SQ Ceiling socket (or CESO Ceiling socket). CESO SQ can be mounted on a
square pattress box (or CESO can be mounted on a BESA box).

55.1 and
55.2

CEFL PHRE

100-1000

“Re-set” switching photocell. Switches off when ambient light is below a chosen threshold,
but requires a wall switch to be operated to switch on. Ceiling flush mounted for suspended or
plasterboard ceilings. Complete with 2m cables for quick and easy installation.

55.1

CEPH RE

100-1000

As CEFL PHRE except ceiling surface plug-in version for solid ceilings.
Plug into CESO SQ Ceiling socket (or CESO Ceiling socket). CESO SQ can be mounted on a
square pattress box (or CESO can be mounted on a BESA box).

55.1 and
55.2

Batten mounted switching photocell. Can be mounted onto the end of lighting battens via the
20mm knock out. 1 meter wire tails to connect to the lighting ballast. IP53 rated enclosure.
Active photocell operation with Overlux timer (passing cloud timer) to minimise unnecessary
switching (adjustable from 1 minute to 1 hour).

55.1

BMINTPH

100-1000

BMEXPH

10-300

Switching photocell with IP66 rated enclosure. Can be mounted onto the end of lighting
battens via the 20mm knock out. 1m wire tails to connect to the lighting ballast.

55.1

SZCEFL

30-1000

Switching photocell with automatic ON/OFF scheduling.
Remotely programmable by Android (4.3 or later) phone or tablet via Bluetooth Smart. Ceiling
flush mounted for suspended or plasterboard ceilings. For dimensions see CZCEFL page 22.

55.1

SZCESR

30-1000

As SZCEFL but ceiling surface mounted for solid ceilings.
For dimensions see CZCESR page 30.

55.1

With its unique one touch calibration process, the photocell switching thresholds are
precisely tuned to take into account the brightness of the artificial lights being controlled.
This increases energy saving by reducing over illumination, and eliminates the risk of the load
‘cycling’ on and off.

55.1. Wiring diagrams

55.2. Wiring diagrams

Ceiling photocell switch
manual wall switch for
overriding off

Ceiling mounted socket (CESO SQ or CESO) for CEPH NO or CEPH RE
L

N

photocell switch

L

Pattress
box or
BESA
box

SL

SL

230 VAC

CESO SQ
or CESO

load

N

Telephone: +44(0)1249 443377

L

N

SL

CEPH NO or CEPH RE

luminaire

Not to scale
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ANCILLARY ITEMS

DANLERS PRODUCT
ORDER CODE

PRODUCT DESCRIPTION
(ADDITIONAL PRODUCT DESCRIPTION)

DIMENSIONS

WIRING
DIAGRAMS

DBPSU

Power supply unit for DALI or DSI:
Designed for use with DANLERS DALI or DSI dimmable devices and
can also be used with other third party DALI or DSI control solutions.
Rated at 40mA. Supply Voltage: 120-240VAC (50/60Hz).
Supply Load: 4W maximum.
Output Voltage: Load Off - 18V maximum.

120 x 50
32mm

Refer
to DALI
or DSI
control

CESO

Round ceiling socket for plug-in controls:
Suitable for ceiling mounting box (CEBO)

74mm
diameter
x 13mm

56.1

CEBO

Ceiling mounting box:
Suitable for ceiling socket (CESO). Ideal for ceiling mounting.
Has a 20mm entry spout.

65mm
diameter x
29mm

-

CESO SQ

Square ceiling socket for plug-in controls:
Suitable for ceiling pattress box (PABO)

87 x 87 x
13mm

56.1

PABO

Ceiling pattress box:
Box suitable for square ceiling socket (CESO SQ).
Ideal for ceiling mounting.
Has a 20mm knockout.

87 x 87 x
28mm

-

56.1. Wiring diagram: CESO or CESO SQ
Ceiling mounted socket (CESO or CESO SQ) for plug-in ceiling controls
L

N

BESA
box or
pattress
box

SL
L

N

A
CESO or
CESO SQ

L

56

N

SL

plug-in ceiling
control

luminaire

Not to scale
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ANCILLARY ITEMS
DANLERS PRODUCT
ORDER CODE

PRODUCT DESCRIPTION
(ADDITIONAL PRODUCT DESCRIPTION)

DIMENSIONS

WIRING
DIAGRAMS

87 x 87 x
41mm

57.1

87 x 87 x
41mm

57.2

Ceiling socket with slave relay:
Loading - Each circuit:
Up to 6 amps (1500W) incandescent or mains halogen lamps.
Up to 4 amps (1000W) electronic or wire wound transformers,
fluorescent lamps (high frequency or switch start).
Up to 2 amps (500W) compact fluorescent or LED lamps.
Up to 1 amp (250W) most fans and metal halide discharge lamps.

CESL

CE2SL

Ceiling socket with double slave relay:
Loading: As CESL above.

TEPL

Test plug:
Suitable for testing wiring in DANLERS ceiling sockets.
Tests a ceiling socket by linking the live and switched line terminals.

57 x 36.5 x
33mm

-

RESLOADE

Load resistor:
Can be used to try to eliminate lamp instability and flicker when
dimming non-resistive loads such as mains directly dimmable LED
lamps or dimmable transformers.
It has an operating temperature of approximately 40°C above
ambient and has an effective load of 10W.
Can be passed through a 63mm diameter cutout.

60mm
diameter x
130mm

-

CAPLOAD

Load capacitor:
To augment small loads on DANLERS 2-wire (no neutral) products

DP1S 1500W

Push on/off switch.
1 or 2 way switching:
0-1500W.
Matches DANLERS Push Dimmers

GREUW BEZEL

Luminaire mounting bezel:
Mounting bezel suitable for mounting DANLERS Eurodata grid PIR
occupancy switch modules into luminaires (see page 36-37).

86 x 86 x
12mm.
Minimum
wall box
depth
16mm.

57.1. Wiring diagram: CESL
Plug-in control plus slave relay with volt free changeover contacts
(CESL) controlling one extra circuit

N/O

L1

optional manual
wall switch for
overriding off

C2

separate circuit

230 VAC

N1
Telephone: +44(0)1249 443377

SL2
N/O

N/C

L1

SL1
load

-

Plug-in control plus double slave relay with volt free changeover
contacts (CE2SL) controlling two extra circuits

SL 2

CESL
plus
plug-in
switch

56 x 30 x
11mm

-

57.2. Wiring diagram: CE2SL

separate circuit

SL 2

-

C2

optional manual
wall switch for
overriding off

230 VAC

separate circuit

SL2 SL3
N/C

N/O

CE2SL
plus
plug-in
switch

C3 SL3
N/C

SL1
load

N1
57

ANCILLARY ITEMS
DANLERS PRODUCT
ORDER CODE

PRODUCT DESCRIPTION
(ADDITIONAL PRODUCT DESCRIPTION)

MOMSW MP
MOMSW M

Momentary switch (plated):
Push to make or break. For controlling devices where momentary
or retractive switch is required. Suitable for controlling loads up to
10 amps (2500W). 1 or 2 way switching. Suitable for wall mounting.
MOMSW MP: Grey metal finish with PRESS printed on button.
MOMSW M: Grey metal finish with blank button.

MOMSW WHP

Momentary switch (plated):
Push to make or break. For controlling devices where momentary or
retractive switch is required. Suitable for controlling loads up to
10 amps (2500W). 1 or 2 way switching. Suitable for wall mounting.
MOMSW WHP: White polycarbonate finish with PRESS printed on
button.
MOMSW WH: White polycarbonate finish with blank button.

MOMSW PMOD

Momentary switch (grid module):
Push to make or break. For controlling devices where momentary or
retractive switch is required. Suitable for controlling loads up to
10 amps (2500W). 1 or 2 way switching.
MOMSW PMOD: Grid module suitable for MK Grid Plus with
PRESS printed on button.
MOMSW MOD: Module suitable for MK Grid Plus with blank
button.

WAOSW

Wall mounted override switch:
Suitable for DANLERS PIR switches and remotely programmable
controls. The rocker switch is used to choose between leaving
the lights (or other load) in AUTOMATIC mode (controlled by the
DANLERS control), or overridden OFF. At any time the push button
can be used to override the lights (or other load) ON temporarily, for
a time lag which is set at the back of this product (1-120 minutes adjustable).
The temporary override ON can be cancelled by a further press on
the time lag push button.
Maximum load:
6 amps (1500W) of resistive loads.
6 amps (1500W) of fluorescent loads.
3 amps (750W) of electronic transformer loads.
3 amps (750W) of wire wound transformer loads.
2 amps (500W) of CFL, 2D lamps, LED Drivers and LED lamps
and fittings.
1 amp (250W) of fans.

58.1. Wiring diagram: Momentary Switches
Single control of a DANLERS absence switch

WIRING
DIAGRAMS

86 x 86 x
10mm.
Requires
back box
depth 16mm

58.1

86 x 86 x
10mm.
Requires
back box
depth 16mm

58.1

55 x 24 x
23mm.
Requires
back box
depth 16mm

58.1

86 x 86 x
10mm.
Minimum
wall box
depth 35mm.

58.2

58.2. Wiring diagram: WAOSW
WAOSW with a DANLERS PIR occupancy switch
WAOSW

L
L

DIMENSIONS

L
AB
Mains rated
retractive wall switch
or rocker wall switch
(toggled)

Absence PIR

N

SL

time lag switch

L

230 VAC
load

PIR
occupancy
switch

N

SL

rocker switch

230 VAC
load

N
58

N
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MICROWAVE SWITCH RANGE

SPECIFICATION

These IP67 rated microwave presence detectors
can be wall or ceiling mounted and are designed
for the automatic switching of a wide variety of load
types.
The sensor detects movement, within its range of detection,
by emitting low power microwave signals and measuring the
reflections - as the signal reflects off moving objects such as people
moving through a room. Sensitive to movement (including covered
vehicles). Ideal for car parks, warehouses, thoroughfares etc.
When movement is detected the load switches ON. If no more
movement is detected within a certain time, then the microwave
switch will turn the load OFF. The time can be set via the internal
dip switches.

DANLERS PRODUCT
ORDER CODE

DETECTION
TYPE

DAM6A IP67

MAXIMUM LOADING

Microwave

DAM2A IP67

WIRING
DIAGRAMS

6 amps

Microwave

59.1

2 amps

Weatherproof:

IP67 rated enclosures

Detection zone:

See diagram below

Mounting height:

5m maximum

Time lag range:

5sec (walk test), 30sec, 3min,
5min, 15min, 25min

Detection options:

10 / 30 / 50 / 75 / 100% sensitivity

Detection angles:

30˚ to 150˚ according to sensitivity %

Dimensions:

110 x 110 x 60mm

LOADING:

DAM6A IP67

6 amps (1500W)

Fluorescent

3 amps (750W)

Electronic or wire wound transformer

2 amps (500W)

LED Drivers and LED lamps and ﬁttings

2 amps (500W)

CFL or 2D lamps

1 amp (250W)

Metal halide lamps or fans.

LOADING:

DAM2A IP67

Switches up to 2 amps (400W) of most types of load

59.1

5 YEAR WARRANTY - MADE IN THE U.K.

A - Dimensions in mm
DAM6A IP67 and DAM2A IP67 Enclosure dimensions (external)
plan

side

110

66

25mm
glanded entry
or a 20mm
entry via the
supplied
adaptor.

110

Detection diagrams
Wall mounting detection pattern (m)

4

3

2

1

0

1

2

3

4

5

5
4

1
2
3
4
5
Area of high sensitivity

Wall mounting height (m)

Ceiling mounting height (m)

Ceiling mounting detection pattern (m)
5

59.1. Wiring diagram

3
2

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

Single DAMW6A IP67 or DAMW2A IP67 switch
8

9

10

N
230 VAC

L

N
Control gear
L

1
0
1
2

Lʼ(SL)
Lʼ

N
N

L
L

N
Control gear
L

3
Area of lower sensitivity

4
5
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N
Control gear
L
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TIME LAG SWITCHES - PLATED

These electronic plated time lag switches are
designed to switch lights, or other loads, ON, and
then to switch them OFF automatically after the set
time lag has elapsed.

SPECIFICATION

Activated by pressing the push button.

6 amps (1500W)

Resistive

The time lag setting can be adjusted by a spindle on the bottom
edge of the product.

6 amps (1500W)

Fluorescent

Ideal for use in stairwells, store rooms and in many other
applications.

3 amps (750W)

Electronic or wire wound transformer

2 amps (500W)

LED Drivers and LED lamps and ﬁttings

Time lag:

See table on page 61

Dimensions:

86 x 86 x 12mm

LOADING:

Can be used for multi-way switching using the slave push buttons.

Product options include:
● 2-wire versions (no neutral)

2 amps (500W)

CFL or 2D lamps

1 amp (250W)

Fans

Minimum Load:

2-WIRE PLATED TIME LAG
SWITCHES ONLY:
40W of resistive, or for wiring in parallel
40W per time lag switch in the circuit.
Load capacitors are supplied to
augment small or non-resistive loads.

● 3-wire versions (neutral required)
● Versions with illuminated push buttons
● Multi-way switching with compatible slaves

5 YEAR WARRANTY - MADE IN THE U.K.

A. Dimensions in mm

B. Dimensions in mm
front

side

front

side

86

12

86

12

86

TLSW10, TLSW20,
TLSW120 and
SS1SL

60

TLSW10ILM,
TLSW20ILM and
TLSW120ILM,

86

SS2SL

www.danlers.co.uk

TIME LAG SWITCHES - PLATED
DANLERS PRODUCT
ORDER CODE

TIME LAG RANGE

PRODUCT DESCRIPTION

WIRING

WALL BOX
DEPTH

WIRING
DIAGRAMS

DIMENSION
DIAGRAMS

TLSW10

1-10
minutes

Plated time lag switch. No Neutral required.
Can be direct replacement for an existing wall switch.

2-wire

16mm

61.1
61.2
61.3

A

TLSW10ILM

1-10
minutes

As TLSW 10 but with illuminated push button for easy
location in the dark. Button is illuminated when the load is
OFF. Button is not illuminated when the load is ON.

2-wire

16mm

61.1
61.2
61.3

A

TLSWA20

2-20
minutes

Plated time lag switch. Neutral required.

3-wire

16mm

61.4
61.5
61.6

A

TLSWA20ILM

2-20
minutes

As TLSWA20 but with illuminated push button for easy
location in the dark. Button remains illuminated at all times.

3-wire

16mm

61.4
61.5
61.6

A

TLSWA120

12-120
minutes

Plated timed lag switch. Neutral required.

3-wire

16mm

61.4
61.5
61.6

A

TLSWA120ILM

12-120
minutes

As TLSWA120 but with illuminated push button for easy
location in the dark. Button remains illuminated at all times.

3-wire

16mm

61.4
61.5
61.6

A

SS1SL

-

1 gang push button slave switch. Suitable for multi-way
switching the above time lag switches.

2-pole

16mm

61.3
61.6

A

SS2SL

-

2 gang push button slave switch. Suitable for multi-way
switching the above time lag switches.

2-pole

16mm

61.3
61.6

B

61.1. Wiring diagram: 2-Wire
Single plated 2-wire time lag switch

time lag switch

L

61.2. Wiring diagram: 2-Wire
Several plated 2-wire time lag switches
wired in parallel e.g. in a stairwell

Plated 2-wire time lag switch with slave
push buttons

L

L

SL
230 VAC

230 VAC

61.3. Wiring diagram: 2-Wire

time lag
switch

time lag
switch

time lag
switch

SL

SL

SL

time lag switch

SL

230VAC
load

load

N

N

61.4. Wiring diagram: 3-Wire
Single plated 3-wire time lag switch

L

time lag switch

SL

load

L

230 VAC

230 VAC

N

61.5. Wiring diagram: 3-Wire
Several plated 3-wire time lag switches
wired in parallel e.g. in a stairwell

time lag
switch

time lag
switch

time lag
switch

SL

SL

SL

slave switches (normally
open push buttons)

61.6. Wiring diagram: 3-Wire
Plated 3-wire time lag switch with slave
push buttons
time lag switch

L

SL
230 VAC

load

N

Telephone: +44(0)1249 443377

load

N

load

N

slave switches (normally
open push buttons)
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TIME LAG SWITCHES - GRID MODULES

These electronic grid time lag switches are
designed to switch lights, or other loads, ON, and
then to switch them OFF automatically after the set
time lag has elapsed.

SPECIFICATION

Activated by pressing the push button.
The time lag setting can be adjusted by a spindle on the bottom
edge of the product.
DANLERS manufacture three versions, to suit each of the following
formats: MK Grid Plus, Crabtree grid and Eurodata plates.
They may be placed in any position on the appropriate
grid or plate.

Time lag:

1-120 minutes

Dimensions:

Module for MK Grid Plus:
59 x 24 x 34mm
Minimum wall box depth of 35mm

Dimensions:

Module for Crabtree grid:
51 x 24 x 38mm
Minimum wall box depth of 40mm

Dimensions:

Module for Eurodata plates:
50 x 25 x 38mm
Minimum wall box depth of 35mm

LOADING:

Ideal for use in stairwells, store rooms and in many other
applications.

6 amps (1500W)

Resistive

These Grid time lag switches can be operated by slave push
buttons, as listed on page 63.

6 amps (1500W)

Fluorescent

3 amps (750W)

Electronic or wire wound transformer

2 amps (500W)

LED Drivers and LED lamps and ﬁttings

Product options include:
● 2-wire versions (no neutral)
● 3-wire versions (neutral required)

2 amps (500W)

CFL or 2D lamps

1 amp (250W)

Fans

Minimum Load:

2-WIRE TIME LAG SWITCH GRID
MODULES ONLY:
40W of resistive, or for wiring in parallel
40W per time lag switch in the circuit.
Load capacitors are supplied to
augment small or non-resistive loads.

● Versions with illuminated push buttons
● Multi-way switching with matching slaves

5 YEAR WARRANTY - MADE IN THE U.K.

A. Dimensions in mm
front
24

side
34

59

30

Suitable for MK Grid Plus

62

B. Dimensions in mm
front
24

C. Dimensions in mm

side
38

51 34

Suitable for Crabtree grid

front
25

side
38

50

Suitable for Eurodata plates

www.danlers.co.uk

TIME LAG SWITCHES - GRID MODULES
DANLERS PRODUCT
ORDER CODE

TIME LAG RANGE

PRODUCT DESCRIPTION

WIRING

WALL BOX
DEPTH

WIRING
DIMENSION
DIAGRAMS DIAGRAMS

GRTL MK

1-120 minutes Grid time lag switch suitable for MK Grid Plus.

2-wire

35mm

63.1
63.2

A

GRTL MK ILM

As GRTL MK but with illuminated push button for easy
1-120 minutes location in the dark. Button is illuminated when the load is
OFF. Button is not illuminated when the load is ON.

2-wire

35mm

63.1
63.2

A

GRTL CB

1-120 minutes Grid time lag switch suitable for Crabtree grid.

2-wire

40mm

63.1
63.2

B

GRTL CB ILM

As GRTL CB but with illuminated push button for easy
1-120 minutes location in the dark. Button is illuminated when the load is
OFF. Button is not illuminated when the load is ON.

2-wire

40mm

63.1
63.2

B

GRTL EU

1-120 minutes Grid time lag switch suitable for Eurodata plates.

2-wire

35mm

63.1
63.2

C

GRTL EU ILM

As GRTL EU but with illuminated push button for easy
1-120 minutes location in the dark. Button is illuminated when the load is
OFF. Button is not illuminated when the load is ON.

2-wire

35mm

63.1
63.2

C

GRTLA MK

1-120 minutes Grid time lag switch suitable for MK Grid Plus.

3-wire

35mm

63.3
63.4

A

GRTLA MK ILM

1-120 minutes

3-wire

35mm

63.3
63.4

A

GRTLA CB

1-120 minutes Grid time lag switch suitable for Crabtree grid.

3-wire

40mm

63.3
63.4

B

GRTLA CB ILM

1-120 minutes

3-wire

40mm

63.3
63.4

B

GRTLA EU

1-120 minutes Grid time lag switch suitable for Eurodata plates.

3-wire

35mm

63.3
63.4

C

GRTLA EU ILM

1-120 minutes

As GRTLA EU but with illuminated push button for easy
location in the dark. Button remains illuminated at all times.

3-wire

35mm

63.3
63.4

C

As GRTLA MK but with illuminated push button for easy
location in the dark. Button remains illuminated at all times.

As GRTLA CB but with illuminated push button for easy
location in the dark. Button remains illuminated at all times.

SSGS MK

-

Grid slave switch suitable for MK Grid Plus. Suitable for
multi-way switching the above 2-wire grid time lag switches.

2-pole

35mm

63.2
63.4

A

SSGS CB

-

Grid slave switch suitable for Crabtree grid. Suitable for
multi-way switching the above 2-wire grid time lag switches.

2-pole

40mm

63.2
63.4

B

SSGS EU

-

Grid slave switch suitable for Eurodata plates. Suitable for
multi-way switching the above 2-wire grid time lag switches.

2-pole

35mm

63.2
63.4

C

63.1. Wiring diagram: 2-Wire
Single 2-wire grid time lag switch

Single Grid time lag switch with no neutral
wire, with slave push buttons

time lag switch

L

63.2. Wiring diagram: 2-Wire

grid time lag
switch

L

SL

S

230 VAC
230 VAC

load

SL

slave
slave
(normally open push buttons)
load

N

N
63.3. Wiring diagram: 3-Wire

Single 3-wire grid time lag switch

L

63.4. Wiring diagram: 3-Wire
Several 3-wire grid time lag switches wired
in parallel e.g. in a stairwell

grid time lag
switch

L

SL
230 VAC

230 VAC

grid
time lag
switch

grid
time lag
switch

grid
time lag
switch

SL

SL

SL

load

N
Telephone: +44(0)1249 443377

N

load
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EXTERIOR TIME LAG SWITCHES

These electronic exterior time lag switches are
designed to switch lights, or other loads, ON, and
then to switch them OFF automatically after the set
time lag has elapsed.
Ideal for energy saving control of exterior heaters or exterior
lighting.
Also suitable for damp areas indoors.
Illuminated push button for easy location in the dark.
Tough, hard wearing, IP66 rated polycarbonate moulding.

SPECIFICATION
Weatherproof:

IP66 rated

Dimensions:

EXTLSW:

Dimensions:

EXTLSW 16A: 120 x 90 x 60mm

LOADING:

EXTLSW

90 x 90 x 60mm

6 amps (1500W)

Resistive, Fluorescent

3 amps (750W)

Electronic or wire wound transformer

2 amps (500W)

LED Drivers and LED lamps and ﬁttings

2 amps (500W)

CFL or 2D lamps

1 amp (250W)

Fans

LOADING:

EXTLSW 16A

16 amps (4000W)

Quartz heaters

12 amps (3000W)

Fluorescent

2 amps (500W)

Most metal halide lamps

5 YEAR WARRANTY - MADE IN THE U.K.
DANLERS PRODUCT
ORDER CODE

TIME LAG RANGE

PRODUCT DESCRIPTION

WIRING

DIMENSION
DIAGRAMS

EXTLSW

2-20 minutes

Pressing the button brings the connected load on. The load is then switched
off automatically after the time lag has elapsed.

3- wire

A

EXTLSW16A

2-20 minutes

Touching the sensitive area brings the connected load on. The load is then
switched off automatically after the time lag has elapsed.

3- wire

B

A. Dimensions in mm

B. Dimensions in mm
front
120

side
60

front
90

side
60

90

90

20mm
threaded
entry spout

5
17

Cable
glan
gland

5
17
24

24

24

24

24

Wiring diagrams
64.1. Exterior time lag switch

64.2. Several exterior time lag switches wired in parallel

Exterior time
lag switch

L

optional manual wall
switch for overriding off

L

SL
230 VAC

230 VAC

exterior time lag
switch

exterior time lag
switch

SL

SL

exterior
time lag
switch

SL

load

N
64

N

load
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MULTI-SELECTABLE TIME LAG SWITCHES

For multi-selectable control of domestic or
commercial electric loads. Also suitable for
many air conditioning units.

SPECIFICATION

Pressing the button selects each time lag choice in turn. The
load then remains on for the chosen time lag before switching off
automatically. The button can also be used at any time for selecting a
different time lag or for switching off.

LOADING:

Bespoke versions are available on request, including alternative time
out periods and bespoke graphics on plate, etc. Please contact us
with your requirements.

Time lag options:

See table below

Dimensions:

86 x 86 x 12mm. Wall box depth: 25mm

13 amps (3000W)

Resistive

6 amps (1500W)

Fluorescent

6 amps (1500W)

Electronic or wire wound transformer

2 amps (500W)

LED Drivers and LED lamps and ﬁttings

5 YEAR WARRANTY - MADE IN THE U.K.

DANLERS PRODUCT
ORDER CODE

SELECTABLE TIME LAG RANGE

PRODUCT DESCRIPTION

WIRING

TLSW MS

1/4 hour, 1/2 hour, 1 hour, 2 hours

4 time lag settings only printed on the front plate

3-wire

TLSW 1246MS

1 hour, 2 hours, 4 hours, 6 hours

4 time lag settings only printed on the front plate

3-wire

TLSW HB

1/4 hour, 1/2 hour, 1 hour, 2 hours

4 time lag settings plus ‘HEATER BOOST’ printed on the front plate

3-wire

TLSW 1246HB

1 hour, 2 hours, 4 hours, 6 hours

4 time lag settings plus ‘HEATER BOOST’ printed on the front plate

3-wire

TLSW ACT

1/4 hour, 1/2 hour, 1 hour, 2 hours

4 time lag settings plus ‘AIR CONDITIONING ON-TIME’ printed on
the front plate

3-wire

TLSW 1246ACT

1 hour, 2 hours, 4 hours, 6 hours

4 time lag settings plus ‘AIR CONDITIONING ON-TIME’ printed on
the front plate

3-wire

Dimensions in mm

Wiring diagram
front

side

86

12

86

65.1. Multi-selectable time lag switch
Multi-selectable
time lag switch

L

230 VAC
load

TLSW MS

TLSW HB

TLSW ACT

N
Telephone: +44(0)1249 443377

N
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OUTDOOR SECURITY SWITCHES

This range of products is ideal for security
and convenience in outdoor applications.
Each of the products is suitable for wall mounting in commercial
or domestic applications. Ideal for night time security and
convenience.

SPECIFICATION
Detection (COPD only): Up to 10m detection range
120° detection angle
Weatherproof:

IP66 rated

Photocell range:

See table on page 67

Time lag range:

COPD and DUSW only
See table on page 67

● Compact person detector (COPD)

Dimensions:

75 x 60 x 37mm

● Twilight switch with Intelligent photocell switching (TWSW INT)

LOADING

● Twilight switch with photocell switching (TWSW)

6 amps (1500W)

Resistive

● Dusk switch with photocell switching (DUSW) - turns load off
after a chosen period.

6 amps (1500W)

Fluorescent (COPD, TWSW INT and
DUSW)

4 amps (1000W)

Fluorescent (TWSW)

3 amps (750W)

Electronic or wire wound transformer

2 amps (500W)

LED Drivers and LED lamps and ﬁttings

2 amps (500W)

CFL or 2D lamps

1 amp (250W)

Most fans and metal halide
discharge lamps.

IP66 rated, polycarbonate mouldings.

Product options include:

Patented ‘Intelligent’ Photocell (TWSW INT and DUSW)
- Learns how much light is emitted by the artificial lights it is
controlling
- Fine tunes the exact point at which load switches ON or OFF
ensuring the desired lighting switching threshold is accurately
maintained.
- Maximises energy saving by reducing over illumination.

5 YEAR WARRANTY - MADE IN THE U.K.

- Eliminates risk of load ‘cycling’ on/off.
If the ambient light is above the preset threshold, the load is
switched OFF. The Overlux timer (passing cloud timer) minimises
unnecessary switching for brief, transient changes in ambient
daylight.

COPD: Detection diagram
Recommended
mounting height
between 1m and
2.2m

Strong detection
zone (5m)
Secondary detection
zone (10m)

66
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OUTDOOR SECURITY SWITCHES
DANLERS
PRODUCT
ORDER CODE

PIR
OCCUPANCY
DETECTION

PHOTOCELL
LUX RANGE

10 - 1000 lux
(adjustable)
COPD

Infinite lux
selected
via internal
button

Yes

TIME LAG RANGE

10 seconds
to 40 minutes
in 9 steps

WIRING
DIAGRAMS

ADDITIONAL PRODUCT DESCRIPTION

Compact person detector (PIR Occupancy switch)
An outdoor PIR switch (presence detection) which switches lights
on when somebody is detected. Switches lights off when nobody
has been detected for a chosen period.
The photocell can be set so that lights do not switch on during
the day.
Detection angle: 120°.
Detection range: Up to 10m.
LED feedback to ensure correct lux setting is selected.

67.1

67.1

TWSW INT

No

10 - 1000 lux
(adjustable)

-

Twilight switch with Intelligent photocell
Switches outdoor lights on at dusk and off at dawn.
Ideal for all night security.
Patented “Intelligent photocell” (see page 66).
LED feedback to ensure correct lux setting is selected.

TWSW

No

10-300 lux
& inactive
(adjustable)

-

Twilight switch
Switches outdoor lights on at dusk and off at dawn.
Ideal for all night security.

67.1

No

30-1000 lux
& inactive
(adjustable)

Dusk switch with Intelligent photocell
Switches lights on at dusk and off after a chosen period.
Patented “Intelligent photocell” (see page 66).
LED feedback to ensure correct lux and time lag settings are
selected.

67.1

DUSW

2 to 16 hours
(adjustable)

DANLERS can also supply many variants of standard products to special order. Please contact us to discuss your requirements.

Dimensions in mm
COPD

67.1. Wiring diagram

TWSWINT, TWSW and DUSW
front

side

60

37

Outdoor security switch

front

side

60

37

L
65

20mm
threaded
entry spout

65

SL

230 VAC

10
24

Outdoor security switch
optional manual
switch for
overriding off

24

Telephone: +44(0)1249 443377

20mm
threaded
entry spout

10
24

load
24

N
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DIMMERS - TRAILING EDGE

These quiet grid dimmer modules can be
used to dim lights from several locations.
They are suitable for dimming mains and/or
dimmable transformer low voltage lamps.

SPECIFICATION

Pressing the button dims or brightens the light to any level.
A quick press switches off. Another press returns the lamp softly to
its previous brightness.
All versions are suitable for dimming most mains dimmable
LED lamps and fittings and mains halogen lamps.

Operation:

Push on, push off, hold to dim

Dimensions:

Module for MK Grid Plus:
59 x 24 x 34mm
Minimum wall box depth of 35mm

Dimensions:

Module for Crabtree grid:
51 x 24 x 38mm
Minimum wall box depth of 40mm

Dimensions:

Module for Eurodata plates:
50 x 25 x 38mm
Minimum wall box depth of 35mm

Quiet operation
Soft start feature prolongs the lamp life.

LOADING

Some LED lamps may require a small resistive load (order code
RESLOADE, see page 57) to enable smooth dimming.

See tables on page 69 for minimum and maximum loads

Multi-way switching and dimming can be achieved from any
position by using the complementary DANLERS slave switches.

For loading of Grid dimmers on multi-gang plates the following
limits also apply:
2 gang:
Maximum for total plate – 630W
3 or 4 gang:
Maximum for total plate – 1000W
6, 8, 9 or 12 gang: Maximum per row – 1000W
18 or 24 gang:
Maximum per row – 1200W

These grid dimmer modules fit any position on the appropriate grid
or plate system.

5 YEAR WARRANTY - MADE IN THE U.K.

A. Dimensions in mm
front
24

B. Dimensions in mm
side
34

59

30

DQDGD MK400W - Suitable for MK Grid Plus

68

front
24

C. Dimensions in mm

side
38

51 34

DQDGD CB400W - Suitable for Crabtree grid

front
25

side
38

50

DQDGD EU400W - Suitable for Eurodata plates

www.danlers.co.uk

DIMMERS - TRAILING EDGE
DANLERS PRODUCT
ORDER CODE

RESISTIVE, MAINS HALOGEN
OR DIMMABLE ELECTRONIC
TRANSFORMER LOADS

DIMMABLE WIRE-WOUND OR
TOROIDAL TRANSFORMER INDUCTIVE
LOADS

LED LAMPS AND FITTINGS*

WALL BOX
DEPTH

DIMENSION
DIAGRAMS

Minimum
wattage

Maximum
wattage

Minimum
wattage

Maximum
wattage

Minimum
wattage

Maximum
wattage

DQDGD MK400W

40W

400W

Not suitable

Not suitable

10W*

200W*

35mm

A

DQDGD CB400W

40W

400W

Not suitable

Not suitable

10W*

200W*

40mm

B

DQDGD EU400W

40W

400W

Not suitable

Not suitable

10W*

200W*

35mm

C

* PLEASE NOTE
Due to the characteristics and ever changing design of different lamp manufacturers’ LED drivers, DANLERS cannot specify a universal
accurate maximum / minimum load.
The 10W minimum published above is at the higher end of the minimum value range. However, with some manufacturers lamps, the
minimum load can be as low as 4W.
The use of DANLERS RESLOADE (see page 57) can help to eliminate lamp instability in many LED lamps and fittings.

2-way and intermediate wiring can be used with DANLERS Quiet grid dimmers (see page 75 for wiring diagrams) however all 2-way and
intermediate switches must be changed to DANLERS Slave switches SSGS_ _ or SS_SL.
69. Wiring diagrams
1-way switching and dimming

Example of an existing 2-way circuit

Quiet grid dimmer

L

L

V

230 VAC
load

Optional resistive
load (Order code:
RESLOADE)
augmenting the load,
should LED lamp
instability occur.

230 VAC
load

N

N

Quiet grid dimmer and a Slave replacing existing 2-way switches

Multi-way switching and dimming (lights can be switched and dimmed
from any position)

Quiet grid dimmer

L
S
230 VAC

DANLERS
slave
switch

N

Telephone: +44(0)1249 443377

Quiet grid dimmer

L

V

S

load

Optional resistive
load (Order code:
RESLOADE)
augmenting the load,
should LED lamp
instability occur.

230 VAC

DANLERS
slave
switch

DANLERS
slave
switch

V

load

N
69

LED DIMMERS - LEADING EDGE

These leading edge push dimmers are
compatible with many mains dimmable
LED lamps and fittings.

SPECIFICATION
Operation:

The range includes 1, 2, 3 and 4 gang options in a white
polycarbonate moulded plate and a module (DPD LED).

Push on/off switching, with rotary
dimming control.
Can be used in 1-way or 2-way
switching circuits.

Dimensions:

DPD LED is ideal to retrofit onto many existing wall plates or can
be fitted onto Original Equipment Manufacturers’ own plates.

Dimensions:

Each dimmer has an adjusted spindle on the back of the product
to specify the minimum dim level to help eliminate
lamp instability.

Dimensions:

DPD LED module: 25 x 59 x 30mm
Wall box depth 35mm
Square plates: 86 x 86 x 12mm
Wall box depth 35mm
Rectangular plates: 146 x 86 x 12mm
Wall box depth 35mm

Each dimmer includes a thermal fuse for short circuit
protection.

LOADING
See tables on page 73 for minimum and maximum loads
5 YEAR WARRANTY - MADE IN THE U.K.

A. Dimensions in mm

B. Dimensions in mm

DPD LED

DP1D LED
25

DP2D LED

front

side

86

12

30

front

side

59

86

Spindle
Ø = 6mm

(1 gang switch illustrated)

C. Dimensions in mm
DP3D LED

DP4D LED

front

side

146

12

86

(4 gang switch illustrated)

70
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LED DIMMERS - LEADING EDGE
NUMBER OF
GANGS

FORMAT

MINIMUM
WATTAGE
LED LAMPS AND
FITTINGS

MAXIMUM
WATTAGE
LED LAMPS AND
FITTINGS

WALL BOX
DEPTH

DIMENSIONS

DIMENSION
DIAGRAMS

DPD LED

1

Module

5W*

250W

35mm

25 x 59 x 30mm

A

DP1D LED

1

Plated

5W*

250W

35mm

86 x 86 x 12mm

B

DP2D LED

2

Plated

5W*

250W /
gang

35mm

86 x 86 x 12mm

B

DP3D LED

3

Plated

5W*

250W /
gang

35mm

146 x 86 x 12mm

C

DP4D LED

4

Plated

5W*

250W /
gang

35mm

146 x 86 x 12mm

C

DANLERS PRODUCT
ORDER CODE

* PLEASE NOTE: 5W is the optimum minimum load on LED lamps tested by DANLERS. However due to the variable nature of LED lamp
drivers we cannot guarantee 5W is the minimum with ALL LED lamps and fittings.
The adjustable spindle on these dimmers can help to eliminate lamp instability in many LED lamps and fittings.
The use of DANLERS RESLOADE (see page 57) can also help to eliminate lamp instability in many LED lamps and fittings.

71. Wiring diagrams
Existing intermediate circuit

Either of the 2-way switches can be replaced:

Existing intermediate circuit

L1
Either of the
2-way
switches can be replaced:
3

L
L

L

230 VAC

L 230 VAC

230 VAC

230 VAC

3dimmer

L2
L1

dimmer 3

L2

dimmer
230 VAC

N

load

N

load

N

load

Alternative intermediate circuit

Either of the 2-way switches can be replaced:

Alternative intermediate circuit

Either of the 2-way switches can be replaced:

L

L

L

230 VAC
230 VAC

L

dimmer
230 VAC
dimmer
230 VAC

load
load

Telephone: +44(0)1249 443377

N
N

3

L2
L1

dimmer
load

N

L1

Or:

L

L230 VAC

L2

N

N

Or:

L1
3
L1
L23

load L2
load

N

load

N

load

Or:
Or:

L
L

L1
3

230 VAC
dimmer
3
230 VAC

N
N

load

dimmer

L1
L2
L2

load
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LEADING EDGE DIMMERS

These leading edge dimmers are compatible
with tungsten loads, mains halogen lamps
and dimmable low voltage transformer loads.
A range of white polycarbonate plated dimmers with elegant
styling. Dim lights to any brightness.

SPECIFICATION
Rotary dimmers:

Rotary on/off switching, with
rotary dimming control.
1-way only

Push dimmers:

Push on, push off, with
rotary dimming control.
1 or 2-way switching

Push switch:

Push on, push off. 1 or 2-way switching

Dimensions:

Square plates: 86 x 86 x 12mm
See tables on page 73 for wall box depths
Rectangular plates: 146 x 86 x 12mm
See tables on page 73 for wall box depths

All versions are suitable for mains halogen lamps without the need
for derating.
Mains halogen lamps must have an integral thermal safety fuse.

Dimensions:
LOADING

See tables on page 73 for minimum and maximum loads
5 YEAR WARRANTY - MADE IN THE U.K.

Square plated dimmer switches - Dimensions in mm
Square plated dimmer switches

front

side

86

12

86

(1 gang switch illustrated)

Rectangular plated dimmer switches - Dimensions in mm
Rectangular plated dimmer switches

front

side

146

12

86

(4 gang switch illustrated)

72
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LEADING EDGE DIMMERS
Tungsten rotary dimmers, 1-way

Suitable for resistive loads. Suitable for mains halogen lamps.
NUMBER OF
GANGS

ORDER CODE

1

(Mains halogen lamps must have an integral thermal safety fuse.)

MIN. WATTAGE

MAX. WATTAGE

MAX. NO. OF
TRANSFORMERS

WALL BOX
DEPTH

DIMENSIONS

DR1D 250W

40W

250W

-

16mm

86 x 86 x 12mm

1

DR1D 400W

60W

400W

-

16mm

86 x 86 x 12mm

2

DR2D 250W

40W/gang

250W/gang

-

16mm

86 x 86 x 12mm

WIRING DIAGRAM(S)

73.1

Tungsten push dimmers, 2-way

Suitable for resistive loads. Suitable for mains halogen lamps.

(Mains halogen lamps must have an integral thermal safety fuse).

1

DP1D 250W

40W

250W

-

16mm

86 x 86 x 12mm

1

DP1D 400W

60W

400W

-

16mm

86 x 86 x 12mm

1

DP1D 630W

60W

630W

-

40mm

86 x 86 x 12mm

1

DP1D 1000W

60W

1000W

-

25mm

146 x 86 x 12mm

2

DP2D 250W

40W/gang

250W/gang

-

16mm

86 x 86 x 12mm

3

DP3D 250W

40W/gang

250W/gang

-

16mm

146 x 86 x 12mm

4

DP4D 250W

40W/gang

250W/gang

-

16mm

146 x 86 x 12mm

Low voltage push dimmers, 2-way

73.1
73.2
73.3
73.4
73.5

For dimmable wire-wound transformer inductive loads.

1

DP1D 250WI

60W

250W

6

16mm

86 x 86 x 12mm

73.1

1

DP1D 400WI

60W

400W

8

40mm

86 x 86 x 12mm

73.2

1

DP1D 630WI

60W

630W

12

25mm

146 x 86 x 12mm

2

DP2D 160WI

40W/gang

160W/gang

4/gang

16mm

86 x 86 x 12mm

Low voltage push dimmers, 2-way

For dimmable electronic transformer loads.

DP1D 250WIET

60W

250W

4

16mm

86 x 86 x 12mm

1

DP1D 400WIET

60W

400W

6

16mm

86 x 86 x 12mm

1

DP1D 630WIET

60W

630W

8

40mm

86 x 86 x 12mm

1

DP1D 1000WIET

60W

1000W

12

25mm

146 x 86 x 12mm

2

DP2D 250WIET

40/gang

250W/gang

4/gang

16mm

86 x 86 x 12mm

3

DP3D 250WIET

40/gang

250W/gang

4/gang

16mm

146 x 86 x 12mm

4

DP4D 250WIET

40/gang

250W/gang

4/gang

16mm

146 x 86 x 12mm

73.1
73.2
73.3
73.4
73.5

On/off switch to match Rotary and Push dimmer ranges. 1 or 2-way switching.

DP1S 1500W

1

73.4
73.5

1

Push switch, 2-way

73.3

0W

1500W

N/A

86 x 86 x 12mm

16mm

-

Wiring diagrams
73.1. 1-way switching and dimming

L

dimmer

73.2. Intermediate circuit

73.3. Intermediate circuit (alternative)

L

L
dimmer

230 VAC

N

dimmer

230 VAC

load

Dimming circuits with 2-way switching.
The lights can be switched on and off and dimmed
at the dimmer switch.
At the other switch the lights can only be switched
on and off at the brightness level which is set by the
dimmer switch.

N

load

73.4.

N

load

73.5.

L

L

dimmer

dimmer
230 VAC

230 VAC

N
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230 VAC

load

N

load
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SOFT START DIMMERS - LEADING EDGE

These dimmers can be used to dim lights
from several locations. They are suitable
for dimming resistive lamps or dimmable
transformer low voltage lamps.

SPECIFICATION
Plated versions:

Push on, push off, hold to dim.

Grid modules:

Push on, push off, hold to dim.

Dimensions:

Square plates:
86 x 86 x 12mm

Dimensions:

Module for MK Grid Plus:
59 x 24 x 34mm
Minimum wall box depth of 35mm

Multi-way switching and dimming can be achieved from any
position only by using the complementary DANLERS slave
switches.

Dimensions:

Module for Crabtree grid:
51 x 24 x 38mm
Minimum wall box depth of 40mm

These dimmers can also be used to control the speed of fans and
motors.

Dimensions:

Module for Eurodata plates:
50 x 25 x 38mm
Minimum wall box depth of 35mm

Pressing the button dims or brightens the light to any level.
A quick press switches off. Another press returns the lamp softly to
its previous brightness.
Soft start feature prolongs the lamp life

These dimmers automatically switch off in the event of transformer
malfunction, helping to protect the dimmer and the transformer.
All versions are suitable for mains halogen lamps* without the need for
derating

LOADING
See tables on page 75 for minimum and maximum loads
For loading of Grid dimmers on multi-gang plates the following
limits also apply:
2 gang:
Maximum for total plate – 630W

*Mains halogen lamps must have an integral thermal safety fuse.

3 or 4 gang:

Maximum for total plate – 1000W

6, 8, 9 or 12 gang: Maximum per row – 1000W
18 or 24 gang:

Maximum per row – 1200W

5 YEAR WARRANTY - MADE IN THE U.K.

A. Dimensions in mm

B. Dimensions in mm

DSS1D 250W, DSS1D 400W, SS1SL and SS2SL

DSSGD MK400W and SSGS MK - Suitable for MK Grid Plus

front

side

86

12

front
24

side
34

59

86

30

1 gang versions illustrated

C. Dimensions in mm

D. Dimensions in mm

DSSGD CB400W and SSGS CB - Suitable for Crabtree grid
front
24

side
38

51 34

74

DSSGD EU400W and SSGS EU - Suitable for Eurodata plates
front
25

side
38

50
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SOFT START DIMMERS - LEADING EDGE
Soft start dimmers
RESISTIVE, MAINS HALOGEN OR DIMMABLE
ELECTRONIC TRANSFORMER LOADS

DIMMABLE WIRE-WOUND OR TOROIDAL
TRANSFORMER INDUCTIVE LOADS

MINIMUM WATTAGE

MAXIMUM WATTAGE

MINIMUM WATTAGE

MAXIMUM WATTAGE

MAXIMUM
NUMBER OF
TRANSFORMERS

DSS1D 250W

40W

250W

40W

160W

4

16mm

A

DSS1D 400W

60W

400W

60W

250W

6

16mm

A

DSSGD MK400W

40W

400W

40W

250W

6

35mm

B

DSSGD CB400W

40W

400W

40W

250W

6

40mm

C

DSSGD EU400W

40W

400W

40W

250W

6

35mm

D

DANLERS PRODUCT
ORDER CODE

WALL BOX
DEPTH

DIMENSION
DIAGRAMS

Slave push buttons

These are normally open (push to make) push buttons. They can be used as slave switches to operate a DANLERS Soft start dimmer.
PRODUCT DESCRIPTION

WALL BOX
DEPTH

DIMENSION
DIAGRAMS

SS1SL

1 gang plated slave push button

16mm

A

SS2SL

2 gang plated slave push button

16mm

A

SSGS MK

Slave grid module suitable for MK Grid Plus

35mm

B

SSGS CB

Slave grid module suitable for Crabtree grid

40mm

C

SSGS EU

Slave grid module suitable for Eurodata plates

35mm

D

DANLERS PRODUCT ORDER CODE

Wiring diagrams
2-WAY CIRCUIT

INTERMEDIATE CIRCUIT

75.1. Existing 2-way circuit

75.5. Existing intermediate circuit
SL

L

L

230 VAC

SL

230 VAC

N

N

load

75.2. Dimming circuits with 2-way switching and dimming
L

L

L
slave

V

load

75.6. Dimming circuits with multi-way switching and dimming

S dimmer

S

L

L

S

slave S

L

L
slave

V

S dimmer

230 VAC

230 VAC

N

N

load

load

ALTERNATIVE 2-WAY CIRCUIT

ALTERNATIVE INTERMEDIATE CIRCUIT

75.3. Existing alternative 2-way circuit

75.7. Existing alternative intermediate circuit

L

L
230 VAC

230 VAC

N

N

SL
load

75.4. Alternative dimming circuits with 2-way switching
and dimming

L

L
230 VAC

SL
load

75.8. Alternative dimming circuits with multi-way switching
and dimming

L
S

V dimmer

N
load

Telephone: +44(0)1249 443377

S
DANLERS
slave
switch

dimmer L

230 VAC

V

L
S

S

DANLERS
slave
switch

L
S

DANLERS
slave
switch

N
load
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MANUAL HIGH FREQUENCY DIMMERS

High frequency controllers for 1-10VDC or
DSI dimmable ballasts (including LEDs).

SPECIFICATION

All versions include a relay capable of switching a total load of
ballast, lamps plus other load of up to 6 amps, including fluorescent.

Grid modules:

Push on, push off, hold to dim.

When controlling LED drivers a load capacitor (order code CAPLOAD)
may be required to augment the load.

Dimensions:

See diagrams below.

LOADING

Plated versions: Push on, push off, with rotary dimming control.
Grid modules:

Push on, push off, hold to dim.
Versions to suit the MK Grid Plus, Crabtree grid
and Eurodata plates.
They may be placed in any position on the
appropriate grid or plate.
They can also be operated by additional mains
rated, normally open retractive switches.
Please call for details.

Plated versions:

Push on, push off, rotary dimming control.

1-10VDC (plated): Version for control of one or two 1-10VDC
ballasts.
Version for control of up to twenty 1-10VDC
ballasts.
1-10VDC (grid):

Grid modules for control of up to twenty
1-10VDC ballasts.

DSI (plated):

For control of up to twenty DSI ballasts.

5 YEAR WARRANTY - MADE IN THE U.K.

A. Dimensions in mm

B. Dimensions in mm

DP1D 10VDC SB, DP1D 10VDC MB, DP1D DSI

DSSGD MK 10VDC

front

side

86

12

front
24

side
34

59

30

86

C. Dimensions in mm

D. Dimensions in mm

DSSGD CB 10VDC

DSSGD EU 10VDC
front
24

side
38

51 34

76

front
25

side
38

50
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MANUAL HIGH FREQUENCY DIMMERS
DANLERS PRODUCT
ORDER CODE

FORMAT

BALLAST OUTPUT

WALL BOX
DEPTH

DIMENSIONS

DIMENSION
DIAGRAMS

WIRING
DIAGRAMS

DP1D 10VDC SB

Plated, 1 gang

1 or 2
1-10VDC ballasts

16mm

86 x 86 x 12mm

A

77.1

DP1D 10VDC MB

Plated, 1 gang

Up to 20*
1-10VDC ballasts

16mm

86 x 86 x 12mm

A

77.2

DP1D DSI

Plated, 1 gang

Up to 20*
DSI ballasts

25mm

86 x 86 x 12mm

A

77.3

DSSGD MK 10VDC

Grid module suitable
for MK Grid Plus

Up to 20*
1-10VDC ballasts

35mm

59 x 24 x 34mm

B

77.4

DSSGD CB 10VDC

Grid module suitable
for Crabtree grid

Up to 20*
1-10VDC ballasts

40mm

51 x 24 x 38mm

C

77.4

DSSGD EU 10VDC

Grid module suitable
for Eurodata plates

Up to 20*
1-10VDC ballasts

35mm

50 x 25 x 38mm

D

77.4

* Can control up to 20mA, eg. 20 ballasts at 1mA.

Wiring diagrams
77.1. DP1D 10VDC SB dimming a single 1-10VDC ballast
(optional multi-way switching illustrated)
Optional
2-way
switch

L

Optional
intermediate
switch(es)

77.2. DP1D 10VDC MB dimming several 1-10VDC ballasts
(optional multi-way switching illustrated)
Optional
2-way
switch

control lines

L1
L2

SL

1
ballast
10

L

230 VAC

optional
other
load*

N

* Total load of ballast(s), lamps plus other load not more than 6 amps
77.3. DP1D DSI dimming several DSI ballasts (optional multi-way
switching illustrated)
Optional
2-way switch

L

230 VAC

control lines

L1
L2

SL

DP1D 10VDC MB

DP1D 10VDC SB
230 VAC

Optional
intermediate
switch(es)

1
ballast
10

optional
other
load*

1
ballast
10

N

* Total load of ballasts, lamps plus other load not more than 6 amps
77.4. DSSGD MK 10VDC, DSSGD CB 10VDC, DSSGD EU 10VDC
dimming several 1-10VDC ballasts

control lines

L1
L2
Optional
DP1D DSI
intermediate
switch(es)

N

SL

optional
other
load*

D1
ballast
D2

* Total load of ballasts, lamps plus other load not more than 6 amps

Telephone: +44(0)1249 443377

control lines

L

Optional
mains rated,
normally open
push button(s)

D1
ballast
D2
D1
ballast
D2

1
ballast
10

230 VAC

N

L
N

SL

High frequency
grid dimmer
module

R

optional
other load*

1
ballast
10
1
ballast
10
1
ballast
10

* Total load of ballasts, lamps plus other load not more than 6 amps
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CONTROLS FOR HEATING, VENTILATION AND
AIR-CONDITIONING

This range of energy saving products is designed for the automatic
switching of a wide variety of load types.

5 YEAR WARRANTY MADE IN THE U.K.

PIR thermostat controls for heating
Designed for the control of stand alone heating loads, these wall mounted products are
hard wired.

PIR thermostat controls for cooling
Designed for the control of stand alone cooling loads, these wall mounted products are
hard wired.

Heater boost / Air conditioning time-on switches
For control of domestic or commercial electric heating loads (or other electric loads) such
as water heaters, heater towel rails, charging points, air conditioning units, etc.
Switches load on for a limited time only. Pressing the button selects each time lag choice in
turn. The load then remains on for the chosen time lag before switching off automatically.
The button can also be used at any time for selecting a different time lag or for switching off.

Fan speed control
Controls the speed of fans and small motors. Push-on, push-off with rotary speed control.
Detection diagrams - WAPIR TH, WAPIR THX, WAPIR TC and WAPIR TCX
Perspective view

Side elevation

Plan view

Wall
Mounted
PIR

120°
60°

Strong
Detection
Zone

Wall
Mounted
PIR

Secondary
Detection
Zone

45°

90°

Secondary
Detection
Zone

Strong
Detection
Zone

Up to 10m

Up to 5m

Up to 10m

Up to 5m

Wall mounted PIR occupancy switch

Strong Detection Zone

Ideal mounting height between 1 and 1.8m

i.e. person moving arm

Secondary Detection Zone

i.e. person walking across the zone

A - Dimensions in mm

B - Dimensions in mm

front

side

86

22

front

side

86

12

86

86

WAPIR TH

WAPIR THX

TLSW HB

TLSW ACT1246

C - Dimensions in mm
front

side

86

12

86

WAPIR TC

78

WAPIR TCX

FASP
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CONTROLS FOR HEATING, VENTILATION AND
AIR-CONDITIONING
PIR THERMOSTAT CONTROLS FOR HEATING
DANLERS PRODUCT
ORDER CODE

WAPIR TH

TEMPERATURE RANGES

LOADING

ADDITIONAL PRODUCT DESCRIPTION

The PIR detector detects whether somebody
is present in the vicinity. If somebody is
Up to 13
present the heating is controlled by the
amps (3000W) adjustable front thermostat dial.
of any type
If nobody is present the room temperature
of resistive
heating load is allowed to drop to a lower base level. This
base level or ‘set-back temperature’ is also
adjustable.

THERMOSTAT:
15 to 25ºC
SETBACK:
5 to 14ºC

WAPIR THX

WALL BOX
DEPTH

DIMENSIONS
DIAGRAM

25mm

86 x 86
x 22mm

WIRING
DIAGRAMS

A
79.1

As WAPIR TH but with hidden thermostat adjustment spindle.
PIR THERMOSTAT CONTROLS FOR COOLING
THERMOSTAT:
15 to 25ºC

WAPIR TC

OFFSET:
Differential of
2 to 10ºC above
main thermostat
setting, or
disabled (no
maximum
temperature)

Up to 13
amps (3000W)
of any type
of resistive
cooling load

WAPIR TCX

The PIR detector detects whether somebody
is present in the vicinity. If somebody is
present the cooling is controlled by the
adjustable front thermostat dial.
There is a ‘deadzone’ adjustment (1, 2, 3, 4 or
5ºC) and a run-on time adjustment (0 minutes
or 5 minutes ) to avoid excessive switching of
the cooling load.
If nobody is present the cooling thermostat
remains off until the room temperature reaches
its upper threshold. This upper threshold is set
using the ‘offset’ temperature adjustment.

A
25mm

86 x 86
x 22mm

79.1

DIMENSIONS
DIAGRAM

WIRING
DIAGRAMS

As WAPIR TC but with hidden thermostat adjustment spindle.
HEATER BOOST AND AIR CONDITIONING TIME-ON SWITCHES

DANLERS PRODUCT
ORDER CODE

SELECTABLE TIME LAG

MAXIMUM LOADING

TLSW HB

1/4 hour, 1/2 hour,
1 hour, 2 hours

13 amps (3000W) of
resistive load, or 6 amps
(1500W) of transformer load

TLSW HB1246

1 hour, 2 hours,
4 hours, 6 hours

TLSW ACT

1/4 hour, 1/2 hour,
1 hour, 2 hours

TLSW ACT1246

1 hour, 2 hours,
4 hours, 6 hours

WALL BOX
DEPTH

ADDITIONAL PRODUCT DESCRIPTION

B

‘HEATING BOOST’ printed on
front plate.

25mm

79.1

86 x 86
x 12mm

As TLSW HB with different selectable time lags.
13 amps (3000W) of any
‘AIR CONDITIONING TIME-ON’
type of resistive cooling load printed on front plate.

B
25mm

86 x 86 x
12mm

79.1

As TLSW HB with different selectable time lags.

Bespoke versions of are available on request. Multi-selectable time lag switches are also available, see page 65 for details.
FAN SPEED CONTROL
DANLERS PRODUCT
ORDER CODE

FASP

MINIMUM
LOADING

MAXIMUM
LOADING

40W

250W

WALL BOX
DEPTH

ADDITIONAL PRODUCT DESCRIPTION

DIMENSIONS
DIAGRAM

C

Can be used in one or two way switching circuits.
Not suitable for control of fans or motors which are
synchronous (designed to be constant speed).

16mm

WIRING
DIAGRAMS

79.2
79.3

86 x 86
x 12mm

Wiring diagrams
79.1. PIR thermostat control, Heater boost
switch or Air-conditioning time-on switch
controlling a load

L

DANLERS Control

L

79.2. Fan speed control in 1-way
switching circuit

SL

FASP

load

Telephone: +44(0)1249 443377

L

V

N

V
FASP

230 VAC

230 VAC

N

79.3. Fan speed control in 2-way
switching circuit

230 VAC
load

load

N

N
79

RADIO REMOTE CONTROLS
These products are used for the remote control switching or dimming of lighting or other
loads. The wire-free senders are available as hand held or wall mounted versions.
A receiver switch or receiver dimmer is wired into the existing circuit to control the connected load. The sender signals can pass through
walls or ceilings so the receivers can be mounted out of sight.
Inside a typical building the receivers can work at an approximate range of 30-50 metres. In free air the range is approximately 100-150
metres. The carrier frequency of the radio signals is 868MHz, which is CE Approved and Licence Free.
A simple set-up procedure enables any chosen receiver to respond to the signal from any chosen sender button. The sender button then
controls the receiver (and its connected load). This simple procedure is repeated, creating links between various sender buttons and
various receivers. Each button on each sender sends a unique coded signal (one of 4 billion codes).
As shown, almost any control set-up is possible; from a single room to an entire building.

Receiver

Sender
For the simplest set-up, one receiver can be
controlled by one sender.

Any receiver can be programmed to respond to the unique
coded signal from any sender button. Hence, a sender button
can control any number of receivers simultaneously.

Also a single receiver can be controlled by up to 15
sender buttons.

These control combinations can be mixed and matched, making
it possible to have almost any control set-up desired; from the
simplest single room to an entire building.
In the above control set-up, one button on the left hand sender
controls the first receiver. A different button on the left hand sender
controls the first and second receivers simultaneously, and so on.

Typical penetration of radio signals

The radio signals cannot pass through
the entire length of walls.
The radio signals achieve a range of
approximately 30-50m inside a building;
100-150m in free air.

80

Brick walls:
approx. 60-90%
penetration

Timber
framework
with sandwich
plasterboards:
approx. 80-95%
penetration

Reinforced
concrete:
approx. 20-60%
penetration

Metal walls:
approx. 0-10%
penetration

Conventional
glass: approx.
70-90%
Insulating glass
(with vaporised
metal coat):
approx. 30-60%
penetration

Plastics:
approx. 80-95%
penetration

www.danlers.co.uk

RADIO REMOTE CONTROL SENDERS

These wire-free wall or hand senders operate on a carrier frequency of 868MHz.
A simple set-up procedure enables a sender button to operate compatible DANLERS
receiver switch(es) or receiver dimmer(s).
Each button on each sender sends a unique coded signal (one of 4 billion codes).
Signals can pass through walls so receivers can be mounted out of sight.
DANLERS PRODUCT
ORDER CODE

DESCRIPTION

SIGNAL RANGE IN
FREE AIR

DIMENSION DIAGRAMS

HASE 12RFC

12 channel hand held RF sender
Sends on 12 unique channels. Complete with two AAA batteries.

Up to 150m

A
152 x 54 x 20mm

HASE 2RF

2 channel key fob RF sender
Sends on 2 unique channels. Complete with CR2430 battery.
Optional wall mounting fixing.

Up to 100m

B
86 x 46 x 16mm

WASE 1RF

1 channel wall mounted RF sender
Sends on 1 unique channel. Can be wall mounted or mounted on other working
surfaces using the supplied adhesive strips or screwed to a fixed surface via the
surface mounting plate behind the clip on front plate. No wall box required.

Up to 70m

WASE 2RF

2 channel wall mounted RF sender
As WASE 1RF but sends on 2 unique channels.

Up to 70m

WASE 4RF

4 channel wall mounted RF sender
As WASE 1RF but sends on 4 unique channels.

Up to 70m

A. Dimensions in front
mm

87 x 87 x 15mm
C

87 x 87 x 15mm
C

87 x 87 x 15mm

B. Dimensions in mm

side

54

C

20
front

side

46

16

86

152

HASE 12RFC

HASE 2RF

C. Dimensions in mm
front

side

87

15

87

WASE 1RF

Telephone: +44(0)1249 443377

WASE 2RF

WASE 4RF
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RADIO REMOTE CONTROL RECEIVER SWITCHES

These radio remote control receiver
switches are wired into the existing circuit
to control the connected load.

FEATURES

The sender signals can pass through walls or ceilings so the
receivers can be mounted out of sight.

Signal can pass through walls

Carrier frequency of 868MHz (CE Approved, Licence Free).

Can be mounted out of sight
Simple programming procedure

5 YEAR WARRANTY

Requires compatible DANLERS hand senders or wall mounted
senders to operate.
A simple set-up procedure enables any chosen receiver to respond
to the signal from any chosen sender button. The sender button
then controls the receiver (and its connected load). This simple
procedure is repeated, creating links between various sender
buttons and various receivers.

A. Dimensions in mm
plan

side

86

22

86

B. Dimensions in mm

C. Dimensions in mm

side

plan

2m cable

38

Plan view

End view

8
68

60

57

3
72

61

130

60

Requires 63 or 64mm (2.5")
diameter hole in a false
or plasterboard ceiling

72

D Dimensions in mm

E. Dimensions in mm

plan

side

72

57

plan

side

75

35

130

100

F. Dimensions in mm
side

60

48

138

82

G. Dimensions in mm

front

front

side

98

35

64
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RADIO REMOTE CONTROL RECEIVER SWITCHES
DANLERS PRODUCT
ORDER CODE

DESCRIPTION

WIRING
DIAGRAM

LOADING

DIMENSION
DIAGRAMS

WACE RFS

Wall or ceiling mounted RF receiver switch
Hard wired. Can be mounted on a 16mm box. Can
be mounted out of sight.

Up to 6 amps (1500W) of resistive
load or up to 1 amp (250W) of
transformer or fluorescent load

83.1

CEFL RFS

Ceiling flush mounted RF receiver switch
Up to 6 amps (1500W) of resistive
Complete with 2m cable for quick and easy installation. load or up to 1 amp (250W) of
transformer or fluorescent load
Requires 63mm diameter hole.

83.1

72mm diameter
x 68mm

CEVO RFS

Hard wired RF receiver switch
2m cable for quick and easy installation. Ideal for
ceiling voids. Fits through a 63mm diam. aperture.

Up to 6 amps (1500W) of resistive
load or up to 1 amp (250W) of
transformer or fluorescent load

83.1

60mm diameter
x 130mm

CERF S6A

Plug-in RF receiver switch
Plugs into a Ceiling socket (order code: CESO or
CESO SQ, see page 56).

Up to 6 amps (1500W) of any type
of load, including fluorescent lights,
or up to 1 amp (250W) of fans

83.1

130 x 72 x
57mm

CEVO RFS6A

Hard wired RF receiver switch
2m cable for quick and easy installation. Ideal for
ceiling voids. Fits through a 63mm diam. aperture.

Up to 6 amps (1500W) of any type
of load, including fluorescent lights,
or up to 1 amp (250W) of fans

83.1

60mm diameter
x 130mm

DIN RFS

DIN rail RF receiver switch
For fixing on to either 35 x 7.5mm top-hat DIN rail or
32 x 15mm G-type DIN rail.

Up to 6 amps (1500W) of resistive
load or up to 1 amp (250W) of
transformer or fluorescent load

83.1

35 x 75 x
100mm

PORF S6A

Plug-in adaptor RF receiver dimmer
Plugs into a UK 3-pin 13 amp mains socket and has
its own 3-pin socket for a mains powered plug-in
device.

Up to 6 amps (1500W) of resistive
load or up to 1 amp (250W) of
transformer or fluorescent load

83.1

EXRFS

Exterior RF receiver switch
Hard wired. Outdoor mounted.
Weatherproof to IP65 rating.

Up to 6 amps (1500W) of resistive
load or up to 1 amp (250W) of
transformer or fluorescent load

83.1

WACE RF2S

Dual momentary receiver switch
Hard wired. Twin actuator switch. Enables blinds
to be opened, closed or adjusted to any position
required. Can be mounted on a 16mm box. Can also
be used as a slave to control up to two DANLERS
grid time lag or soft start dimmer switches. This can
allow RF control of higher wattage loads including
toroidal transformers.

Up to 6 amps (1500W) of resistive
load or up to 1 amp (250W) of
transformer or fluorescent load

CESO

Round ceiling socket

See page 56

CESO SQ

Square ceiling socket

See page 56

CESL

Ceiling socket with slave relay

See page 57

CE2SL

Ceiling socket with double slave relay

See page 57

A

86 x 86 x 22mm
B

C

D

C

E

F

138 x 60 x 48m

G

98 x 64 x 35mm

83.2
83.3

A

86 x 86 x 22mm

Customised functions and scene-setting
By special order DANLERS can supply packages of Senders and Receivers which are factory pre-programmed to perform specified
special switching and/or dimming functions.
For example:

Lights flashing to indicate an alert signal such as testing in progress.
Lights delayed before switching off to allow people to leave a building.

Even packages which perform several different functions can be supplied.
Please note there is an additional charge to customise for special requirements and a charge for programming on site.
Please call to discuss your particular requirements.
Wiring diagrams
83.1. Remote control switching

83.2. Blind/motor control switch

L1

WACE RF2S
receiver switch

L

SL

230 VAC

230 VAC

wire-free
sender

wire-free
sender

load

N

N

SL 1

L

L

SL 2

Contactor

L
WACE
RF2S

230 VAC

N

Contactor

Down
Motor

Up
Motor

N
N1

Telephone: +44(0)1249 443377

83.3. DANLERS Soft start dimmer with
remote control

(high current)

wire-free
sender

SL

S
DANLERS
soft start
dimmer

L
V

load
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RADIO REMOTE CONTROL RECEIVER DIMMERS

These radio remote control receiver dimmer
switches are wired into the existing circuit
to control the connected load.

FEATURES

The sender signals can pass through walls or ceilings so the
receivers can be mounted out of sight.

Signal can pass through walls

Carrier frequency of 868MHz (CE Approved, Licence Free).

Can be mounted out of sight
Simple programming procedure

5 YEAR WARRANTY

Requires compatible DANLERS hand senders or wall mounted
senders to operate.
A. Dimensions in mm

A simple set-up procedure enables any chosen receiver to respond
to the signal from any chosen sender button. The sender button
then controls the receiver (and its connected load). This simple
procedure is repeated, creating links between various sender
buttons and various receivers.

plan

side

86

22

86

B. Dimensions in mm

C. Dimensions in mm

side

plan

2m cable

38

Plan view

End view

8
68

60

57

3
72

61

130

60

Requires 63 or 64mm (2.5")
diameter hole in a false
or plasterboard ceiling

72

D Dimensions in mm

E. Dimensions in mm

plan

side

front

side

72

57

60

48

130

138

F. Dimensions in mm

G. Dimensions in mm
151

front

side

front

side

98

35

60

48

plan
34

64

151
138

side
28

84
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RADIO REMOTE CONTROL RECEIVER DIMMERS
DANLERS PRODUCT
ORDER CODE

DESCRIPTION

WIRING
DIAGRAM

LOADING

DIMENSION
DIAGRAMS

WACE RFD250W

Wall or ceiling mounted RF receiver dimmer
Hard wired. Can be mounted on a 16mm box.
Can be mounted out of sight.

Up to 250W of resistive, mains
halogen* or dimmable electronic
transformer loads

85.1

CEFL RFD250W

Ceiling flush mounted RF receiver dimmer
Complete with 2m cable for quick and easy
installation. Requires 63mm diameter hole.

Up to 250W of resistive, mains
halogen* or dimmable electronic
transformer loads

85.1

CEVO RFD250W

Hard wired RF receiver dimmer
2m cable for quick and easy installation. Ideal for
ceiling voids. Fits through 63mm diam. aperture.

Up to 250W of resistive, mains
halogen* or dimmable electronic
transformer loads

85.1

Up to 250W of resistive, mains
halogen* or dimmable electronic
transformer loads

85.1

Up to 250W of resistive, mains
halogen* or dimmable electronic
transformer loads

85.1

Plug-in RF receiver dimmer
Plugs into a Ceiling socket (order code: CESO or
CESO SQ, see page 56).

Up to 500W of resistive, mains
halogen* or dimmable electronic
transformer loads

85.1

Build-in RF receiver dimmer
Ideal for building into a luminaire or gear tray.
Hard wired build-in dimmer.
Build-in RF receiver dimmer
Ideal for building into a luminaire or gear tray.
For controlling dimmable ballasts with a 1-10VDC
analogue input. Can control up to 20mA, eg. 20
ballasts at 1mA.

Up to 500W of resistive, mains
halogen* or dimmable electronic
transformer loads

85.1

151 x 34 x
28mm

Up to 6 amps (1500W) of resistive
load or up to 4 amps (1000W)
of fluorescent load. Total load of
ballasts, lamps plus other loads not
more than 6 amps.

85.2

151 x 34 x
28mm

PORF D250W

EXRF D250W

CERF D500W

CERF D500 GT

CERF D10VDC MB

Plug-in adaptor RF receiver dimmer
Plugs into a UK 3-pin 13 amp mains socket and
has its own 3-pin socket for a mains powered
plug-in device.
Exterior RF receiver dimmer
Hard wired. Outdoor mounted.
Weatherproof to IP65 rating.

A

86 x 86 x 22mm
B

72mm diameter
x 68mm
C

60mm diameter
x 130mm
E

138 x 60 x 48m
F

98 x 64 x 35mm
D

130 x 72 x
57mm
G

G

RADIO REMOTE CONTROL ANCILLARY PRODUCTS
CESO

Round ceiling socket

See page 56

CESO SQ

Square ceiling socket

See page 56

CESL

Ceiling socket with slave relay

See page 57

CE2SL

Ceiling socket with double slave relay

See page 57

SLSE 1RFSO

1 channel slave radio sender
For controlling other remote circuits via Radio receiver switches or dimmers.
Hard wired. Requires mains power supply. Signal range up to 100m in free air.
For programming, requires Test plug (Order code: TEPL see page 57).

85.3

H
87 x 87 x 41mm

*Mains halogen lamps must have an integral thermal safety fuse.

Wiring diagram
85.1. Remote control dimming

85.2. CERF D10VDC MB controlling several 1-10VDC dimmable ballasts
control lines

receiver dimmer

L

CERF D10VDC MB

V

L

230 VAC

1
ballast
10

230 VAC
load

wire-free
sender

N

N

DANLERS
plug-in
switch
SLSE 1RFSO

L1

1
ballast
10

wire-free
sender

H. Dimensions in mm

85.3. SLSE 1RFSO radio slave sender and radio receiver

L

1
ballast
10

SL

Radio receiver

plan

side

87

41

load
87

230 VAC

N
Telephone: +44(0)1249 443377

230 VAC

N1
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BESPOKE AND O.E.M. PRODUCTS

Special versions of various DANLERS products can be supplied to Original Equipment
Manufacturers or other customers. Please call us to discuss your requirements. Here are
some examples:

BENEFITS
Exacting standards of design and
manufacture

Build-in PIR occupancy switches

Quick response times

DANLERS manufacture bespoke passive infra-red occupancy switches for manufacturers
to build into luminaires. These are ideal for energy saving as they ensure that unnecessary
lighting is switched off automatically. Please contact us to discuss your requirements.

Collaborative relationships with you
the customer

Low voltage PIR occupancy switches

ISO 14001: 2004 accreditation

We manufacture various 24V (a.c. or d.c.) versions of our PIR occupancy switches and
photocell switches, ideal for low voltage control systems. 12V versions can also be
supplied, depending on the quantity required. Many of these items are often held in stock.

Thorough in-house testing ensuring
consistent quality

To special order we can also supply PIR occupancy switches with volt-free outputs
(including versions with gold contact relays) available for use with mains, 24V or 12V
supplies.

MADE IN THE UK

ISO 9001: 2008 accreditation

Pre-wired controls
We can manufacture various bespoke pre-wired controls for use with marshalling box
control systems as well as different cable lengths on standard products.

Low voltage high frequency dimmers
We can manufacture bespoke 1-10 volt PIR occupancy switches with daylight linked
dimming with 24V (a.c. or d.c.) supply.

Bespoke time lag switches
Time lag switches with bespoke specifications can be supplied, depending on the
quantity required.
The special features which can be supplied are:
•

Different time lag ranges or fixed time lags

•

Warning signal before load is switched off (e.g. lighting load flashing off and back on
again 1 minute before switch off)

•

Ability to manually switch off while part way through a time lag

•

Different coloured illuminated push buttons

•

Variants on 4 stage multi-selectable time lag switches (page 65) with different time lag
options and/or different printing on the front plate

•

Designed to operate from different supply voltages

•

With switched outputs or volt-free outputs.

Contract Electronic Manufacturing
DANLERS offer Contract Electronic Manufacturing services, including surface mount and
through hole electronic assembly, for other manufacturers.
Please contact us to discuss your requirements or visit DANLERS Contract
Electronics Manufacturing website: www.danlerscem.co.uk
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Leading edge dimmer modules and high frequency dimmer modules are available for other Original Equipment Manufacturers to mount
on their own wall plates. No need to derate for mains halogen lamps (follow the resistive wattages in the tables below).

Soft start dimmer modules

Description

Order code

Min. and Max. wattage:
resistive, mains halogen
or dimmable electronic
transformer loads

Min. and Max. wattage:
dimmable wire-wound
or toroidal transformer
inductive loads

Max. no. of
transformers

Dimensions (mm)

Soft start dimmer module

DSS 250W

40 - 250W

40 – 160W

4

66x28x29

For wiring diagrams see page 75.

DSS 400W

60 – 400W

60 – 250W

6

66x28x29

Slave switch module

SS SL

Suitable for use with DANLERS Soft start dimmers
and Quiet dimmers and modules, and DANLERS
Time lag switches.

66x28x29

Load / Number of ballasts

Dimensions (mm)

Same functions and features as the
plated Soft start dimmers, shown on
page 74.

High frequency dimmer modules

Description

Order code

Push on, push off, with rotary
dimming control

DPD 10VDC SB

1 or 2 ballasts.

For dimmable high frequency ballasts
taking a 1-10VDC input.
Based on 1-10VDC High frequency
plated dimmers shown on page 76.

Total load of ballasts, lamps plus other load not more than
6 amps.

59x25x30

Multiple ballasts.

For wiring diagrams see page 77
diagrams 77.1 (DPD 10VDC SB) and
77.2 (DPD 10VDC MB).

DPD 10VDC MB

Can control up to 20mA, eg. 20 ballasts at 1mA (varies
according to make and model of ballast).

59x25x30

Total load of ballasts, lamps plus other load not more than
6 amps.

Dimensions in mm
DSS 250W, DSS 400W, SS SL

DPD 10VDC SB and DPD 10VDC MB

front

side

28

24

25

30

front

side

59

66
Spindle
Ø = 6mm
29

Telephone: +44(0)1249 443377

Spindle
Ø = 6mm
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Leading edge dimmer modules are available for other Original Equipment Manufacturers to mount on their own wall plates. No need to
derate for mains halogen lamps (follow the resistive wattages in the tables below).

Rotary and push dimmer modules
Our range of dimmer modules includes versions with rotary or push mechanical switches.
Versions for:

Resistive loads
LED lamps and fittings
Dimmable electronic transformer loads or inductive transformer loads.

No need to derate for mains halogen lamps (follow the resistive wattages in the tables below).
A.

B.

C.

D.

Push switch dimmer modules for LED lamps and fittings (leading edge), 1 or 2-way push switching.
For wiring diagrams see page 71.
Order code

Max. wattage - LED loads

Min. wattage - LED loads

Dimensions (mm)

DPDLEDOEM

250W

Variable (see DPDLED pages
76/77)

59x25x30 (Image A)

Rotary switch dimmer modules for resistive loads, 1-way rotary switching.
For wiring diagram see page 73 (diagram 73.1).
Order code

Min. and Max. wattage - resistive loads

Min. and Max. wattage - transformer loads

Dimensions (mm)

DRD 250W

40 – 250W

Not suitable

64x25x21 (Image C)

DRD 400W

60 – 400W

Not suitable

64x25x21 (Image C)

Push switch dimmer modules for resistive loads, 1 or 2-way push switching.
For wiring diagrams see page 73.
Order code

Min. and Max. wattage - resistive loads

Min. and Max. wattage - transformer loads

Dimensions (mm)

DPD 250W

40 – 250W

Not suitable

64x25x21 (Image C)

DPD 400W

60 – 400W

Not suitable

64x25x21 (Image C)

DPD 630W

60 – 630W

Not suitable

64x44x42 (Image D)

DPD 1000W

100 – 1000W

Not suitable

104x50x24 (Image B)

Push switch dimmer modules for dimmable wire-wound transformer low voltage loads, 1 or 2-way push switching.
For wiring diagrams see page 73.
Order code

Min. and Max. wattage resistive loads

Min. and Max. wattage transformer loads

Max. no. of
transformers

Dimensions (mm)

DPD 250WI

60 – 400W

60 – 250W

6

64x25x21 (Image C)

DPD 400WI

60 – 630W

60 – 400W

8

64x44x42 (Image D)

DPD 630WI

60 – 1000W

60 – 630W

12

104x50x24 (Image B)

Push switch dimmer modules for dimmable electronic transformer low voltage loads, 1 or 2-way push switching.
For wiring diagrams see page 73.
Order code

Min. and Max. wattage resistive loads

Min. and Max. wattage transformer loads

Max. no. of
transformers

Dimensions (mm)

DPD 250WIET

40 – 250W

40 – 250W

4

64x25x21 (Image C)

DPD 400WIET

60 – 400W

60 – 400W

6

64x25x21 (Image C)

DPD 630WIET

60 – 630W

60 – 630W

8

64x44x42 (Image D)

DPD 1000WIET

60 – 1000W

60 – 1000W

12

104x50x24 (Image B)
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Leading edge dimmer modules and time lag modules are available for other Original Equipment Manufacturers to mount on their own
wall plates. No need to derate for mains halogen lamps (follow the resistive wattages in the tables below).

Rotary and push dimmer modules
Push switch module, 1 or 2-way switching. Any type of load. (No dimming.)
Order code

Maximum resistive load

Maximum transformer load

Dimensions (mm)

DPS 1500W

6 amps

6 amps

64x25x21 (Image C, P.88)

Rotary intermediate switch module. Any type of load. (No dimming.)
Order code

Maximum resistive load

Maximum transformer load

Dimensions (mm)

DRS 1000WINT

4 amps

4 amps

64x25x29 (Not illustrated)

Time lag switch modules
These push to activate modules have adjustable time lags.
The time lag setting can be adjusted by a spindle on the back edge of the product.
They require 3 wire connections: live, neutral and switched line.
Based on 3-wire plated time lag switches shown on pages 60-61 (TLSW A20 and
TLSW A120).
For wiring diagrams see page 61 (diagrams 61.4 and 61.5). (Can be wired in parallel,
however cannot be operated by slave switches.)

E.

Loading:

Up to 6 amps (1500W) of resistive, fluorescent
or inductive lighting loads, or up to 1 amp (250W) of fans.

Order code

Time lag range

Dimensions (mm)

TL A20

2 – 20 minutes

64x25x31 (Image E)

TL A120

12 – 120 minutes

64x25x31 (Image E)

Dimensions in mm
Products opposite and above
measuring 64x25x21mm
(various push and rotary dimmer
modules and push switch module)

DPDLEDOEM
59x25x30mm

25

30

front

25

21

front

side

Products opposite measuring
64x44x42mm
(various push dimmer modules)
44

59

42
side

front

side

64

Spindle
Ø = 6mm

Spindle
Ø = 6mm

25

24

50

Spindle
Ø = 6mm

DRS 1000WINT
64x25x29mm
(rotary intermediate switch module)

Products opposite measuring
104x50x24mm
(various push dimmer modules)

front

64

side

104

Spindle
Ø = 6mm

Telephone: +44(0)1249 443377

29

front

side

TL A20, TL A120
64x25x31mm
front

side

25

21

64
64
Spindle
Ø = 6mm

Spindle
Ø = 6mm
31
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Interpretation
In these conditions:
‘BUYER’ means the person who accepts a quotation of the Seller for the sale of
the Goods or whose order for the Goods is accepted by the Seller
‘GOODS’ means the goods (including any instalment of the goods or any parts
for them) which the Seller is to supply in accordance with these Conditions
‘SELLER’ means DANLERS Limited (registered in England under number
2570169)
‘CONDITIONS’ means the standard terms and conditions of sale set out in this
document and (unless the context otherwise requires) includes any special
terms and conditions agreed in writing between the Buyer and the Seller
‘CONTRACT’ means the contract for the purchase and sale of the Goods
‘WRITING’ includes telex, cable, facsimile transmission and comparable means
of communication.
Any reference in these Conditions to any provision of a statute shall be
construed as a reference to that provision as amended, re-enacted or extended
at the relevant time.
The headings in these Conditions are for convenience only and shall not affect
their interpretation.
Basis of the sale
The Seller shall sell and the Buyer shall purchase the Goods in accordance
with any written quotation of the Seller which is accepted by the Buyer, or any
written order of the Buyer which is accepted by the Seller, subject in either case
to these Conditions, which shall govern the Contract to the exclusion of any
other terms and conditions subject to which any such quotation is accepted or
purported to be accepted, or any such order is made or purported to be made,
by the Buyer.
No variation to these Conditions shall be binding unless agreed in Writing
between the authorized representatives of the Buyer and the Seller.
The Seller’s employees or agents are not authorized to make any
representations concerning the Goods unless confirmed by the Seller in Writing.
In entering into the Contract the Buyer acknowledges that it does not rely on
any such representations, which are not so confirmed.
Any advice or recommendation given by the Seller or its employees or agents to
the Buyer or its employees or agents as to the storage, application or use of the
Goods which is not confirmed in Writing by the Seller is followed or acted upon
entirely at the Buyer’s own risk, and accordingly the Seller shall not be liable for
any such advice or recommendation which is not so confirmed.
The Seller makes no warranty as to the accuracy of all general drawings
including weights and dimensions issued by the Seller and such drawings and
any descriptions and illustrations contained in any catalogue, price list or other
advertising material are for information only and are a general description of the
Goods and do not form part of the Contract.
Any typographical, clerical or other error or omission in any sales literature,
quotation, price list, acceptance of offer, invoice or other document or
information issued by the Seller shall be subject to correction without any liability
on the part of the Seller.
The Seller supplies the Goods to the Buyer on the sole basis that the Goods are
on-sold by the Buyer to suitably qualified, professional installers only.
Orders and specifications
No order submitted by the Buyer shall be deemed to be accepted by the Seller
unless and until confirmed in Writing by the Seller’s authorized representative.
The Buyer shall be responsible to the Seller for ensuring the accuracy of
the terms of any order (including any applicable specification) submitted by
the Buyer, and for giving the Seller any necessary information relating to the
Goods within a sufficient time to enable the Seller to perform the Contract in
accordance with its terms.
The quantity, quality and description of and any specification for the Goods
shall be those set out in the Seller’s quotation (if accepted by the Buyer) or the
Buyer’s order (if accepted by the Seller).
If the Goods are to be manufactured or any process is to be applied to the
Goods by the Seller in accordance with a specification submitted by the Buyer,
the Buyers shall indemnify the Seller against all loss, damages, costs and
expenses awarded against or incurred by the Seller in connection with or paid or
agreed to be paid by the seller in settlement of any claim for infringement of any
patent, copyright, design, trade mark or other industrial or intellectual property
rights of any other person which results from the Seller’s use of the Buyer’s
specification.
The Seller reserves the right to make any changes in the specification of the
Goods which are required to conform to any applicable statutory or E.C.
requirements or where the Goods are to be supplied to the Seller’s specification,
which do not materially affect their quality or performance.
The Seller’s policy is one of continuous improvement. The right to change
designs at any time without notice is reserved.
No order which has been accepted by the Seller may be cancelled by the Buyer
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except with the agreement in Writing of the Seller and on terms that the Buyer
shall indemnify the Seller in full against all loss (including loss of profit), costs
(including the cost of all labour and materials used), damages, charges and
expenses incurred by the Seller as a result of cancellation.
4.
Price of the goods
4.1 The price of the Goods shall be the Seller’s quoted price or, where no price
has been quoted (or a quoted price is no longer valid), the price listed in the
Seller’s published price list current at the date of acceptance of the order. Where
the Goods are supplied for the export from the United Kingdom, the Seller’s
published export price list shall apply. All prices quoted are valid for 30 days
only or until earlier acceptance by the Buyer, after which time they may be
altered by the Seller without giving notice to the Buyer.
4.2 The Seller reserves the right, by giving notice to the Buyer at any time before
delivery, to increase the price of the Goods to reflect any increase in the cost to
the Seller which is due to any factor beyond the control of the Seller such as,
any change in delivery dates, quantities or specifications for the Goods which is
requested by the Buyer, or any delay caused by any instructions of the Buyer or
failure of the Buyer to give the Seller adequate information or instructions.
4.3 Except as otherwise stated under the terms of any quotation or in any price list
of the Seller, and unless otherwise agreed in Writing between the Buyer and the
Seller, all prices are given by the Seller on an ex works basis, and where the
Seller agrees to deliver the Goods otherwise than at the Seller’s premises, the
Buyer shall be liable to pay the Seller’s charges for transport, packaging and
insurance.
4.4 The price is exclusive of any applicable value added tax, which the Buyer shall
be additionally liable to pay to the Seller.
5.
Terms of payment
5.1 Subject to any special terms agreed in Writing between the Buyer and the Seller,
the Seller shall be entitled to invoice the Buyer for the price of the Goods on or
at any time after delivery of the Goods, unless the Goods are to be collected by
the Buyer or the Buyer wrongfully fails to take delivery of the Goods in which
event the Seller shall be entitled to invoice the Buyer for the price at any time
after the Seller has notified the Buyer that the Goods are ready for collection or
(as the case may be) the Seller has tendered delivery of the Goods
5.2 No prompt payment discount is available.
5.3 The Buyer shall pay the price of the Goods (less any discount to which the
Buyer is entitled, but without any other deduction) by the end of the month
following month of invoice date, and the Seller shall be entitled to recover the
price, notwithstanding that delivery may not have taken place and the property
in the Goods has not passed to the Buyer. The time of payment of the price
shall be of the essence of the Contract. Receipts for payment will be issued only
upon request.
5.4 If the Buyer fails to make any payment on the due date then, without prejudice
to any other right or remedy available to the Seller, the Seller shall be entitled to:
5.4.1 cancel the contract or suspend any further deliveries to the Buyer;
5.4.2 appropriate any payment made by the Buyer to such of the Goods (or the
Goods supplied under any other contract between the Buyer and the Seller)
as the Seller may think fit (notwithstanding any purported appropriation by the
Buyer); and
5.4.3 Charge the Buyer interest (both before and after any judgment) on the amount
unpaid, at the rate of 8 per cent per annum above current Bank base rate from
time to time, until payment in full is made (a part of a month being treated as a
full month for the purpose of calculating interest).
6.
Delivery
6.1 Delivery of the Goods shall be made by the Buyer collecting the Goods at the
Seller’s premises at any time after the Seller has notified the Buyer that the
Goods are ready for collection or, if some other place for delivery is agreed
by the Seller, by the Seller deliver Goods to that place. If the net value of the
delivery is less than £200.00, a £10.00 carriage charge will be levied. This
carriage charge will increase to £20.00 for deliveries to a building site or to a
third party address.
6.2 Any dates quoted for delivery of the Goods are approximate only and the Seller
shall not be liable for any delay in delivery of the Goods however caused. Time
for delivery shall not be of the essence of the Contract unless previously agreed
by the Seller in Writing. The Goods may be delivered by the Seller in advance of
the quoted delivery date upon giving reasonable notice to the Buyer.
6.3 Where the Goods are to be delivered in instalments, each delivery shall
constitute a separate contract and failure by the Seller to deliver any one or more
of the instalments in accordance with these
Conditions or any claim by the Buyer in respect of any one or more instalments
shall not entitle the Buyer to treat the Contract as a whole a repudiated. Unless
specifically agreed prior to ordering, all outstanding Goods will be dispatched 6
months after the date of order.
6.4 If the Seller fails to deliver the Goods (or an instalment) for any reason other than
any cause beyond the Seller’s reasonable control or the Buyer’s fault, and the
Seller is accordingly liable to the Buyer, the Seller’s liability shall be limited to the
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6.5

7.
7.1

7.2

8.
8.1
8.2

8.3

8.4

8.5

8.6

8.7

excess (if any) of the cost to the Buyer (in the cheapest available market) or similar
goods to replace those not delivered over the price of the Goods.
If the Buyer fails to take delivery of the Goods or fails to give the Seller adequate
delivery instructions at the time stated for delivery (otherwise than by reason of
any cause beyond the Buyer’s reasonable control or by reason of the Seller’s fault)
then, without prejudice to any other right or remedy available to the Seller, the
Seller may:
6.5.1 Store the Goods until actual delivery and charge the Buyer for the
reasonable costs (including insurance) of storage.
Risk and Property
Risk of damage to or loss of the Goods shall pass to the Buyer:
7.1.1 in the case of Goods to be delivered at the Seller’s premises, at the time
when the Seller notifies the Buyer that the Goods are available for collection;
or
7.1.2 in the case of Goods to be delivered otherwise than at the Seller’s premises,
at the time of delivery or, if the Buyer wrongfully fails to take delivery of the
Goods, the time when the Seller has tendered delivery of the Goods.
Notwithstanding delivery and the passing of risk in the Goods, or any other
provision of these Conditions, the property in the Goods shall not pass to the
Buyer until the Seller has received in cash or cleared funds payment in full of the
price of the Goods and all other Goods agreed to be sold by the Seller to the
Buyer for which payment is then due.
Warranties and liability
Subject to the conditions set out below the Seller warrants that the Goods will
correspond with their specification at the time of delivery
The above warranty is given by the Seller subject to the following conditions:
8.2.1 the Seller shall be under no liability in respect of any defect in the Goods
arising from any drawing, design or specification supplied by the Buyer;
8.2.2 the goods should be installed, commissioned and maintained by, or under
supervision of competent persons in accordance with good practice and:
* The Requirements for Electrical Installations
* Codes of Practice
* Statutory Requirements
* Any instructions specifically advised by the Seller and where appropriate,
with particular reference to information marked on the Goods.
8.2.3 the Seller shall be under no liability in respect of any defect arising from fair
wear and tear, wilful damage, negligence, abnormal working conditions,
failure to follow the Seller’s instructions (whether oral or in writing), misuse
or alteration or repair of the Goods without the Seller’s approval;
8.2.4 the Seller shall not be liable for any loss, damage or reduction in
performance of the Goods which in the reasonable opinion of the Seller
is attributable to any equipment, products or services not supplied by the
seller;
8.2.5 the Seller shall be under no liability under the above warranty (or any other
warranty, condition of guarantee) if the total price for the Goods has not
been paid by the due date for payment;
8.2.6 The above warranty does not extend to parts, materials or equipment not
manufactured by the Seller, in respect of which the Buyer shall only be
entitled to the benefit of any such warranty or guarantee as is given by the
manufacturer to the Seller.
Subject as expressly provided in these Conditions, and except where the Goods
are sold to a person dealing as a consumer (within the meaning of the Unfair
Contract Terms Act 1977), all warranties, conditions or other terms implied by
statute or common law are excluded to the fullest extent permitted by law.
Where the Goods are sold under a consumer transaction (as defined by the
Consumer transactions (Restrictions on Statements) Order 1976) the statutory
rights of the Buyer are not affected by these Conditions.
Any claim by the Buyer which is based in any defect in the quality or condition of
the Goods or their failure to correspond with specification shall (whether or not
delivery is refused by the Buyer) be notified to the Seller within 7 days from the
date of delivery. If delivery is not refused, and the Buyer does not notify the Seller
accordingly, the Buyer shall not be entitled to reject the Goods and the Seller shall
have no liability for such defect or failure, and the Buyer shall be bound to pay the
price as if the Goods had been delivered in accordance with the Contract.
Where any valid claim in respect of any of the Goods which is based on any
defect in the quality or condition of the Goods of their failure to meet specification
is notified to the Seller in accordance with these Conditions, the Seller shall
be entitled to replace the Goods (or the part in question) free of charge or, at
the Seller’s sole discretion, refund to the Buyer the price of the Goods or a
proportionate part of the price), but the Seller shall have no further liability to the
Buyer.
Except in respect of death or personal injury caused by the Seller’s negligence,
the Seller shall not be liable to the Buyer by reason of any representation (unless
fraudulent), or any implied warranty, condition or other term, or any duty at
common law, or under the express terms of the Contract, for any indirect, special
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or consequential loss or damage (whether for loss of profit or otherwise), costs,
expenses or other claims for compensation whatsoever (whether caused by the
negligence of the Seller, its employees or agents or otherwise) which arise out
of or in connection with the supply of the Goods or their use or resale by the
Buyer, and the entire liability of the Seller under or in connection with the Contract
shall not exceed the price of the Goods, except as expressly provided in these
Conditions.
8.8 The Seller shall not be liable to the Buyer or be deemed to be in breach of the
Contract by reason of any delay in performing, or any failure to perform, any of the
Seller’s obligations in relation to the Goods, if the delay or failure was due to any
cause beyond the Seller’s reasonable control. Without prejudice to the generality
of the foregoing, the following shall be regarded as causes beyond the Seller’s
reasonable control:
8.8.1 Act of God, explosion, flood, tempest, fire or accident;
8.8.2 War or threat of war, sabotage, insurrection, civil disturbance or requisition;
8.8.3 Acts, restrictions, regulation, bye-laws, prohibitions or measures of any kind
on the part of any governmental, parliamentary or local authority;
8.8.4 Import or export regulations or embargoes;
8.8.5 Strikes, lock-outs or other industrial actions or trade disputes (whether
involving employees of the Seller of a third party);
8.8.6 Difficulties in obtaining raw materials, labour, fuel, parts or machinery;
8.8.7 Power failure or breakdown in machinery.
9. Confidentiality
9.1 Any data or other information provided by the Seller which is so designated by the
Seller as confidential shall be kept confidential by the Buyer but the forgoing shall
not apply to any data or other information which is public knowledge at the time
when it is so provided and shall cease to apply if at any future time it becomes
public knowledge through no fault of the Buyer.
10. Insolvency of buyer
10.1 This clause applies if:
10.1.1 the Buyer makes any voluntary arrangement with its creditors or (being
an individual or firm) becomes bankrupt or (being a company) becomes
subject to an administration order or goes into liquidation (otherwise than
for the purposes of amalgamation or reconstruction); or
10.1.2 an encumbrancer takes possession, or a receiver is appointed, of any of
the property or assets of the Buyer; or
10.1.3 the Buyer ceases, or threatens to cease, to carry on business; or
10.1.4 The Seller reasonably apprehends that any of the vents mentioned
above is about to occur in relation to the Buyer and notifies the Buyer
accordingly.
10.2 If this clause applies then, without prejudice to any other right or remedy
available to the Seller, the Seller shall be entitled to cancel the Contract or
suspend any further deliveries under the Contract without any liability to the
Buyer, and if the Goods have been delivered but not paid for the price shall
become immediately due and payable notwithstanding any previous agreement
or arrangement to the contrary.
11. General
11.1 These Conditions (together with the terms if any set out in the Estimate (if any))
constitute the entire agreement between the parties supersede any previous
agreement or understanding and may not be varied except in Writing between
the parties. All other terms and conditions express or implied by statute or
otherwise are excluded to the fullest extent permitted by law.
11.2 Any notice required or permitted to be given by either party to the other under
these Conditions shall be in writing addressed to the other party at its registered
office or principal place of business or such other address as may at the relevant
time have been notified pursuant to this provision to the party giving notice.
11.3 No failure or delay by either party in exercising any of its rights under the
Contract shall be deemed to be a waiver of that right and no waiver by either
party of any breach of the Contract by the other shall be considered as a waiver
of any subsequent breach of the same or any other provision.
11.4 If any provision of these conditions is held by any competent authority to be
invalid or unenforceable in whole or in part the validity of the other provisions
of these Conditions and the remainder of the provision in question shall not be
effected.
11.5 Any dispute arising under or in connect with these Conditions or the provision
of the Services shall be referred arbitration by a single arbitrator appointed
by agreement or (in default) nominated on the application of either party in
accordance with the provisions of the Arbitration Act 1996.
11.6 English law shall apply to the Contract and the parties agree to submit to the
non-exclusive jurisdiction of the English courts.
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